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The modular design of the exterior is picked up on the inside by customizing with standard flooring materials: Imperial Modern Excelon Tile and Excelon Feature Strips.

Imperial Modern Excelon (vinyl-asbestos) does a double job for this Charlotte facility. It provides an economical, long-wearing floor. And with 28,000 lineal feet of 3" feature strip, it color-coordinates the files, furniture, and accessories.

The Imperial Modern Excelon used here is 1/4" gauge. Depending on service and budget requirements, 3/32" gauge is available as an alternate. In both cases, the contemporary, mottled pattern goes all the way through the tile's thickness, so the look lasts the life of the floor.
The planned floor.

63,000 square feet planned for custom appearance within a controlled budget. Planner's choice: Armstrong Imperial® Modern Excelon® Tile.

The next time you're planning a floor, contact your Armstrong Representative. He can show you the largest, most comprehensive line of resilient flooring available. And he'll help make sure that all your flooring requirements are met precisely. Call him. Or write Armstrong, 505 Rock St., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
Dover designed a special Oildraulic® Elevator to meet the unusual requirements of the Squaw Valley Cable Car Terminal at Olympic Valley, California. The car measuring 11' 6" x 28' will take 120 skiers (one cable-car full) from the main entrance level to the cable car level. The car is glass-walled, and moves in a glass-enclosed hoistway with no clutter of overhead cables or machinery. Total lifting capacity of 45,000 lbs. is provided by the powerful Dover Oildraulic cylinder and power unit. ARCHITECTS: Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott, Boston, Massachusetts. GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Campbell Construction Co., Sacramento, California. PHOTOGRAPHER: Julius Shulman, Los Angeles. Dover Oildraulic Elevators installed by Valley Elevator Co., Sacramento, California.
Dover delivers
elevators to give a lift to 120 skiers at once,
or to a single handicapped child.

At Litchfield Junior High School, Litchfield, Conn.,
a Dover Continental Oildraulic Elevator was install­
ed so that handicapped students might move more
easily among the three classroom levels. Like the
school, the elevator is distinctive, being pre-engi­
neered to fit a specified hoistway size and thus saving
on engineering costs and delivery time. OWNER:
Town of Litchfield, Connecticut. ARCHITECT: John
M. Johansen, FAIA, New York City. GENERAL CON­
TRACTOR: C. H. Nickerson & Co., Inc., Torrington,
Connecticut. PHOTOGRAPHER: John Veltri, New
York City. Dover elevator installed by Eastern Ele­

Dover Delivers Oildraulic elevators
for low-rise buildings and electric traction elevators for high-rise
buildings. Write for catalogs.
Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. A-5, P. O. Box 2177,
Memphis, Tenn. 38102.
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Architect Benjamin Thompson's Design Research building designed to sell "modern environment" is a new and very special addition to Cambridge, Massachusetts' historic Brattle Street.

113 HANDSOME NEW "WAREHOUSE"
For a group of tenants whose ever-evolving program requirements added up to a mixed bag indeed, Davis, Brody & Associates designed a building on Manhattan's West Side so attractive that the space allocations changed once again—this time during the construction phase.

119 BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL
The transcontinental Hugh Stubbins/Rex Allen Partnership has brought both design and practice innovation to bear on masterplanning for phased replacement—without interrupting services—of 39 ancient buildings in Boston's huge new teaching hospital.

125 ST. VINCENT SCIENCE CENTER
This new educational building for St. Vincent Archabbey and College, by architect Tasso Katselas, is vigorous and original. When approached from a visual point of view, it can be seen as an architectural analogy with certain of our social and scientific impulses.
PLACES FOR PEOPLE TO PLAY

RECREATION FOR 40 MILLION PEOPLE
An article by William Penn Mott, Director of Parks and Recreation for the State of California.

COUNTRY CAMP FOR ALL AGES AND MANY USES
RTKL, Inc., Architects

OPEN AIR PAVILION FOR ALL-WEATHER USE
Delnoce Whitney Goubert, Architect

PLAYFUL FORMS AND BRIGHT COLORS IN OREGON CAMP
Unthank, Seder and Poticha, Architects

NEW VISITOR FACILITIES AT POINT REYES NATIONAL SEASHORE
Worley K. Wong and John Carden Campbell, Architects

NATURE TRAILS FOR PLEASURE WALKS IN A CITY PARK
Richard Stein and Associates, Architects

FLOWER DISPLAY PAVILION AT STATE FAIR
Callister & Payne, Architects

GOLF AND TENNIS CLUB ON LONG ISLAND SAND DUNES
Richard Foster, Architect

HAZARDS AND HURDLES IN DEVELOPING STANDARDS
A case study—the proposed use of a European tapping machine for rating the impact-noise resistance of floors—illustrates the difficulty in developing standards that have real relevance to actual usage.

BUILDING COMPONENTS
A wide array of new organic finishes—paints, coatings and films—enhances the use of aluminum as a building material. This article digests the technical papers given at a recent conference on the subject, providing information the specifier can put to use.
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BUILDING TYPES STUDY: COMMUNITY COLLEGES

June's Building Types Study on community colleges will contain examples from both sub- and inner-"urbia." Despite their widely differing physical settings and mushrooming numbers, in-depth designed community colleges have perhaps more similarities than differences: the best designed tend to be tightly-knit physical plants just as tightly integrated into their surroundings. And the community college in the city is growing in another direction as well: adding an array of community service functions to its basic educational role.

AN ARCHITECT'S GUIDE TO EXPO '70

The June issue, to contain the first article to present the Osaka fair from an architectural viewpoint, will include photographs and comments by senior editor Mildred Schmertz and emphasize Tange's theme pavilion and site plan, new air-supported structures and sophisticated display techniques.
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WOODSCAPE LIGHTING....INSPIRATION

for lighting design continuity on walkways and parking areas of plazas and malls. 10 Line Woodscape combines the vivid contrast of black brackets and transparent or white spheres, with the warmth of laminated wood standards. The rugged, gasketed assembly of aluminum castings is triple ground and black anodized for permanent beauty. 10 Line luminaires are designed for mercury vapor or incandescent lamps. This graceful, airy form can temper the rigidity of granite and steel. Enhance the visual environment by exploring the many possibilities of this unusual sphere and standard combination.

*Trademark of Weyerhaeuser Company

mcPhilben Lighting
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THE 5000 SERIES DESIGNED FOR SPACE SAVING

solves problems ordinary office furniture creates.
For information...

CRAMER INDUSTRIES INC.
A Subsidiary of USM Oil Company, 625 Adams Street, Kansas City, Kansas 66105, 913-621-6700
or...Sweet's Interior Design File Volume 3, Location F3/a
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The President on construction: hopeful ideas, hard questions

A few weeks ago, President Nixon issued a "Statement on Combating Construction Inflation and Meeting Future Construction Needs." It appears without fanfare (unlike the first such statement: Remember Mr. Agnew's leak of the news that "construction will be cut back 75 per cent"?) And it has not (at least that I've seen) gotten much attention—which seems odd considering the enormity of the conflicting problems involved: inflation continuing to inflate on one hand and housing continuing to slump on the other.

One approaches this second major Presidential statement on construction with mixed emotions: full of hope, since the industry's problems are finally on the front burner. But one must also approach with caution, for the first such message—the famous "75 per cent cutback"—turned out to be something much different than it first appeared to be. Reading it (on September 4th) scared everyone out of his fourth quarter profits, but as noted on this page in October with a quote from McGraw-Hill economist George Christie, "The estimate of actual reduction in expenditures comes to only $300 million. . . . As a move to relieve some of the pressure of excessive demand and thereby inhibit inflation in construction, this step is apt to be quite ineffectual." Well, it was, of course. For example, statistics on February construction contracts show a 9 per cent increase over the previous February, and no change in the pattern which has now persisted for several months—a depressed housing market, but an exceptionally high volume of non-residential construction (non-residential building is up 20 per cent over last February and non-building construction, including the highest rate of highway contracting ever, is up 36 per cent).

Well, that "75 per cent cutback" has been cancelled, at least in part, by the new message; and we now must see where the President feels we should go from here. In the new statement, President Nixon wrote on four points:

1. To achieve "more dynamic management" the President calls for "new materials, new techniques, improved designs and innovations in marketing." There's a one-sentence "strong endorsement" of Operation Breakthrough (what do you make of that?) and he calls for "more effective use of science and technology" and "an improved information system . . . as a basis for improving the quality of policy decisions involving the construction industry." There's a demand for "counter-seasonal contract award procedures . . . so that peak on-site employment coincides with the peak construction unemployment." The President urges Federal agencies to conduct "experimental pilot projects in off-season construction," firmly demands that "within the next three months, agencies responsible for Federal construction shall identify those programs that can best use off-season labor," and directs that "Interior construction activities such as repair, rehabilitation and painting shall be performed during winter months . . ."

Winter building is of course a pretty old saw, well worked around these days. Missing from the President's Statement is any version of a device that could be much more effective than off-season construction work in spreading around demand: to wit, a directive to Federal agencies to award contracts only in slack areas of the country.

2. On "stabilizing the cost of building materials," the statement is predictably a bit short on detail. The President notes the decrease in lumber and plywood prices (which is a relative thing and a special case). But since there is little the government can do—short of The Big Freeze and except for an over-all cooling of inflation—to stabilize material prices, there are no proposals.

3. On "moderating severe increases in the cost of labor," the Statement gets pretty specific—but here the questions really start. For example (and these are only a few examples from a very detailed part of the President's message): The President directs "the Secretary of Labor to prepare a plan within 60 days expanding present enrollment in Department of Labor programs providing training for construction skills by 50 per cent, increasing this pace over the next five years." Question: Surely Mr. Shultz has a pile of such plans in his desk drawer, including some left by his predecessors. What's going to be different this time, and make it work this time?

In addition to this 50 per cent increase in training programs, the President calls for wide expansion of apprentice programs, veterans' training programs, and supplementary training "for the disadvantaged." Question: Where's the money coming from?

Further, the President "directs the heads of all Federal government agencies to include a clause in construction contracts that will require the [maximum] employment of apprentices or trainees on such projects." Question: Is the apprentice system really the most effective way to increase the supply of labor—since so far it has proved limiting in the extreme both by reason of its administration by the unions and the amount of over-training required? And question: What about the Philadelphia plan? (Not mentioned).

4. And on the biggest bugaboo of all—money—the President makes some pretty specific recommendations (and raises some
Some stands by the A.I.A.: a growing attempt to influence

Not long ago, the A.I.A. board made it clear (RECORD, November 1969) that "as professionals we must become involved in the creation of public policy that will lead to the creation of a better environment." I guess I'd known that the new policy was being implemented in a number of ways. But I was nonetheless impressed to see—in a "Where We Stand" summary issued by the A.I.A.—that in addition to strong stands on cities and urban policy, on housing, and on quality of design, the A.I.A. had:

1. Asked for a National Pollution Abatement Authority to halt pollution and establish "true costs of development proposals."  
3. Urged lawsuits by private citizens, state and Federal government over such pollution cases as oil spills off the California coast, strip mine erosion in Pennsylvania, and contamination of Lake Erie. The newly appointed Council on Environmental Quality and the lawsuits "should make it clear to public and private polluters that property rights do not provide a basis for contaminating the environment."

4. Urged city planning commissioners and planning staffs to stop being mere passive review agencies... and to take the lead in suggesting how areas should be developed and designed.  
5. Backed wider use of Planned Unit Developments, clustering to conserve open space, and state development corporations.  
7. Battled to save the Vieux Carré waterfront from 'reparable harm' by an interstate highway link, and helped the Department of Transportation to find an alternate route...  
8. Called for more effective ways to control billboard blight...  
9. Sought a master plan to protect Capitol Hill; helped kill, for the present, expansion and changes in the West Front.  
10. Asked for higher authorization funding levels for the Historic Properties Act of 1969, pointing out that Congress has so far appropriated only $1,369,000 in grants-in-aid to be shared by 25 states and Puerto Rico.

Which is, it seems to me, a pretty impressive beginning. Three cheers! More, more!

This is a good time to know where the economy is headed...
In corporate headquarters offices of Heublein, Inc., in Hartford, Conn., tiles fit snugly in the Accesso Concealed Suspension System to form a smooth, almost seamless ceiling.

Every tile is an instant-access panel

with the new Keene Accesso™ Concealed Suspension System for acoustical tiles and pans.

Tilt any tile up and lift it out. With the Keene Accesso system, that’s all you do for instant access to overhead systems anywhere in a building. With no need to interrupt office routine. No searching for special access panels. No special tools to strong-arm tiles down.

Accesso is the most convenient ceiling system ever. What's more, Accesso members aren't locked permanently, so you're not locked into the building module. You're free to relocate, lighting fixtures and air-handling devices wherever you like. And because the Accesso system—exclusively—can also be used to suspend metal-pan ceilings in high-humidity areas, you can specify just one ceiling system for the whole building.

You can use any standard tile in the Accesso system, with no special machining. But for looks to match convenience, specify beautifully fissured Styltone or other acoustical tiles from Keene. For full details, write Keene Corporation, Sound Control Division, Princeton Service Center, U.S. Route 1, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

KEENE
SOUND CONTROL DIVISION

We've just begun to grow.
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Weyerhaeuser Woodscape™ Lighting.
We designed the parts.
Now you design the system.

New Weyerhaeuser Woodscape Lighting is a systems approach to illumination with over 500 combinations for residential areas, campuses, malls and highways.

There are four luminaire styles and two shapes of laminated wood standards: the curved and the straight, from 8 to 30 feet. Plus one- and two-way crossarms.

To install you simply dig a hole and drop in the standard, so installation costs less than steel or concrete. The Weyerhaeuser standards are treated for long life. No maintenance required. Ever. And you can stain the standards or leave them natural.

Above all, Woodscape Lighting relates with its surroundings in a non-striving way. It’s an environmental product of Weyerhaeuser Company in cooperation with mcPhilben Lighting, a division of Emerson Electric Company.

We designed the parts. Now it’s up to you.

Send the coupon for full details.
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To: Weyerhaeuser Company, Box B-6900
   Tacoma, Washington 98401

☐ Please send me your brochure on Weyerhaeuser Woodscape Lighting.
☐ I’d like to talk to a representative.

Name __________________________
Firm __________________________
Address ________________________
City ___________________________ State ______ Zip ______

Weyerhaeuser
1. No other ceiling system offers so many architectural design possibilities! T-Line is available in any size module; linear or modular types for luminous, coffered or tiled ceilings.

2. Your complete freedom to choose any type or brand of ceiling panels, lighting and partitions gives T-Line Ceilings the greatest architectural, environmental and performance possibilities of any ceiling system.

3. Titus manufactures only the air diffusion and ceiling suspension components of T-Line. You have complete freedom to specify any type or make of other components. This permits installation in the conventional manner with a clear-cut division of the trades.

4. Titus knows air distribution, having manufactured air diffusion products over 24 years. With T-Line, the air pattern is adjustable a full 180° — can provide each modular unit of space with the air distribution to fully satisfy any present or future room requirements.
...when you specify TITUS T-LINE Coordinated Air Diffusing Ceiling Systems

(only T-Line gives you all these freedoms)

3. FREEDOM FROM CONFLICT BETWEEN BUILDING TRADES

4. FREEDOM FROM AIR DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

MAIL TO: TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Waterloo, Iowa 50704
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LOAD-BEARING
ELEGANCE
WITH
MEDUSA WHITE

Today in Philadelphia precast architectural load-bearing walls are now twenty stories high . . . tomorrow they may be thirty stories or higher.

By combining structural and architectural design requirements, a need is fulfilled with one product. Medusa White Portland Cement with its uniformity provides color control, whether for pure white or tinted concrete. Medusa White also provides compressive and flexible strengths equal to gray cement.

Specify Medusa White with confidence.
Get complete data. Write Medusa, P.O. Box 5668, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Architects: Nowicki and Polillo of Philadelphia.
Eggers & Higgins, New York City, New York
Engineers: David Bloom Associates, Philadelphia.
Robert Rosenwasser, New York City, New York
General Contractor: E. Frankel Enterprises, Philadelphia.

Precast load bearing units are 19'-11½" wide x 11' high. Average weight 12 tons. Spandrels are covered with black glass to accent vertical mullions.
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DESIGN CONCEPT: A resort complex on a steep ridge overlooking a bay area, providing the arriving vacationer with a feeling of being absorbed into the recreational environment. Demands of the building program are 1) to create a high density that can afford a maximum variety of activities and service for the inhabitants, and 2) provide an architecture that is both informal and harmonious with the natural beauty of the site.
utility

DAP Butyl-Flex® gives all the protection of 20-year sealants in caulkjng joints where movement is minimal. This accounts for nine out of ten cases where a seal is desired against sun, snow and storm. No other caulk comes close to this combination of long-term dependability and widespread utility. But then no other caulk has the high butyl content of Butyl-Flex. That's why no other caulk matches its outstanding elongation and tenacious adhesion between similar and dissimilar construction materials. For catalog describing Butyl-Flex and other DAP Architectural Sealants, please write: DAP Inc., General Offices: Dayton, Ohio 45401. Subsidiary of PPG Industries.
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A natural choice for the combined 500,000 sq. ft. plant and offices of National Screw and Manufacturing Company, Mentor, Ohio. Another example that beauty doesn't have to cost more.

A bare COR-TEN steel exterior may look expensive but it's really one of the more economical materials you can use for industrial exteriors. And once it's up, you can forget normal maintenance costs—it takes care of itself. No painting, no cleaning, and since it's a high-strength steel it can take a pretty good beating. If it's scratched or marred, it simply heals itself. And the older it gets, the better it looks. Why not take a long hard look at bare COR-TEN steel for your next industrial structure. It's a natural.
National Screw & Mfg. Company Building, Mentor, Ohio.
ARCHITECT: Outcalt, Guenther, Partners, Cleveland, Ohio.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Barber & Hoffman, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Turner Construction Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
STEEL FABRICATOR: Kilroy Structural Steel, Cleveland, Ohio.
SIDING MANUFACTURER: The R. C. Mahon, Detroit, Michigan.

For information, contact a USS Construction Marketing Representative through the nearest USS sales office, check your Sweet's Architectural or Industrial Construction File, or write to United States Steel, Box 86, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

USS and COR-TEN are registered trademarks.
Georgia State Hospitals safeguard with Sargent
Maximum Security System

The state of Georgia has just completed three regional hospitals in Savannah, Augusta, and Atlanta. They form the vanguard of 8 to 10 such hospitals, each designed to provide the best possible treatment for emotionally disturbed or mentally retarded patients.

Every one of the doorways in the three complexes is guarded by the new Sargent Maximum Security System lockset which operates only with a special key that cannot be duplicated on "corner-store" key cutting machines.

Analyzing the reasons for the selection of the Sargent system, William R. Scaife, manager of the architectural firm of Jones and Fellers said, "We looked over every advanced lockset system — but couldn't find the same key control features that are available to us in the Sargent Maximum Security System. Its pick-resistance and the expanded levels of master keying are bonus benefits."

Other outstanding installations of the Sargent Maximum Security System include the Los Angeles County Medical Center at Olive View, the Loyola University Medical Center in the Chicago suburb of Maywood and the offices of the Secretary of Defense in the Pentagon.

For full information on the Sargent Maximum Security System, write to Sargent & Company, 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Conn. 06509 • Ontario, Canada • Member Producers' Council

SARGENT
A complete line of advanced architectural hardware
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LENNOX PRESENTS

Office comfort with affordable tenant control

Growing demands for individualized office comfort—plus spiraling costs and expensive money—all have combined to create a new "specification" for many buildings: heating/air conditioning systems with affordable tenant control. Tall order? Yes—but a Lennox modular system can provide the necessary flexibility for true tenant control of individual environments. And Lennox does it with cost-saving affordability.

continued overleaf . . .

The Garden City Office Building—Long Island's largest—is being built in Carle Place, near Mineola. The five-story, 289,000-sq. ft. area will have individual comfort zones, regulated by tenant control of Lennox heating and air conditioning. Architect: Theodore E. Bindrim, A.I.A. Engineers: S. M. Limoggio Associates. Owner-Build: Garden City Plaza Corporation.
Long Island’s new Garden City Office Building has Lennox modular heating and air conditioning because, according to Tom Pepitone, president of the owner company, “We need tenant (zone) control. With a central system, this would have cost two or three times as much. One supplier—Lennox—provided all equipment needed.” On the roof: Direct Multizone System (DMS) and single-zone combination gas heating/electric cooling units, and single-package air conditioning. In the basement: indoor DMS and blower-coil units with POWER SAVER® for ventilation.

Continued...

**affordability in office comfort**

Consider the benefits in tenant control of individual environments, and practical owner cost—both achieved without design restriction. It’s done with Lennox modular systems. Here’s the widest equipment choice, too, to fit your building’s design: any type and size—in single-zone, multizone, combination units, remote, indoor and out, thru-the-wall, rooftop and ground. For any fuel. Lennox designs for predictable installation costs. Minimal on-site labor is assured by flash-in mounting frames, and equipment which is factory-assembled and -wired, including controls. No costly standby overcapacity needed.

These four Wellesley, Massachusetts multi-tenant office buildings have more in common than their geography and handsome, modern design. All have tenant system gas heating and electric air conditioning—ducted, individually-controlled comfort zones. And it comes from their rooftops ... from the dual-duct systems of modular Lennox DMS combination units hidden there. Architects: Donaldson Ray McMullin Associates, Job Captain John C. Staniunas; Builder and Developer: G. Arnold Haynes, Inc.; Heating-Air Conditioning Contractor: Hampden Heating and Air Conditioning Company, Inc.

Owning costs are predictable, too—with equipment quality-built for long, reliable service, low maintenance. Extended component guarantees. Long-term service contracts available. And Lennox single-source responsibility. Lennox ducted modular systems are designed for progressive occupancy, fast-starting pay-out. And they won't let a whole building down at once. If something does fail, it's back in service fast, with fewer tenants inconvenienced. To top it off, low-profile Lennox equipment hides easily and its light weight allows non-load-bearing walls. Think about that, too, next time you plan.

For details, see Sweet's 29a/Le—or write Lennox Industries Inc., 802 S. 12th Avenue, Marshalltown, Iowa 50158.
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Plexiglas®
The high dividend lighting lens at First National Bank of Chicago.

The world's tallest bank building demonstrates how lighting panels of Plexiglas acrylic plastic pay dividends in more ways than one.

First there's design flexibility. The First National Bank of Chicago uses a variety of lightly tinted lenses of Plexiglas to create different lighting effects in various sections of the building.

There's also permanence. Unlike other plastic lighting materials, Plexiglas does not turn yellow.

The light weight and breakage resistance of Plexiglas result in simplification of fixture design, a sharp reduction in breakage during shipping and installation, marked economies in lighting maintenance, and greater safety.

Plexiglas is code-approved for lighting nationwide and is demonstrating its superior performance characteristics in practically every new big-name building built in recent years.

Write for our case study on the First National Bank of Chicago, technical literature and the names of lighting equipment manufacturers using Plexiglas.

Architects:
C. F. Murphy Associates
and the Perkins and Will Partnership
(joint venture)
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Add solid comfort on the spot.

Ceraglo. The trouble-free, solid state heater.

Our new infra-red spot heater is as versatile as aspirin. It brings quick comfort to chilly workshops and utility rooms. To farm buildings and garages. To loading docks, guard shacks, in-plant cold spots.

But Ceraglo cures a lot more than the chills. It ends your installation headaches and relieves maintenance troubles.

The secret ingredient is a totally new heating element, a 3M discovery. It lets this 1500-watt unit operate safely and efficiently on 120 volts. Allows simple, direct mounting with standard junction box, wiring and switches.

Ceraglo’s heating element is a strong, solid state ceramic designed for a long, healthy life. With no fragile internal filament or resistance wires to break or burn out. Operates in any position.

We’ve engineered other comforts, too. Like compact size. Choice of mounts for wall or ceiling. And a tough acrylic finish that guards against rust and corrosion indoors or out.

Contact your local electrical distributor for full details.

We build Ceraglo to put heat where your customers want it. And to take the heat off of you.

3M. We make it hard to go wrong.
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Whiteprints that won’t

BRUNING: A SINGLE GRAPHIC SOURCE
wrinkle your nose.

Our nose-saving secret is our patented new PD whiteprint process.

What it does is simplify whiteprinting. And at the same time, offer the low cost and quality reproduction of Diazo.

There are no fumes or odors. Because our PD process completely eliminates ammonia from whiteprinting.

There's no chemical mixing.

There's no daily clean-up.

This revolutionary new process is featured in the new Bruning Model 80 tabletop whiteprinter. It makes full-size whiteprints up to 42 inches wide by any reasonable length. Which gives most small, but growing architectural or engineering firms the printmaking capacity they need for quick jobs. Like checkprints.

It also provides the size capacity and quality needed for larger jobs. And larger shops.

For full information or a demonstration of our PD process and the Model 80, write to Market Development Department, 1800 West Central Road, Mt. Prospect, Illinois 60056. Or call your Bruning representative.

For everything graphic, think Bruning. Your one source of supply for the smallest instruments as well as the largest whiteprinters. And all the rules, scales, curves and supplies in between. A single graphic source for designers, draftsmen, engineers and architects.
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Kawneer introduces a new system of aluminum entrance coordinates ... Entara

Now you can design entrance areas as individual and memorable as your buildings.

For the first time you aren't confined to stereotyped entrance styles. Entara is a system of aluminum extrusions, sub-assemblies, parts, pieces and hardware. Variants in stiles, rails, plankings, glazing options. Related in appearance and in function to achieve a wide selection of interchangeable design elements for an almost limitless variety of entrance configurations.

To put it another way ... Entara is a system of entrance coordinates. Door coordinates—Frame coordinates—Hardware coordinates. New form, dimension, plane, texture, color. New push-pull hardware, created as part of the system, can be varied to meet your design individuality.

The multiple components of the Kawneer/Entara system give you optimum design freedom. For full information, see your Kawneer representative or contact Kawneer Product Information, 1105 N. Front St., Niles, Michigan 49120.

Entara is a trademark of Kawneer/AMAX.

THE KAWNEER CONCEPT:
Attention to detail

KAWNEER
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

Aluminum

Kawneer Company, Inc., a Subsidiary of American Metal Climax, Inc.
Niles, Michigan • Richmond, California • Atlanta, Georgia • Bloomsburg, Penn. • Harrisonburg, Va. • Kawneer Company Canada, Ltd., Toronto
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UNMISTAKABLE VALUE. One of the original Colt Peacemaker revolvers... the gun that won the West. There's a history of value behind every new Jamison door, too... in quality construction, performance, and Jamison service.

Architects who value Value specify Jamison every time

Did you know that Jamison technical assistance and engineering help are immediately available in every section of the U.S.? To save your valuable time in solving any problems you may have relative to the efficient use of cold storage doors, Jamison has established a nationwide network of service centers. Extensive reference material and detailed information covering door construction, insulation, installation, and operation is available from each office to answer your questions and assist you in writing specifications.

Jamison brings you the finest in cold storage door quality, the most complete line of cold storage doors, and a service organization that's unmatched in the industry. That's why you can't mention Jamison without saying value. And if it's value you want, you'll specify Jamison every time. Your nearby Jamison service office is listed in your phone book. Or call Jamison in Hagerstown, Md., 301/733-3100.
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Joan Gregory in 12F is sleeping beautifully.

Of course she is.
She knows the people responsible for her apartment have done everything possible to make her safe and secure.

For a start (it’s a big one), they’ve put a Jamb-Gard® alarm on the door.

At night, before Joan goes to bed, she turns Jamb-Gard on with her key. If the door is opened, the alarm goes off.

Loudly. Otherwise, Joan gets on with her sleep.

When leaving, she turns Jamb-Gard on and closes the door. Should an intruder intrude in her absence, the alarm alerts the neighbors and —no doubt—scares off the intruder.

What could be simpler?

Jamb-Gard is 12 inches of elegant metal. In two standard finishes: anodized aluminum and gold.

(Special finishes on request.) Jamb-Gard is battery operated, solid state circuitry—and only 1¾” wide.

Plan for it on any metal door jamb.

But plan now. Jamb-Gard must be flush mounted; you’ll be doing the right thing aesthetically—and protectively.

And you’ll be helping the Joan Gregory’s of this world get their rest. Think about it.

Jamb-Gard by Continental Instruments Corporation
3327 Royal Ave., Oceanside, N. Y. 11572
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SERVICE AND MOP SINKS

Elkay stainless steel service sinks offer easy care, great durability and positive sanitation. Stainless steel brackets are standard on the wall model. Three available sizes to give lifetime service at a reasonable price. The floor style service sink, made in two sizes, has many optional features. Elkay service sinks end maintenance drudgery.

from the ELKAY family of firsts

Wall Service Sink Model ESSB-2520.
Efficient design for today's service sink applications. Standard fittings include LK-400 mixing faucet and LK-173 cast iron, enameled inside, adjustable "P" trap.

Floor Service Sink Model EFS-2523.
Designed for maximum convenience as a mop sink. Standard fitting LK-43 stainless dome strainer for caulking 3"
I.P.S. Additional equipment available:
LK-401 faucet, LK-402 hose, LK-403 3-station mop holder and LK-404 hose hanger.

For complete information write for Catalog No. IPC-2 or call Customer Service Dept., Area Code 312-681-1880. ELKAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 2700 S. Seventeenth Ave., Broadview, Ill. 60153
News in brief

Environment and labor will get priority attention at the 1970 convention of the American Institute of Architects in Boston June 21-25. Senator Edmund S. Muskie (D-Maine) and Walter Reuther, President of the United Automobile Workers, will speak on these subjects. June 24th will be a "day of awareness" planned by architects and architecture students to bring environmental programs and issues into focus. Hugh Mckittrick Jones, Jr., F.A.I.A., of Guilford, Conn., will be national chairman of the convention. A recessed session of the convention will be held in London on June 29th in conjunction with the Royal Institute of British Architects.

A bill aimed at pumping emergency funds into the housing market is under Senate consideration. The measure would create a new secondary market for conventional loans operated by the Federal National Mortgage Association. $250 million in special funds would go to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board to bolster the dollar flow to member banks. Also, $750 million would go to the Government National Mortgage Association for special assistance for low and moderate income single family mortgages. A dual market system for determining allowable rates on FHA-VA mortgages would come into being and the Federal Reserve Board would discount up to $3 billion in FHLBB obligations.

Seven black architects have begun a visiting instructors program with Southern University at Baton Rouge, La., the first such program in the country. The architects, Robert J. Nash, A.I.A., Leon Bridges, A.I.A., Leroy Campbell, A.I.A., William Todd Wallace, A.I.A., Roger Margerum, A.I.A., Robert Madison, A.I.A., and John Chase, A.I.A., will each spend two consecutive days at Southern. "It promises to bring the students something most schools don't have, whether they are white, black, or mixed," said Mr. Nash, a graduate of Howard University.

The Urban Coalition and Urban America will combine under the leadership of John Gardner, former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare and currently head of the Urban Coalition. The new organization will be called the National Urban Coalition. An Urban America non-profit housing center is being kept, as is City magazine.

The urgency of the need for recreation areas and facilities was stressed by Secretary of the Interior Hickel in his mid-April proposal to raise the Land and Water Conservation Fund—made up of revenues from outer shelf mineral leasing, Federal recreation area entrance and user fees, sale of Federal surplus property and motor boat fuel taxes—from the present $200 million to $300 million. (For more on recreation, see page 131.)

HUD Secretary Romney is pressing hard for removal of impediments to acceptance and application of new or improved technology. Romney's department wants legislation which would allow it to waive any legal provisions (in laws it administers) restricting Operation Breakthrough systems. The Secretary says local officials are awakening to "the need for action at their level if Federal preemptive action is to be avoided."

The Ford Foundation has given $500,000 for urban planning fellowships for minority group students to the American Society of Planning Officials. Over the next three years, sixty fellowships will be awarded for studies leading to the master's degree at twelve to fifteen schools. The society, located in Chicago, is the professional service organization of the citizen members of town, city, county, and regional planning commissions. The first two research fellowships of the National Trust for Historic Preservation have been awarded to two graduate students. Each will receive $7,000. The American Academy in Rome has awarded six $4,500 Rome Prize fellowships in architecture, environmental design and landscape architecture. The jury included Edward L. Barnes, Philip Johnson, Kevin Roche, Robert Venturi, Nathaniel Owings, Edmund Bacon, Buckminster Fuller, and Paul Friedberg. The new head of the Academy is Bartlett Hayes, former director of the Addison Gallery in Andover, Mass.

McGraw-Hill will sponsor a major conference on Industry and the Environment June 16-18 at New York's Americana Hotel.

Lewis Mumford will receive a Gold Medal award of the National Institute of Arts and Letters May 26. Mr. Mumford's most recent book is The Urban Prospect (1969). He received the National Book Award for The City in History in 1962. The other 1970 Gold Medal will go to painter Georgia O'Keeffe. Kenzo Tange has received the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation medal in architecture of the University of Virginia.
Tight space determines two major New York City expansion designs

Venerability is no help when an institution wants to expand in New York City, as Columbia University and the Metropolitan Museum of Art have discovered.

Columbia grows inward

Fresh from a bitter battle over construction of a new gym, a major cause of the riots of 1968, Columbia hired I.M. Pei and Partners to find a solution. The architects proposed putting the gym under South Field, right in the center of the cramped campus. They also proposed a general expansion plan which would avoid infringing on nearby Harlem and Morningside Heights. Two 23-story towers flanking South Field would contain offices. Wide two-floor openings would prevent the towers from closing in at ground level. The architects point out their construction would reduce South Field to the width Charles McKim intended for it in his original 1893 plan. Five levels would be developed beneath South Field. The upper level would be a concourse linking the towers and containing stores and meeting rooms above the gym. Columbia is likely to build the gym, while the rest of the proposal, which also suggests guidelines for the rest of the campus, with proposals for renovation of local buildings, remains under consideration.

Museum keeps off the grass

The Metropolitan Museum, painlessly aware of protests against its encroachment on Central Park greenery, asked Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo and Associates to preserve the park while providing major additions. New structures to house two large new collections and an Egyptian temple will be built along with two glassed-in parks. All the additions will be of glass in the Crystal Palace tradition of park architecture. According to the Museum, there will be no loss of green area, as the new structures will be built principally over existing parking lots and driveways, putting parking facilities underground. The plan will also continue Roche and Dinkeloo's extensive renovation of the existing building in order to provide better circulation and orientation. Six million people visit the Museum each year.

Richard Neutra is dead at 78

Richard Neutra died April 16 in West Germany of a heart attack. He had been travelling with his wife, Dione, on a tour of architectural projects in Europe.

Mr. Neutra came to the United States from his native Vienna in 1923, and he studied with Frank Lloyd Wright. He soon became a highly influential innovator himself. During the 1950's, he reached a new generation with his book, Survival Through Design (republished in paperback in 1969), and in recent years, he traveled throughout the world lecturing. The Neutra's found themselves in Czechoslovakia on the day of the Russian invasion.

Mr. Neutra's architecture grew out of the individual's needs and responses. He coined the term "Biorealism" to express this approach. Although he was a pioneer of new building methods, and although his designs were widely imitated, he believed Biorealism was his most important contribution.

Mr. Neutra's son, Dion, will continue the Los Angeles practice he shared with his father.

Birch Burdette Long prizes raise protests

The Architectural League of New York recently awarded its annual Birch Burdette Long Prize for Architectural Rendering to Ronald Williams "for his graphic exposition of an imaginary architecture," Daily Earth Chronicle X (right), and Theodore J. Musho for his sketch of St. Peter's. Both of the awards aroused some bitterness, expressed in a letter from a professional delineator to the League, particularly attacking the Daily Earth Chronicle as "an abstract, two dimensional graphic design" and "an insult."

Mr. Williams, an architect, explained to the RECORD that his design does indeed represent a real building project, though its function is more metaphysical and sculptural than utilitarian. The Daily Earth Chronicle, a sunken circular house bisected by a huge sundial wall containing stairways, is a project of ONYX, a group of artists and architects whose designs—which they hope to see built someday—often emphasize natural processes in monumental, superpure architectural forms, and whose interests range into media and education.

Bacon to leave Philadelphia planning post

Architect and planner Edmund Bacon, executive director of the Philadelphia City Planning Commission since 1949, will retire this month. Many of the accomplishments of Philadelphia's renewal in the last 20 years are obvious to any visitor, but Mr. Bacon believes his own most important achievements are the invisible changes in the city's ways of working, and in people's attitudes toward the city.

Edmund Bacon was born in Philadelphia in 1910, received a bachelor of architecture from Cornell and a graduate fellowship in urban planning from Cranbrook Academy. His Design of Cities (W. King) appeared in 1967, and he is working on a much-expanded edition. Mr. Bacon will continue to teach at the University of Pennsylvania, and has been asked to serve as consultant on urban development projects in several U.S. and foreign cities. He is an active member of the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality and chairman of the site task force of the Philadelphia Bicentennial Commission. As such, he is working to reformulate the international exposition. "Japan will be the last of its kind," he says.

With many of his programs well under way, he feels this is a good time for the Planning Commission to change leadership, and while a successor has not yet been named, Mr. Bacon has great confidence in the people who will work for that successor.
another innovative design from

NEW! the R-W no. 637
PAIR OPERATED OPERABLE WALL
for ADDED classroom flexibility

WORKS EFFECTIVELY AS A LECTURE BOARD OR TEACHING STATION WITH ADDITION OF CHALKBOARD OR TACKBOARD. CAN ALSO BE USED AS AN EFFICIENT ROOM DIVIDER AND SOUND BARRIER.

Richards-Wilcox proudly introduces its latest innovative design... the center-hung, pair-operated operable wall that makes classrooms and demonstration rooms more flexible. Features include: individual pairs of hinged, rigid 3" panels that stack at one jamb; self-locking floor seals; double top seals; and a pressure type closure panel with lockable jamb mounted closing lever. For ease of installation no floor track or top track switch mechanism required. Available in various DB ratings depending on your sound retardation requirements.

For complete information, call your R-W Sales Engineer or write for Bulletin F-289.
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JOIN THE FIGHT AGAINST AIR POLLUTION

ECONO-PAK 48-02 HELPS CLEAR THE AIR

You can do all this with one modern refuse disposal system:

1. Fight air pollution
2. Eliminate incineration dangers and by-products
3. Reduce amount of bulk refuse by 5 to 1
4. Cut your labor costs up to 50%
5. Save on valuable storage space
6. Save on time, manpower, man-hours and money

Apartment houses, hotels, office buildings, schools, hospitals and industry throughout the country can now take advantage of Eco-Pak 48-02. This new system of refuse compaction is an efficient, convenient and economical method of solving the mounting problem of waste and refuse disposition.

Standard automatic features make Eco-Pak easy to operate, with very little care required.

Once you put the Eco-Pak to work, you solve your own disposal problems, and you are helping in the nation's anti-air pollution and urban centers' anti-noise and odor programs.

Write or call direct, or contact our distributor for additional information, quotations or engineering assistance.

WATERBURY HYDRAULIC & POLLUTION SCIENCES, INC.
58 Lafayette St./Waterbury, Conn. 06706
Telephone: (203) 757-9251
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Alcatraz remains an unknown

Everybody has heard of Alcatraz, but who knows what it is really like? Very few. There are some who have seen it who can evaluate it only in terms of its former use as a prison, and who reject entirely its potential for the future. For others, the as yet unexploited interest in Alcatraz looms as a bonanza. For a handful of Indians on “the rock” it is a symbol, and a very uncomfortable place to live (no water, for one thing). For the Department of the Interior it suggests a unique National Park.

It is a place of strong contrasts: concrete prison buildings, Victorian wood houses; bitter cold winds on the west side, and green lawn and roses on the east. On the island’s highest spot is the now-deteriorating cell block building, entered from what elsewhere would be called a plaza, with the warden’s Victorian house on axis to the east.

St. Katharine by the Tower: sensitive redevelopment takes shape in London

On the site of the famous St. Katharine Docks, near the Tower of London, a project to include the biggest hotel in London, housing, schools, commercial space, a sports center, a theater, restaurants, and a yacht club will soon begin construction. The Taylor Woodrow Group, whose chief architect is Andrew Renton, won a Greater London Council competition for its design. Two of the early 19th century warehouses least damaged in World War II will be saved, though the most celebrated of all, those by Thomas Telford, will go. Existing water areas will be kept for use as a marina. The project is expected to revitalize the area by its influence a large area to its east. As well as preserving old structures, the project has been carefully conceived to complement, rather than overshadow, the Tower and Tower bridge.

Globular buildings designed to resist shock

Four spherical anti-earthquake buildings have been built in Tehran, Iran, designed by Iranian Manoucher Foroutan. The largest of the four is 52 feet high and rests on a 20-inch base. The principle of the buildings is similar to that found in heavy-bottom toys which always return to upright, though Mr. Foutran says his buildings would tilt only a few degrees in the most severe quakes. Mr. Foutran is now living in Denver, which has had its own worries about earthquakes in recent months, but he may soon move to Germany, where he has sold his design to a firm which plans to put up his globular buildings in Europe, Turkey and Japan.

Small scale industrial estate centers on spiral ramps

Israeli architect and planner Arie Cohen has devised a system for housing small industry (below) which combines easy accessibility to transport with high density. The idea is to keep such industry in or near the central city. Small factories would be contained in the circumference of a spiral ramp for trucks. The trucks would ascend by way of a central spiral, descending in the larger spirals without using their engines, to deliver and receive materials. Mr. Cohen’s scheme calls for a 1000-square-foot module for the industries, which he would enlarge to 3,000 square feet for American use. The architect points out the similarity to that found in heavy-bottom toys which always return to upright, though Mr. Foutran says his buildings would tilt only a few degrees in the most severe quakes. Mr. Foutran is now living in Denver, which has had its own worries about earthquakes in recent months, but he may soon move to Germany, where he has sold his design to a firm which plans to put up his globular buildings in Europe, Turkey and Japan.

Architect-Engineer Selection Bill would encourage good design

Congressman Jack Brooks (D-Texas) has introduced a bill under which “Federal agencies requiring architect or engineering services would invite all interested architect-engineers to submit data as to their qualifications and performance.” This bill would appear to encourage Federal hiring of the best available architect—a follow-up to President Kennedy’s effective “Guiding Principles for Federal Architecture”—and help discourage the dubious practice of offering the design contract to “the lowest bidder.” The bill, which is now under consideration by Rep. Brooks’ own subcommittee, is considered to have very good chances of passage.

Peters weds Svetlana Alliluyeva at Taliesen

The romance of Taliesien West lives on, as architect William Wesley Peters, 58, vice president of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, proved when he married Svetlana Alliluyeva, 44, April 7. Mr. Peters’ first wife, also named Svetlana, who was a daughter of Mr. Wright, died in an auto accident in 1946.
EARTH DAY

Photographs by Jonathan Hale
Night School

No time to contemplate the magnificent view tonight. Montgomery maintenance specialists are in the Tower, and class is in session. They come to the Montgomery Research Tower from all over North America. Montgomery field maintenance specialists. Updating their knowledge. Exchanging techniques and technical information. Increasing their professional competence. Growing in their ability to service the most sophisticated elevator equipment in the world. Training in America's tallest elevator Research Tower, the Montgomery Elevator Company Research Tower; training ground for Montgomery maintenance specialists. It's the site of our day-and-night search for new horizons of service to elevator and escalator owners everywhere.
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National Headquarters building of the American Institute of Architects in Washington, D.C., designed by The Architects Collaborative (Cambridge, Mass.), Norman Fletcher, F.A.I.A., principal-in-charge, has been approved by Washington's Fine Arts Commission. The A.I.A. hopes to begin construction by late fall. The seven-story building will be made of exposed poured concrete. Parking will be below grade. The design is the fourth made for the A.I.A. and the third submitted to the Fine Arts Commission, which had insisted on a "background" building that would not overshadow the A.I.A.'s historic Octagon House (lower left). A model of the building will be on view at the A.I.A.'s June Convention.

Mod mini-bank branch of the Bank of the Southwest in Houston, by Kenneth Bentsen Associates, puts tellers behind glass ovals in a stainless steel screen. A large vinyl pop art wall serves as a backdrop. Floors are glazed brick. Communication to the parent facility is provided by pneumatic tube, television and telephone computer.

Pan American College buildings at Edinburg, Texas, Kenneth Bentsen Associates, architects (Houston), include a Fine Arts Center, Health and Physical Education complex, dormitories, Science Building, cooling plant and expanded library and College Center, linked by covered walks. Structures are brick and reinforced concrete.

Arts-for-Living Center of the Henry Street Settlement (New York City) by Prentice and Chan, Ohlhausen, architects, emphasizes community involvement, drawing people into its open courtyard. The concrete and brick building will contain classrooms, a child care service, a community-owned cable TV station, a recital hall, studios, offices, and a glassed-in garden visible throughout the interior. To encourage interrelations, there will be an unusual amount of visibility among interior spaces.
Continental Bank and Trust Co., in Milwaukee, by Jordan Miller and George Waltz, Architects, A.I.A. and Associates, emphasizes its exposed concrete structure. The tapered wind-bracing exterior columns compensate for the removal of the service core to one side, allowing for maximum open space on the main banking floor.

Multi-purpose coliseum for Washington State University, designed by John Graham and Company, Donald S. Peterson managing architect, will accommodate a broad variety of athletic, cultural and entertainment events. The 360 x 290-foot octagonal building can convert in an hour from a 12,000-seat sports arena to a 2,600-seat concert hall or to a 1,100-seat theater, using movable walls, ceiling and floor. A remote-controlled reverberation chamber permits precise tuning of the auditorium.

O'Hare Hyatt House, near the Chicago airport, will be a 1,500-room hotel complex, John Portman and Associates, architects. The first 750 rooms and convention facilities, opening early next year, will center on a ten-story atrium capped by a revolving restaurant, reminiscent of Portman's Regency Hyatt in Atlanta. Glass corner towers, as well as the main building, will hold guest rooms, reached on bridges through the atrium from a central core of glass elevators. The ground floor of the atrium will contain a dining area as well as the lobby. The hotel is planned for meetings and conventions, and will contain large exhibition spaces. Guest rooms are designed for small conferences.
Announcing

GLASS
A new entity in glass manufacturing and fabricating has been formed. Its name . . . CE Glass.

It links Mississippi Glass Company, a leading U. S. producer of rolled, figured and wired glass and polished wired glass since 1874, with the Hordis Group of companies*, a major supplier of tempered glass, insulating glass and spandrel panels since 1951. Both are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Combustion Engineering, Inc.

As CE Glass, we offer architects a much greater range of high-performance glass products that expand selections for the designers’ needs in today’s architectural innovations.

Our centralized research and development provides architects with an authoritative source for answers on glass adaptability and performance in varied environments and on approved techniques for both usual and unusual applications. This service is available through 10 CE Glass sales offices located from coast to coast: Pennsauken, N. J.; Stone Mountain (Atlanta), Ga.; Tampa, Fla.; Miami, Fla.; Lancaster, Ohio; Itasca (Chicago), Ill.; St. Louis, Mo.; Houston, Texas; Long Beach, Calif.; Fullerton, Calif.

CE GLASS PRODUCTS

ARM-R-CLAD® tempered glass
ARM-R-BRITE® fully tempered ceramic enameled spandrel and spandrel insulated panels
CERAMALITE® heat strengthened ceramic enameled spandrel and spandrel insulated panels
POLARpane® insulating glass units
POLARpane® sound control units
POLARpane® sun control units
MISCO® wired glass and polished wired glass
MISSISSIPPI® patterned glass
PROFLITE® channel-shaped structural glass

For further information or details on specific products, please contact the office nearest you, or write CE Glass, 825 Hylton Road, Pennsauken, N. J. 08110 or call 609-662-0400.

*Polarpane Corp.; Texas Tempered Glass Co.; Hordis Bros., Inc.; Hordis Bros. of Florida, Inc.; Hordis Bros. of California, Inc.
1 Single, dual or triple service in one contoured floor fitting

2 Matching pre-set insert for easy access to cells

3 Single, dual or triple electrical cells for present and future capacity requirements

4 A variety of feeder systems to supply cells

5 Trench-way header duct with ready access from topside
For steel or concrete frame construction

CEL-WAY

The one-source system for electrifying floors

A component from here, a component from there and jigsaw them all together. That's an impractical way to electrify a floor.

Granco's Cel-Way simplifies everything with a complete, coordinated system from a single source.

Here's everything you need to distribute telephone, power and signal service through the floor slab to any desired location.

Cel-Way provides a completely electrified floor of unmarred and uninterrupted beauty. It accommodates any desk or electrified partition arrangement, any building module. And the network of cells and pre-set inserts leaves the door wide open for future changes or expansion (four out of ten business telephones are changed or relocated each year).

Get the complete Cel-Way story now. Check Sweet's 11/Gr, or write for Cel-Way product manual. Granco Steel Products Company, 6506 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo. 63147. A subsidiary of Granite City Steel Company.
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Now you can meter high-rise apartments as easily as you meter the garden type.

Just specify Square D EZ Stack® multi-metering systems for both. For your high-rise applications, place a Vertical EZ Stack meter center on every floor, or every other floor, with service fed to it by conduit and cable or by I-LINE® riser duct. It's easy to tailor Vertical EZ Stack to your needs. Main switches and breakers are available through 1200 amperes for 10 or 30 systems. You can intermix and couple together 100, 125 and 150 ampere branch sockets in any combination.

On-site assembly is reduced to the minimum. Each device is completely internally bussed at the factory. You can install feeder conduits at either the top or bottom of the main and branch breakers. You also save electrical closet space—a complete 24-meter center is only 62 inches wide. For garden apartments, select Unitized EZ Stack. You can locate this compact meter center for two to six dwelling units indoors or outdoors, depending on building design.

Installation is a one-man job, since the enclosure can be wall-mounted with the interior removed. Meter sockets and apartment main breakers are available in 100, 125 and 150 ampere ratings for up to 600 ampere services. Both Vertical and Unitized EZ Stack devices are UL listed.

For more information, or application help, call your nearby Square D distributor or field office. Or write Square D Company, Dept. SA, Lexington, Kentucky 40505.
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Air conditioning should be nothing to see.

Another great ceiling. This one at Rubbermaid’s Route 5 Plant in Wooster, Ohio.
Architect: Rubbermaid, Inc.
Air conditioning: All-air, Carrier Moduline® system.
Basic component: The Moduline air terminal. 12" x 48". Flush-mounted. Interconnectable plenum for quick installation. Automatic controls regulate flow of air (15-180 cfm) through linear slots in response to room temperature. The air discharged at the ceiling mixes evenly with room air for cool, comfortable conditions.
Client advantages: Unequaled climate control throughout building. Low initial and operating costs, and lower renovation costs.
Applications: Office buildings, department stores, schools, hospitals, any multi-room building.
Moduline design data: write Carrier Air Conditioning Company, Syracuse, New York 13201.
A typical room in the Holiday Inn, Roanoke, Virginia.

An identical room with Burlington Wallscaping.
All it took was a little imagination to give this motel room a whole new dimension.

That...and Burlington Wallscaping.

The wonderful surprise about Burlington Wallscaping is that it always surpasses your best plans for it. It really grows on you.

A case in point is the Holiday Inn in Roanoke, Virginia. When they specified Burlington Wallscaping, they did so primarily to take advantage of the texture it afforded them, the sense of warmth, the feel of hospitality. Also they were interested in its sound-absorbing characteristics.

But no one had any idea, really, how much difference it would actually make. No one but us.

With each new installation of Burlington Wallscaping, the reaction we get from architects and designers is remarkable. They tell us its all-round performance is remarkable. Its adaptability to the new trend in interior "landscaping" is remarkable. And most remarkable of all is the living, breathing change that takes place in any environment given just a touch of Burlington Wallscaping's powers of transformation.

Anticipating the kinds of demands that would eventually be put upon it, we've researched and engineered Burlington Wallscaping to yield extremely low ratings for flame-spread and smoke-generation. We've made it easy to maintain. (It vacuums clean, right on the walls.)

It has outstanding acoustical properties. And a range of textures and colors to meet your most demanding specifications. A complete line of Burlington Wallscaping is now in inventory stock. In two textures, each available in a stripe and 16 solids. Custom colors and custom stripes are yours at very low minimums.

One more thing. As we've supervised installations all over the country, we've perfected the techniques of dealing with any type of wall-surface imaginable. When you specify Burlington Wallscaping, you get a complete package: the product, the research, and the installation know-how.

Why not get in touch with Lees Carpets, if you haven't already? (We're the distributor of Burlington Wallscaping.) You can reach us at the Valley Forge Industrial Park, Norristown, Pa. 19401. The phone there is (215) 666-7770. We've got a lot to talk about.

One thing you'll learn: we're really covering a lot of the country. Up one wall and down another.

Burlington Wallscaping of 100% VEREL® modacrylic®

© VEREL is a trademark of the Eastman Kodak Company
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Components simply "plug" into support rail.
Introducing VUE ... the most flexible low-cost learning wall system ever devised.

Visual Unified Environment system ... for an architect it solves the problem of what to do about walls in an open school. For, VUE combines the flexibility of a room divider system with the multiple advantages of a structural wall.

As the name implies, the prime purpose of VUE is to keep basic learning tools in view at all times. It is a low-cost learning wall system. Components are easily attached to fixed walls with an aluminum support rail, and just as quickly removed, rearranged or replaced by the teacher. Used as mobile wall units, components can serve as both dividers and integral parts of the learning situation.

There are storage cabinets, chalk boards, tack boards, reusable learning panels, racks, counters and more—all can be color coordinated with classroom furniture. Electricity can be installed at any time with conventional wire molds.

Composite beam design lowers weight and labor costs.

Pre-set inserts lower cost of electrical and telephone outlets.

Larger cell capacity on 1½" NF and NV Cellulflor permits easy expansion of electrical service.

3" NV Hi-Bond Cellulflor® speeds construction, cuts material handling.

Blend systems the industry's largest selection.
here's how an Inryco™ floor system... can help you save up to \( \text{90\%} \) per square foot.

Inryco's advanced floor systems engineering has brought about new developments and new techniques that have resulted in greater overall savings.

Pre-set inserts save in location and relocation of outlets. Electrical and telephone outlets cost substantially less to install and move because Inryco dual pre-set inserts virtually eliminate the costly concrete drilling required for after-set inserts.

Composite beam design permits longer spans, cuts time and labor costs. This newest development in Inryco's composite design for multi-storied construction permits longer spans, lowers weight, requires fewer piece parts in structural steel on the job. 3" NV Hi-Bond® Cellulofor® eliminates the cost of rebars, temporary forms, and wood shoring. Key to the success of Inryco's composite design are patented Hi-Bond lugs and exclusive V-lock joint. Besides saving on material costs—forms, rebars, and shoring—labor costs are reduced with less material handling, faster construction. Exclusive pull-down hanger tab provides support of suspended ceilings and eliminates the need of costly separate accessories.

66% more cell capacity assures future savings in electrical service expansion. Inland-Ryerson's 1¾" NF and NV Cellulofors offer 66% more space per cell than standard profile 1½" electrified floor deck. Greater cell sizes permit large 4" hand holes for large diameter cables.

Blend systems can meet virtually any architectural design module. By alternating standard cellular and non-cellular floor panels, the cost of integral electrification patterns can be reduced. Inryco Blend Systems provide the industry's largest selection of floor panel profiles, widths and cell configurations that can be mixed to match virtually any architectural module.

Recent UL ratings on lighter gage cellular panels reduce material costs. Raceway requirements now permit the use of 20-gage steel for both fluted and flat plates of cellular deck, provided cells are covered by a minimum of 2¾" of concrete. This is a distinct economy over the former 18/16 gage requirement for fluted tops and flat bottoms.

UL rated Inryco floor systems often save the cost of applied fireproofing. Many building codes have 2 hour floor requirements. Inryco engineers conducted fire tests to earn the Underwriters' Laboratories' two hour fire rating without fireproofing, thereby saving time and materials. See how these and other value-building ideas can pay off on your next project. Inland-Ryerson has been a consistent leader in the development of new products and techniques in steel construction. Many systems, now standard, were developed to meet specific designers' needs in the field. Inland-Ryerson's sales engineers will be glad to put this experience to work for you in the selection and adaptation of Inryco components to meet your own design requirements.


Typical cost savings made possible by Inryco floor systems. Listed below are just some of the savings you can expect when you put some of these Inryco cost cutting ideas to work for you:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Costs Using Previous Techniques</th>
<th>Costs Using New Inryco Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Steel</td>
<td>Non-composite beams ............ $1.63</td>
<td>Composite Beams and Studs .......... $1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NF 18-16 UL Labeled ........... 1.46</td>
<td>NV 18-20 UL Labeled ............... 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>5/8&quot; Sand &amp; Gravel ............ 0.26</td>
<td>6/4&quot; Lightweight ................ 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fireproofing</td>
<td>Sprayed-On -2 Hr. Rating ...... 0.20</td>
<td>None -2 Hr. Rating ................. 0 --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor Service Inserts</td>
<td>Single Afterset ................ 0.70</td>
<td>Dual Afterset ..................... 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One telephone &amp; one electrical</td>
<td>One telephone &amp; one electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>outlet on 10' x 10' grid, 9 ea.</td>
<td>outlet on 5' x 5' grid, 36 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual Services .................. $4.25</td>
<td>dual services .................... $3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>per S.F.</td>
<td>per S.F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$90/SF savings or 21.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are approximate costs which may vary in different areas.

Inland-Ryerson has been a member of the *INLAND* steel family
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The electrical promise of tomorrow...

needs the electrical contractor of today

The integrated electrical ceiling. Offering great design flexibility, it promises comfort and efficiency for years to come. It heats, cools, lights, and carries communications . . . thanks to electricity.

Your buildings need a lot of power — electrical power — to sustain a modern Electro-environment. An environment properly heated. Properly cooled. Properly lighted. An environment where intercoms and business machines and background music can all get along together in harmony . . . thanks to a qualified electrical contractor.

He, and he alone, possesses the theoretical and technical skills to translate new designs and concepts of electrical technology into working, functioning realities. Trust the qualified electrical contractor to wire your building safely. To anticipate future as well as initial power needs. To coordinate the work of other specialists — carpenters, sheet metal men, heating and refrigeration experts — while he himself handles everything electrical in such installations as integrated ceilings.

Remember: your qualified electrical contractor guarantees performance not only on the electrical functions, but on the entire ceiling installation he oversees as well.

National Electrical Contractors Association
Washington, D. C. 20036
Berven Carpeting vs. George's Birthday

Practically every grade school throws George a party. And half the party always end up on the floor. Great for school kids. Bad for school budgets. To keep those maintenance costs down, may we suggest the carpeting that Berven calls Extra Point. Extra Point is made with new Anso—the nylon fiber that fights back. And it's tough enough to resist the kind of soiling you get with a classroom full of kids. Yet for all its toughness, Anso has rich color and texture. And it wears so well, Allied Chemical guarantees it for five years.* If you'd like to have more information on new Anso nylon, write to Berven of California, 2600 Ventura, Fresno, California 93717.

*This carpet is guaranteed by the Fibers Division of Allied Chemical Corporation. If it is properly installed and maintained and the surface pile in any given area wears more than 10% within 5 years, it will be replaced at our expense. The guarantee does not cover tears, burns, spills, causal, or damage due to improper cleaning agents or methods.
SYMONS DEEP GROOVE
STRIATED FORM LINER

Symons Deep Groove Striated Form Liner leaves a soft, handsome effect to exposed concrete surfaces. Of prime benefit to the architect is the manner and ease of finishing the deep groove striations, reducing the exposure of any imperfections that may be present due to rock pockets, honeycombs and bug holes.

Normal size of the liner is 4' x 8', but can be ordered in any size up to 4' x 16'. It is made entirely of a wood composite, which can be easily attached to the forming surface.

Striated form liner may be used in conjunction with Symons Rustication Strip, illustrated below. Ties are inserted through the Rustication Strip, leaving the tie hole in the impression, and not in the face of the concrete. Complete details about the striated form liner and rustication strip are available upon request.
Put a Bally Prefab Walk-In Cooler/Freezer in the kitchen. It's the way to more profit in Country Club feeding with beef and beer at the 19th hole . . . steak and salad for banquet crowds . . . chateaubriand and champagne for candlelight couples. Count on 'round the clock refrigerated storage in temperatures from 35° cooling to minus 40° freezing. Write for free 32-page booklet and sample of urethane wall.

There's an evolution in the kitchen
Prestressed concrete is a unique structural and design medium with inimitable, innate characteristics which can be as bold and exciting in use as the creative mind can imagine. Here’s a classic, colossal example. The new 10-story $26-million, all-concrete home of HUD, the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development. More than 3,000 precast prestressed double tees are employed in the floor system which radiates from a cast-in-place, central service core. Sweeping magnificently, the structure’s curved exterior is composed of 1,584 exposed-aggregate, load-bearing panels. With a little obvious prejudice, we think it bodes well that the home of the nation’s Federal housing program is so solidly and handsomely headquartered.

Architects: Marcel Breuer and Herbert Beckhard. Photograph: Ben Schnall
Architectural precast concrete knows virtually no restriction in shape, size, color, texture and depth of design. With it, you will know no restraint save architectural and structural integrity. These thoroughly practical panels react to light and shadow to create surfaces of sculptural intensity, brightening the face while adding brawn to modern building design. Perhaps that's why so many of today's most inventive architects, in creative partnership with precasters who transform design into concrete reality, are turning in ever-increasing numbers to this supremely versatile material.

The telescoping of construction time is yet another of prestressed concrete's attributes. And who knows better than you do the bite on-site labor costs take from today's building budgets? While site preparation and foundation work proceed, precast prestressed units are mass produced in the plant and move to the site on schedule for placement directly from truck to structure. Prestressed concrete members fit together so quickly and with such nice precision that your most anxious, eye-on-the-calendar client intent on early occupancy will approve.

Another structural method employs post-tensioned prestressed concrete. When cast in place, this type of construction takes on any shape you choose. Post-tensioning is often used to tie precast prestressed concrete units together. It is also combined with precast construction when continuous slabs are desired. For example, parking decks are frequently post-tensioned while precast units are used for structural framing. In segmental construction, now in ever-widening use, precast members are post-tensioned together to further extend the already long-span capability of precast prestressed concrete.

You will find that the longer spans so patently advantageous with prestressed concrete provide wide bays, increasing usable, column-free floor space. Ceilings are clean and trim when easily accessible mechanical and electrical systems are neatly channeled between stems of well-proportioned structural members. And this long-span strength is by no means limited to the indoors, as its burgeoning application to bridges will attest.

Talk with your nearest PCI producer member. He can help you make the most of prestressed concrete—the construction material that gives you design flexibility and goes up fast!
How to stay Open after Closing

Rolling Grilles and Side Coiling Grilles are the Answer.

This Cookson Side Coiling Grille protects 44-ft. of visual display on a 2-sided opening for this store.

Four 30-ft. Cookson Rolling Grilles, with 3 moveable mullions, provide security for this 120-ft. opening.

And an increasingly important answer to architects and designers involved with the trend toward open, controlled climate shopping malls where the need for weather-tight closures has been eliminated yet the need for security remains.

Combining round-the-clock merchandise display, tight security and great visual appeal, Cookson Rolling and Side Coiling Grilles can close openings without diminishing air circulation or blocking light sources.

For more complete information on Cookson Rolling Grilles, Side Coiling Grilles, "Servire" Fire Doors, Counter Fire Doors, Cookson Steel Rolling Doors and Counter Doors, write for Bulletin 6901, or see us in Sweet's.

"Best Way to Close an Opening"

THE COOKSON COMPANY

700 Pennsylvania Ave.
San Francisco, California 94107
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The secret of the Masters
IS IN EVERY CAN OF PRATT & LAMBERT PAINT

SUPER PRINT of this Master Painting on excellent quality paper, size 19" x 24"
may be had by sending $1 to Department M2, Pratt & Lambert, Box 22, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240.
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Distinctive design expressed in form and finish characterizes the new Health Science Center at Case-Western Reserve University in Cleveland. ChemComp cement concrete was used under the open walkways to help prevent drying shrinkage and the resultant leaks that would be difficult and costly to repair. This feature of ChemComp cement also minimized the possibility of slab movement away from steel columns tied into the floors, thereby maintaining shear strength design values.

Resistance to drying shrinkage, lower permeability, dimensional stability, increased bond strength to reinforcing, fewer control joints, increased live load capacity, less sealing and caulking ... all add up to greater freedom for the designer, better value for the customer.

Specify, profit by using

**ChemComp® Cement**

the shrinkage-compensating cement

For further information contact:
Chemically Prestressed Concrete Corp., 14656 Oxnard Street, Van Nuys, California 91401
or the sales office nearest you.

**Specify, profit by using**

**ChemComp® Cement**

the shrinkage-compensating cement

For further information contact:
Chemically Prestressed Concrete Corp., 14656 Oxnard Street, Van Nuys, California 91401
or the sales office nearest you.
Information retrieval for design and specification

Some of the professional and commercial considerations behind new approaches to classification and storage of the growing mass of product information

As the amount of information about every aspect of human life has multiplied, the needs for quick access and precise application have also increased. The construction industry, in meeting these needs, has more severe problems than most. These problems are in the multiplicity and diversity of products and techniques that form its information bank; the hazardous consequences of misapplication; the legal implications of those hazards; the interdisciplinary requirement for universal and unequivocal comprehension; and the all-pervading concern for cost and quality control.

Basic to construction's special problems in setting up an information bank is the dual character of users' approaches to the information. First, in the design process, the entire body of product information and technical data must have modes of classification and access that permit rapid comparison, evaluation and selection among several design options. Second, in the preparation of bidding documents, the primary needs are for precise location and identity of products and for consistency in the format and language of their application so that the specification is understandable and familiar to the full complement of construction disciplines involved—including, of course, the original designer, the project manager and the installing contractor.

All of this calls for a uniform system of classification and indexing that is adaptable to both design and specification functions. This account for the increasing role of the so-called C.S.I. Uniform System of indexing in the now-familiar 16 categories of classification (see table). There is also need for realistic evaluation of the physical form of data storage (filed catalogs, microfilm, microfiche, aperture cards, etc.) that will best serve the needs of users. Further, important consideration must be given to the linkage of any system to the commercial universe of manufacturers and distributors who are its primary source of data. Matters of completeness and currency of data hinge on the answers to such questions as: Who pays for compilation, maintenance and distribution of the data bank? Who's in? Who's out?—and why?

Microfilm saves space, but that's not enough

The filing resources of many an office have been taxed beyond utility in their efforts to contain the prodigious volume of manufacturers' literature. Technology is ready with many devices for miniaturization, and the purveyors of microfilm, microfiche and computerized core data offer a burgeoning multiplicity of ways to house data in minimum space.

The technical solution of reducing, say, 300,000 pages of product information to a few pounds of microfiche or aperture cards is a substantial advance in space saving, but the dual problems of access and organization remain. Adaptation of any microsystem to the architect's initial browsing process, for example, is difficult in the finding and arranging for side-by-side comparison of design options—especially where color is a factor. The equipment to do this is available, but it is expensive and, until the paths of access from the general to the particular are both familiar and automatic, it can be cumbersome to use.

The system has to work for everyone concerned

The choice of system for classification and indexing, then, becomes the first requirement for any workable solution to information storage and retrieval. Further, acceptance and understanding of the system throughout the design and construction universe is basic to both the communications and contractual roles of specifications and other bidding documents.

In response to all these considerations, the A.I.A. and C.S.I. in 1962 jointly sponsored the first conference on uniform retrieval systems and in March, 1963, the 16-division C.S.I. format for building specifications was published. The Uniform System manual, published in 1966, consists of a specification outline, a proposed filing system and a cost-accounting guide. It has the endorsement of the following organizations: American Institute of Architects, American Society of Landscape Architects, Associated General Contractors of America, Inc., Construction Specifications Institute, Council of Mechanical Specialty Contracting Industries, Inc., National Society of Professional Engineers and Producers' Council, Inc.

Endorsement of the uniform system by the above organizations is testimony of the broad base of response to a prevailing need. All of these organizations, however, are aware of the diversity of user function the system must serve; so they have formed a Joint Industry Conference for the purpose of continuing efforts to resolve small differences in facility of application between, for example, the architect's broad comparisons and the specification writer's trade-oriented categorization.

Those who deal professionally with the science of classification and indexing have noted that each category in the C.S.I. format is based on an interrelationship of place (site work, for example), trade (carpentry), function (moisture protection), or material (concrete). These categories, while they serve broadscope purposes, do offer grounds for confusion in specifics of some applications.

Dry run by Sweet's identifies some problems

An illustration of the complexity of some of these problems—and of the resolve of the
industry as a whole to solve them—may be found in some of the efforts of Sweet's Architectural and Industrial Catalog Files to organize their information services in accordance with the 16-division uniform indexing system. (It may be evidence of the respected position of this information source that its experts have been invited to participate in the ongoing work of the Joint Industry Conference.)

The first step in Sweet's adapting procedure was to experimentally reorganized all existing information they then in their 1969 Architectural Catalog File in literal accordance with the sections of the uniform indexing system. Two kinds of problem emerged. One was the fact that some new products had no obviously assigned locale in the uniform system. The other was the fact that certain kinds of products that seemed to belong together for design comparison might be arbitrarily separated into different categories descriptive of their component materials or the trades involved in their installation. Framing or siding components, for example, might fall into two or more categories each, depending on whether they were wood, metal or concrete.

Over-all divergence from design-oriented logic was surprisingly small, but was considered serious enough to warrant a second phase of adaptation emphasizing design logic rather than the literal specification process. The component catalogs were re-shuffled, still in keeping with the 16 divisions, but arranged so that comparable functions rather than trade affiliations were emphasized. This free adaptation did support some aspects of building systems theory, but it limited the ability of the file to adapt to the specifying process.

The ultimate solution was to return to strict conformity with the framework of the unified system and accept or adjust small differences where function as a retrieval system for design appeared to be in conflict with a primary role in the specification process.

Unity of objective supports professional approaches

It should be emphasized that there is no real conflict between the two categories of system use (that is, between the selection or browsing process and the bidding document preparation process). In fact, quite the contrary turns out to be the case when it is considered that the architect from the very earliest phases of his search is beginning a process of communication with the whole body of diverse individuals who must translate his concepts eventually into assemblies of the materials for which he is searching. This was the basic motivation behind the original joint effort of A.I.A. and C.S.I. And that same comprehensive communications objective has enabled the Sweet's file to be reclassified in more than substantial agreement with that joint effort, while at the same time avoiding excessive cross-references or duplication of data.

Classification and indexing, the first-order sciences

Keys to success of the uniform system itself and to Sweet's adaption to it have been not only the basic unity of purpose behind all such information retrieval systems but also the knowledgeable reexamination of the fundamental science of classification and indexing.

There are those who would urge that classification and indexing do in fact represent two different sciences. In the subtleties of the librarian's art, this may well be argued. In the real world of product information, identification and retrieval, however, it may be sufficient to point out some differences in definition. Classification is a method for organizing information in categories germane to the processes of the professions and trades involved in building design and construction. Indexing then takes the user of the classification system on a guided tour to the exact location of the specific product for which he is looking.

Thus it turns out that the expertise of the compilers of Sweet's information services found ready ground in the developing uniform system for the application of classification and indexing techniques that take into account not only the dual aspects already mentioned for the end use of the data bank, but also the practical drives of manufacturers making their products known.

In the sophisticated world of construction, product information retrieval can and must rely upon a high capability of users to become accustomed to any new mode of documentation. The users will learn where any minor divergences in logic can occur and make their searches accordingly. Small discrepancies, again, represent no real conflict in an industry which is so diligently in search of unification.

Computerized short cuts in the specification process

The eight-year history of development of the uniform indexing system has run parallel to even more searching approaches to critical problems increasingly affecting the scope, language and form of specifications. One important result of these approaches has been the emergence of the so-called performance specification. Another has been increasing refinement of various techniques of automation in the spec-writing task. Both of these developments have come from a combination of the so-called performance specification. Another has been increasing refinement of various techniques of automation in the spec-writing task. Both of these developments have come from a combination of the so-called performance specification.

Sweet's, incidentally, is also taking definite steps to test a new microfilm library for use in connection with their Architectural File.

A third system that is receiving increasing attention is the C.S.I.-sponsored system called Spec-Data II. This is a product retrieval system which is linked to a computerized microfilm method of retrieval. It was shown publicly for the first time by Information Handling Services, and C.S.I. at the National Housing Center in Washington April 14. Spec-Data II is the result of nearly two years of joint development by I.H.S. and C.S.I. It is available in two configurations. One is a central station of film cassette banks and photo-print equipment that allows the user to make a dry print of any filmed catalog page. The other is a desktop data station for display of filmed data, but without the dry-print feature. Subscription rates for the new system range from $77 per month to $490 per month, depending on which data and configuration are needed.

The industry is on the threshold of what must be considered a period of trial and error preceding ultimate solutions.
Why is this the only man allowed to apply All-weather Crete insulation?

Because he's a specialist! Only he, in your area, has the experience and the specialized equipment necessary to install this multi-functional insulation on roof decks as well as plaza systems. He is a highly specialized contractor trained and licensed by Silbrico Corporation to apply All-weather Crete insulation under strictest quality control. This skill and selective licensing protects designers and owners alike.

Contact your local AWC specialist. He can supply you with detail drawings illustrating different membrane systems, wearing surfaces and drainage patterns. If you don't know his name, write us — we'll send it to you along with illustrated literature of roof deck types and plaza systems used by many of the nation's most successful architectural firms. (No obligation.) Just write Silbrico Corporation, 6300 River Road, Hodgkins, Illinois 60525 . . . . or call (312) 735-3322.

PLAZA DECKS
AWC is available in eight different insulated plaza systems. Write Silbrico.

ROOF DECKS
AWC provides seamless insulation slope-to-drains and dry application over concrete, metal and pre-stressed decks. See Sweets. 
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Sure cure for overhead overhead...
Republic DUROFLASH stainless steel roofing sheets

The Municipal Auditorium, Birmingham, Alabama, has a replacement roof of Republic DUROFLASH stainless steel covering 37,500 square feet. Installed over a concrete slab roofdeck. Former roofs had presented almost continuous leakage problems for more than 45 years. Complete satisfaction with the stainless steel roof has led city authorities to reroof an adjoining addition with Republic DUROFLASH stainless steel.
Costly roof maintenance and repairs are practically eliminated by installing Republic DUROFLASH® stainless steel roofing sheets on industrial and commercial buildings. Ideal on new construction. Or for reroofing older structures.

Republic DUROFLASH stainless steel roofing sheets are impervious to corrosion from most industrial and urban atmospheres. Keep their natural metallic color indefinitely without painting. Are tough to withstand impact and walking on. Yet are ductile enough to be sheared, formed, and flanged for economical application.

Roofers find Republic DUROFLASH stainless steel sheets easy to lay, shape, and flange because of their dead-soft condition. Standing seams, stops, and abutments are readily formed on the job with minimum springback by flanging or malleting to provide permanent, leakproof barriers. Standard soldering materials and techniques enable any competent journeyman to solder weather-tight seams and joints quickly.

You can confidently recommend and specify Republic DUROFLASH stainless steel for any type of roof, gutters, flashings, and downspouts.

WRITE for our architect's booklet, "Designing and Specifying Stainless Steel for Built-up Roofs and Moisture Protection Systems." Republic Steel Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.
The Wright Brothers didn't know what they started once they released man from his earthly fetters. Witness how the Autoquip Autolevel Ram Lift Platform has done Orville and Wilbur one better: Where there's no dock, the Autoquip Autolevel Platform Lift becomes one! Even the heaviest delivery can be readily rolled off at truck bed level, lowered to ground level, and be moved into the building area. At a wallboard company, Autoquip's ram lift automatically raises and increments wallboard stacks. After the load is removed, the lift automatically returns to the top position, receives a new load, and goes into a new cycle for palletizing. At a paper plant, the Autoquip ram lift raises and lowers paper rolls weighing tons.

The Wright Brothers would be pleased that many of America's leading airlines use a combination Autoquip lift, platform, and roller system . . . the Lift-A-Weigh . . . that handles all types of raw material loads . . . whether on wheels, rollers, skids, or pallets.

When you have problems in feeding, stacking, loading or unloading, look to the Autoquip Autolevel Ram Lift Platform . . . it gives wings to your production needs.

Write for description, literature and price.
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Where is the money coming from? Part 1: the problem

Construction's step-child, the high cost of money, is boosting inflation and throttling home building. Here is a summary of the situation.

Next month, some possible solutions.

The demand for construction of all types has, of course, risen sharply in recent years, while the means of satisfying this demand have been in short supply. The result has been a sharp run-up in building costs, averaging over five per cent a year in the latter half of the Sixties. Labor shortages, increasing costs of building materials, outdated zoning requirements and union labor practices have all been cited as contributing to inflation in construction. This list is incomplete without adding money—or the cost of financing new construction. The interest charge on prime commercial paper doubled from 4.38 to 8.84 between 1965 and the end of 1969, while new home mortgage yields rose from 5.46 per cent to 8.62 per cent. The latter has the effect of adding over $10,000 to the cost of a $20,000 twenty-five year mortgage.

Looking behind the higher cost of money, we find the causes are similar in many respects to those behind rising labor and materials prices. Demand for funds to finance construction, inventories, equipment and other capital needs, as well as Federal government budget deficits, has exceeded the level that could be supplied even by normal growth in the money supply. And, just as union rules may affect the supply of labor, Federal Reserve actions can regulate the supply of money. So the "natural" shortage of investible funds has been aggravated recently by an "artificial" shortage in the form of a tight money policy.

Construction gets a double jolt from this situation: Like everyone else, builders and buyers have to pay a higher price to finance their activities; in addition, however, a large chunk of the construction industry is hampered by absolute prohibitions on the amount that can be spent in the form of mortgage rate ceilings imposed by many states. Even builders of nonresidential structures have to balance the high cost of financing against the expected long-run return on their investment.

All this means that the construction industry has found itself in a kind of vicious circle. It has contributed to the high cost of money by an almost insatiable demand for funds to finance construction of new factories, office buildings, apartments, utilities and other structures during the last half of the Sixties. At the same time, high interest rates tend to shut out building—especially new homes—sooner than any other type of economic activity. And this in turn aggravates a situation in which demand far outstrips supply.

Can this circle be broken? Will the sharply increased demands for housing and commercial and industrial building projected for the Seventies be matched by sufficient growth in the capital funds market to supply not only construction money, but also financing for consumer goods and government needs? The answers to these questions depend, of course, on how realistic the projections of national growth and demands for capital goods are.

The Council of Economic Advisors, as well as most private projections, looks for an annual average growth rate of 4.3 to 4.6 per cent in the next decade. Adding a conservative 2.5 per cent annual rise in prices, this would put GNP in the mid-Seventies around 1.4 trillion dollars—about 50 per cent above the 1969 total. Business investment in plant, equipment and inventories necessary to support this level of output would have to jump almost 60 per cent. Outlays for consumer durables are expected to rise at the same rate; while state and local capital expenditures—largely for education—will grow at a somewhat lower rate. Projections of housing demand call for at least a 70 per cent increase in expenditures. The demand for capital funds will outstrip the growth of the economy—and construction's share of this demand will apparently rise.

There will probably be enough money to finance the total investment needs of the economy. It will undoubtedly be more expensive than it was in the early Sixties, especially if the growth in the money supply is checked by balanced or surplus Federal Government budgets in the next few years. (A major reason for the rapid growth in the money supply—and in inflation—in the late Sixties was a string of Federal budget deficits that peaked at over $25 billion in 1968. Even so, the demand for capital funds grew faster than the supply of money, and interest rates climbed steadily.) At the same time, it's likely that money will be channeled through the capital markets differently than it has been in the past. Time deposits in banks and savings institutions will be increasingly bypassed in favor of direct investment in corporate bonds and other high yielding securities unless interest limitations on deposits are lifted. Private, state and local pension funds have been growing at twice the rate of insurance company assets in recent years, and their investment policies will exert a major influence on the distribution of capital funds in the Seventies. Finally—and perhaps most crucial—will be the priorities of Federal Government spending programs.

What does all this mean for construction? The table below lists the estimated principal sources of construction money in 1968 and the projected needs for 1975, assuming that each type of construction is financed essentially the same way it is today. The categories that will need to undergo the greatest growth—mortgages and Federal Government funds—are the two that, for different reasons, have historically shown the least capacity to expand in time of need. The ability of the construction industry to meet the demands of the Seventies, then, will depend largely on the development of a more flexible mortgage market and a shift in national budget priorities.

Although there is good reason to believe that the latter will begin to favor programs that will support construction—especially housing—history suggests that the changes will be slow and hard won. Following a decade of continuous Federal budget deficits, with their inflationary bias, top priority will no doubt be given to matching total government spending to receipts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCES OF CONSTRUCTION FINANCING</th>
<th>1968 (estimated)</th>
<th>1975 (projected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total construction</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate borrowings</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgages</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Government</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cash flows</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State &amp; municipal govs.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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New elastomeric membrane system takes structural waterproofing out of the Dark Ages.
Black, hot-mop asphalt—and conventional membranes—are now way out of date. Thiokol technology has put waterproofing in step with building today.

Our new elastomeric waterproofing membrane system is a two-component, LP liquid polysulfide base compound. Available from licensed formulators, who display the Thiokol membrane trademark.

This unique system is designed for both machine mix/spray application and hand mix/hand application. It takes a lot of the time, trouble, cost and wishful thinking out of waterproofing concrete and other structural materials for roofs, decks and foundation walls. Which you might expect. For it’s based on Thiokol’s LP polysulfide polymers...the materials that set the standard for the sealant industry.

For more information, and the name of your nearest Thiokol licensed formulator, write to Mr. Dan Petrino, Thiokol Chemical Corporation, P.O. Box 1296, Trenton, N.J. 08607.

One-step application
No need to prime the concrete. The liquid membrane also eliminates splicing, sealing tapes, adhesives and other time-consuming methods required by conventional waterproofing systems. Result: easier, faster application that cuts labor costs and speeds work schedules.

Seamless... even around pipes
Forms a continuous, 60-mil thick rubbery membrane on any configuration of vertical or horizontal surfaces.

Impermeable... even under water
An inert membrane that protects its underlying areas from water penetration. For above or below grade applications. Totally waterproof... even when immersed in water.

Bonds to substrate
Develops an adhesive bond to concrete and other structural materials as it cures. Even if membrane were mechanically pierced, there would be no lateral movement of water between membrane and substrate.

Unsurpassed flexibility
Expands and contracts with the substrate. Won’t crack or become brittle. Maintains its bond and waterproofing properties in temperatures as low as -40° F.

Chemical and bacteria resistant
Offers high resistance to bacteria and the effects of oil, gasoline, jet fuels, dilute acids, and alkali solutions.

Thiokol Chemical Corporation
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The silent Fan Coil generation turns on solid-state comfort in a McQuay environment.

McQuay's SEASONMAKER® THINLINE II line is nothing less than a new generation of fan coil air conditioners. They're the Ultra-Quiet Ones, with new solid state speed control and engineered-to-match motors that create a new performance standard in year round air conditioning.

The "infinite tuning" control, super-quiet performance and THINLINE II esthetics help keep tenants happy. Trouble-free operation, a McQuay specialty, pleases everyone from maintenance men to building owners.

For the architect and engineer, the THINLINE II series provides flexibility — 4 styles (floor, basic, ceiling, and hideaway), 39 sizes, 6 coil selections for each size. There's a McQuay "solid-state" indoor environment for apartments, hospitals, hotels, motels and offices of any design. Built-in filter circuit eliminates conducted and radiated radio frequency interferences. Wall or unit mounted thermostats optional.

There's a lot more to know about a McQuay environment... about advances like the new Hi-Fi coils, line voltage sensing and compensating circuit, split fan housing design and more. For all the facts and specifications, ask for our new Catalogs, #716, #717. See your McQuay representative or write: McQuay, Inc., Box 1551, 13600 Industrial Park Blvd., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440.

Look to the systems leader... McQuay
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WHAT'S BEHIND COST TRENDS

While slowly easing interest rates and new Federal efforts to encourage the release of mortgage money from non-traditional sources, may soon increase the rate of single family housing starts, at least one inhibiting effect remains in the current rise in lumber and plywood prices. Although, in response to market conditions, those prices dipped sharply last year and are still at a level only 60 to 70 per cent of year-ago prices, their annual rate of increase is still steadily upward. Wood product prices won't fluctuate as they did last year but certainly will not return to previous low levels. The current lumber and plywood price increases are predicated upon producers' need to continue in business profitably. Thus they are not so responsive to market conditions and are just one more built-in increase to consider as a part of the total that is inching up to a national average of 10 per cent per year.

Building cost indexes

The information presented in the tables indicates trends of building construction costs in 35 leading cities and their suburban areas (within a 25-mile radius). Information is included on past and present costs, and future costs can be projected by analysis of cost trends.

The indexes are computed on a basis of 40 per cent labor rate and 60 per cent materials price. Wage rates for nine skilled trades, together with common labor, and prices of four basic building materials are included in the index for each listed city.

Differences in costs between two cities can be compared by dividing the cost differential figure of one city by that of a second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metropolitan area</th>
<th>Cost differential 1941 average for each city = 100.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Average</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>302.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>322.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus, Ohio</td>
<td>325.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>320.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>327.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>340.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>356.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>359.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>365.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>362.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>357.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>360.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>346.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>357.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>345.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>352.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost differentials compare current local costs, not indexes.
All the advantages of wood concrete forms over Tensilform.

1. Wood costs less than steel
   Generally—not always—but generally, the price of wood is lower than the price of steel.
All the advantages of Tensilform over wood concrete forms.

1. Less concrete needed.
   When you use Tensilform steel forms, you use about 20% less concrete than when you use wood forms. Which means you save about 20% on the concrete costs. Not only that, concrete cures better with steel forms.

2. Less time and labor spent in laying Tensilform.
   To lay Tensilform, all you do is drop the sheets across the supports. Two men can do it in a matter of minutes. Again, money saved.

3. No time or labor spent in stripping Tensilform.
   Since Tensilform is a permanent concrete form, you don’t have to strip it. More money saved.

4. No time or labor spent in erecting scaffolding.
   Since you don’t need any scaffolding when you lay Tensilform, you don’t spend any time erecting it. More money saved.

5. No time or labor spent in dismantling scaffolding.
   Since you don’t erect any scaffolding when you lay Tensilform, it follows that you don’t have to dismantle any. Which again saves you money.

6. Other trades can work on Tensilform before pouring.
   Tensilform sheets, when laid across the supports and spot-welded, are sturdy enough for workmen to walk on. Which means electricians, plumbers and other trades can do their work and move on before the cement is poured. These trades earn too much money to sit around waiting for cement to dry.

If you feel this comparison is unfair or exaggerated, we invite you to use Tensilform in your next building and prove us wrong.

Wheeling Tensilform.
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The economy car that's in a class by itself.

It has a luxury look.
It has a "big-car" ride.
It comes in two models, with room to hold ten or twelve passengers comfortably.
But it still qualifies as an economy car because it's an elevator that's pre-engineered to save you money.
It's the Otis hydraulic elevator.
Models HP-1500 and HPA-2000. Designed to simplify elevator planning and installation.
Fully automatic. Built for short trips, 3 to 5 floors. In stores, office buildings, apartment houses.
Check out the low-priced, off-the-shelf elevator made to rigorous Otis standards. Write on your letterhead to Dept. 15, 260 Eleventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001.
LATERAL PASS
lets this pivot do things
no other pivot can!

RACONTEUR

When a wall opening invites new strategy, specify
the Hager Raconteur.
This new type rack and pinion pivot hinge* has lateral
movement on opening to swing clear of the jamb.
Mounting can be flush and gap-free... no rounding of
door edge for clearance. And Raconteur is completely
out of sight when door is closed. No obtrusions. Just
a smooth flush panel with only the slightest evidence
that a door exists.
Design and specify with this Hager pivot in
mind. You gain surprising effects with in­
stallations that are impressively functional.
Let your Hager representative show you
how smoothly Raconteur works and how
easy it is to install.

HAGER HINGE COMPANY
139 Victor Street • St. Louis, Mo. 63104
In Canada: HAGER HINGE CANADA, LTD.

"Everything Hinges on Hager"

*Patent No. 3,394,428
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American Bridge announces a new name in the curtain wall business...
USS Architectural Products offers total curtain wall capability. We offer American Bridge’s 70 years of experience and know-how and the finest curtain wall system available. That’s the USS ULTIMET Curtain Wall—and that’s a story in itself...

In USS ULTIMET, we’re supplying the broadest range of quality steel curtain walls in the industry. There’s USS ULTIMET in Stainless Steel—the first, quality stainless curtain wall at a competitive price.

There’s USS ULTIMET in bare COR-TEN Steel—the natural weathering steel curtain wall. If it’s color you want, there’s a whole spectrum to choose from with USS ULTIMET in Color Coated Galvanized Steel. And we’ve just added a beautiful new curtain wall material that you’ll be hearing and seeing more of—USS ULTIMET in Bronze Clad Stainless Steel—the real thing—not just a substitute...and the cost will be a pleasant surprise. Horizontally and vertically pivoted windows, projected windows and narrow stile entrance doors complete the package.

We’d like to show you what our total capability can do for you. If you have a curtain wall job that you’re putting together, we can put it all together for you in USS ULTIMET. Call or write J. Alan Myers, General Manager, Architectural Products, American Bridge Division of United States Steel, 5 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. Phone: (412) 433-3267.

USS, COR-TEN and ULTIMET are registered trademarks.

1. USS COR-TEN Steel
2. Stainless Steel
3. Bronze Clad Stainless Steel
4. & 5. Color Coated Galvanized Steel
The New Bronze Age.

Glaverbel Bronze: A glass for all seasons.

Glaverbel

GLAVERBEL (USA) INC., 75 PLANDOME ROAD, MANHASSET, NEW YORK 11030
GLAVERBEL CANADA LIMITED, 1550 MAISONNEUVE BLVD. W., MONTREAL 107, P.Q.
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A J-M asbestos long-life roof protects two things.

The owner's blood pressure. And the architect's reputation.

Everybody can relax when a J-M asbestos built-up roof tops a new building. The inorganic asbestos felt won't rot. So it keeps protecting even if the surface wears away.

And a Johns-Manville smooth surface built-up roof needs no gravel, making it easy to inspect. Handy things to know when you're trying to build a good reputation as well as good buildings.

For more details and a very helpful booklet on what you should know about built-up roofs, write: Johns-Manville, Box 290-BI, N.Y., N.Y. 10016. Also available in Canada and overseas. Cable: Johnmanvil.

Johns-Manville
INDUSTRIAL ROOFING PRODUCTS
Asbestos Felts • Fesco® Roof Insulation • Asbestogard® Vapor Barriers • Asbestile Flashing
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Turning point

Refreshing new styling and faster fingertip response mark our approach to lever-action mortise locksets. Unmistakably Russwin.

Russwin, Division of Emhart Corporation, Berlin, Connecticut 06037.

In Canada — Russwin, Division of International Hardware. Dirke design.
We wrote the book on complete communications systems for schools.

Voice transmission is just the first chapter.

DuKane.

The total concept of school communications transcends one person talking to another, or even to a group. Of course, our systems do this, too — administrative intercom, telephone, paging, language laboratories, direct classroom intercommunications, Professional Sound for auditorium and athletic field. But a total communications "book" has many chapters: add vandalism detection; a clock system that controls lighting, other utilities and class signals. The clock system even turns shop machinery on or off automatically. Investigate! You'll discover that DuKane is the only company that is able to design, install, and then service, a total communications system anywhere. With over 250 sales/service outlets throughout the world, local service is at your doorstep, 24-hours a day. We'll help your school become a safer place, more efficient, and a more effective learning center.

DuKane Corporation • Communications Systems Div. • St. Charles, Ill. 60174 • World Wide Distribution
Darn clever, these Chinese.

4,000-year-old building secret revealed in ancient Chinese porcelain-enamel vase

The fact that porcelain enamel as a building material is virtually indestructible was dramatically demonstrated by the discovery of this 4,000-year-old Chinese vase. Its brilliant colors and glistening finish have not aged over the centuries.

TODAY LEADING ARCHITECTS AROUND THE WORLD ARE SPECIFYING ALLIANCE WALL PORCELAIN ENAMEL PANELS MORE AND MORE. The unusual durability of AllianceWall panels has greatly contributed to this growing popularity. After decades of tough, punishing wear, early-day AllianceWall installations still look bright and new. Consider these facts:

- AllianceWall porcelain is actually fused to the steel... and actually becomes a part of the steel... not just a coating or surface treatment.
- AllianceWall panels are compatible with nearly any other type building material.
- The smooth non-porous glass surface of AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel panels will not retain dirt, grease or stains.
- AllianceWall panels come in 107 standard beautiful colors which never fade, corrode or appear to age.

Send Today for Full Information About AllianceWall Panels in the Construction of Office Buildings • Industrial Plants • Hospitals • Schools • Apartment Buildings
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Thai-Teak keeps costs down at floor level

Thai-Teak makes a prestige floor with rich, full lifetime beauty that sells itself. It costs no more than many custom vinyls, many wood floors, many wall-to-wall carpetings... in large installations.

Competitively priced quality that is unique and praiseworthy. Installation is quick, easy, precise and maintained at low cost. Keeps labor prices right down on the floor.

Thai-Teak resists termites, rot, decay. It helps you make more permanently satisfied clients and customers. Isn't that what you really want?

Send for FREE brochures on 150 patterns and technical data.

(Illustrated) Four of 150 available patterns

HERRINGBONE
FOURSQUARE
DIAMOND
BASKETWEAVE

National Fire Protection Association
60 Batterymarch St., Boston, Mass. 02110
Telephone (617) 482-8755
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EXCLUSIVE WITH KOLD-DRAFT ICE MACHINES

5 YEAR WARRANTY ON COMPRESSOR AND CUBER EVAPORATOR

GUARANTEED DAILY CAPACITIES ranging from 110 lbs. to 2,400 lbs.
PERFECT, PURE, CLEAR, SOLID, SPARKLING...
Cube Ice, Half-Cube Ice & Cube-Let Ice

Write or phone KOLD-DRAFT a division of UNIFLOW MFG. CO., ERIE, PA. 16512 ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1920 814-453-6761

Write for FREE KOLD-DRAFT SERV-ICE GUIDE

You can determine ice requirements quickly and accurately with this exclusive KOLD-DRAFT SERV-ICE GUIDE

See SWEET'S File 23a/Ke
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Attention, all other elevator control systems:

The Haughton 1090 computerized system can outperform you.

With all the sound and fury about elevator control systems these days, it's time for facts. Like this one: a given number of elevators under new Haughton 1090 computerized control can move more people with speed and comfort than any other contemporary system you can specify.

Performance records for 1090 installations in buildings coast-to-coast prove it. There isn't room here to tell you all the reasons why 1090 is the number one system in elevating today. But we think everyone with a voice in elevator decisions for new buildings or modernization should have the full 1090 story. It's a convincing one. Otherwise, our 1090 system wouldn't be gaining so fast on the competition.

Your Haughton representative is just itching to give you all the facts. Get in touch with him at your convenience. Or, write to us.

HAUGHTON ELEVATOR COMPANY
DIVISION OF RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
P.O. BOX 780 - TOLEDO, OHIO 43601
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Red cedar shingles make an old place a showplace.

Needing a multi-purpose conference center, developers of an exclusive Northwest resort community completely remodeled a long-abandoned school building which had been on their property. The result is this "new" structure featuring imaginative applications of red cedar shingles inside and out. The foyer with its richly textured cedar surfaces opens onto seminar rooms, an auditorium and restrooms. Outside, shingle sidewalls project severe block forms that nevertheless blend effortlessly into the rustic environment.

The use of red cedar is both beautiful and practical. These shingles will retain their elegant appearance for decades without maintenance. They are naturally insulative. And they'll withstand even hurricane winds.

For your next remodeling project, insist on the real thing: Certigrade shingles or Certi-Split shakes. They're worth it. For details and money-saving application tips, write: 5510 White Building, Seattle, Washington 98101. (In Canada: 1055 West Hastings Street, Vancouver 1, British Columbia.)

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
One of a series presented by members of the American Wood Council
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Outside heat raises inside cooling costs. Zonolite can help reduce the problem at its foundation.

Look into Grace-Zonolite® Masonry Fill Insulation. It's incredible stuff. To put it another way, it's a lightweight, free-flowing, water-repellent, vermin-proof, rot-proof, fire-proof, sound-deadening, inorganic, granular vermiculite! Year after year, it can deliver savings in cooling and heating dollars that far exceed the initial cost of the fill.

Other virtues? Yep. Zonolite® Masonry Fill Insulation reduces sound transmission 20% to 31%. It increases a 2-hour fire rating to 4. It pours in at the rate of 28 square feet per minute. It's acceptable in FHA-financed housing.

Want all the details, test data, specifications, and such? Say the word!

Just say Grace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall Thickness, Inches</th>
<th>Type of Block</th>
<th>Uninsulated Block Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Lightweight</td>
<td>.40 .26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lightweight</td>
<td>.33 .17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Heavyweight</td>
<td>.53 .36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lightweight</td>
<td>.33 .12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Heavyweight</td>
<td>.46 .25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Landmark
is performance in lighting

Landmark Horizontal Luminaires are designed for functional and esthetical performance. They are especially effective for teamwork lighting of areas such as parking lots and shopping centers. Landmark horizontals resist weathering, withstand excessive vibration and are positively sealed against contamination. Mercury and metallic vapor from 100 through 1000 watts in three compatibly sized profiles. Contact your electrical distributor, or write for catalog.

LANDMARK LIGHTING
Southaven, Mississippi 38671
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Beneath all that elegance is Caradco's matched, pre-finished door system.

It's luxurious economy! This new pre-finished door package includes everything you need: a pre-finished door with matching vinyl-wrapped, adjustable door jamb, casing and base—a complete package. All beautifully covered in your customer's choice of a wide variety of rich, authentic looking wood-grain finishes. And the material itself has a self-healing quality that makes it practically indestructible, both on-the-job, and later. Notice how many ways Caradco helps you make a better impression for less money? Write today, and go Caradco for every advantage.
This copper alternative weathers gracefully. And it costs 40% less, too.

An attractive charcoal gray finish is what you can expect from ZILLOY-20 after it's been out in the weather for awhile. ZILLOY-20's extra-pleasant weathered appearance makes it the perfect copper alternative for all types of forming and sheet metal applications. Especially if you're looking to maintain the purity and beauty of your architectural design over the years.

You can use our ZILLOY-20 on roofs, gutters, downspouts and valleys. Anyplace where you need a pleasing appearance, plus good tensile strength and excellent corrosion resistance.

ZILLOY-20 is a zinc based copper titanium alloy. It is available in coiled strips and flat lengths at costs 40% lower than copper. For full particulars, write The New Jersey Zinc Company, 160 Front Street, New York, N.Y. 10038. We'll be glad to send you a data sheet.
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A temple should offer peace of mind. This one does. From the warmth of the exterior to the bold yet reverent interior spaces. Concrete made it possible. Fiberglas®-reinforced plastic construction forms made it practical. Strong, lightweight Fiberglas, the new basic material.


Owens-Corning is Fiberglas
Designed for schools......

Von Duprin 77 series exit devices. Built to take a beating... not maintenance time and money. Drop-forged bronze. Rim, mortise lock or vertical rod type. See your

without maintenance men

Von Duprin representative or write for our fully detailed Catalog Bulletin 631. Specify the Von Duprin 77 drop-forged device... then forget it. Maintenance men do.

VON DUPRIN, INC. • 400 WEST MARYLAND STREET • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46225
IN CANADA: VON DUPRIN LTD.
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A GAF Timberline roof gives a building the rugged, prestigious look of wood shake shingles.

But Timberline also provides the safety and maintenance-free convenience of modern asphalt shingles.

Simply put, Timberline gives you the best of both worlds.

Timberline won't rot, crack, warp or split. It's fire-resistant. And Timberline has a special self-sealing adhesive that helps to keep it down in high winds.

As for beauty, you have to see Timberline to really appreciate it. Its unique double-layer, staggered-cut design remarkably duplicates the deep uneven shadow pattern of a wood shingle roof. And it comes in five subtle wood-tone colors. All with the rich varied shadow line that can do wonders for the appearance of a building.

Timberline roof shingles are fast and easy to apply. Warranted for 25 years by GAF, one of America's leading manufacturers of building materials.

For further details, call your GAF Building Products dealer or send the coupon. In Sweet's, see GAF Building Materials insert.

A GAF Timberline™ roof. The only thing better than the way it looks is the way it lasts.
If you think mercury lighting belongs in a warehouse,

Magnum will change your mind.

Longer lamp life and higher light output made mercury vapor the most economical choice for industrial uses.

Now with good-looking Magnum, you can use economical mercury vapor lighting in commercial interiors, too.

Magnum, in 250 or 400 watt sizes, combines with the newest mercury vapor lamps to create warm, natural color rendition. An auxiliary quartz lighting system is available on standby for momentary voltage drops or power interruptions. And the porcelain exterior finish in charcoal gray, sandstone or white lasts a lifetime.

Just make a single electrical connection with the built-in ballast-capacitor and Magnum's ready for surface or pendant mounting.

If you'd like to find out more about Magnum commercial mercury vapor lighting, circle the reader service number. Or write: Benjamin Products Division, Thomas Industries Inc., 207 East Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky 40202.
BRIGHT GLASS PRISM ON BRATTLE STREET

Brattle Street in Cambridge, Mass. leads away from historic Harvard Square. It still has trees and some handsome old clapboard houses, though it is fast developing to meet the needs of the thousands of students who make it a busy and bustling place. The newest addition to Brattle Street is architect Benjamin Thompson's Design Research building—headquarters (there are now branches in New York and San Francisco) for the retail business he formed in 1953 to sell "modern environment"—furniture, lamps, rugs; fabrics, dresses, umbrellas; glassware and dishes and kitchenware and candlesticks. For this special kind of store on this special kind of street, architect Thompson has designed for client Thompson a special kind of building...
As you walk along Brattle Street, the Design Research building fairly bursts upon you. For by day or night, its all-glass walls glisten with changing color and light. By day, depending on the color of the sky and the angle from which the many facets of the building are viewed, the building reads as a shimmering opaque shape, or an always changing pattern of the displays inside. By night, brightly lighted, the color from inside is even more demanding; and the movement of people inside adds to the kaleidoscope. So the building is a showcase, with what is and what happens inside an integral and critical part of the design.

For Thompson, this building is somewhere on the revolutionary side of evolutionary. As RECORD pointed out two years ago: "He is not a 'form-giver', and does not seek to develop for each client... new spatial and structural concepts... So far, all of his commissions have been designed within a simple and consistent vocabulary."

But, again, this building seems special. Thompson emphasizes the importance of the collaborative process both with his long-time associate Thomas Green and with the D/R design staff. "Many years of interaction," says Thompson, "between our architectural group and the store design group made the client/architect relationship a molding of halves of a single philosophy, and the result is, I think, more than a sum of the halves. I have a perhaps mystical feeling that this building could only have happened in Cambridge, against the background of its
supercharged design orientation."

But in a general sense, this building may show the way to a non-building of transparency, using both reflection and absorption of light. It is not a pure rigid box, but a constantly changing volume that plays back many visions. This visual concept, plus the use of open corners to preserve vista and scale, perhaps points the way to a method of glass building that could create a warmer city, adding color and light and optimism to the life of the streets.
Creating the image shown on the preceding pages required great attention to detail, but the result—as is so often the case when great attention is paid to detail—an almost elemental simplicity.

The basic construction is, of course, reinforced concrete, simple flat plate. The basic column spacing is 20 feet by 20 feet, and the slabs cantilever to a maximum of 12 feet. Throughout the interior the concrete is left unfinished, but the exterior faces of the perimeter beams are sandblasted.

The great sheets of glass are set back just 2½ inches into the perimeter beams so that the horizontal lines are minimized and the building is expressed as a volume, rather than as a structural shape. The glass is ¾ inch thick, tempered; and set into reglets —1½ by 1½ inches at the sill, deeper (2½ by 1½ inches) at the head for installation. As the photo and the drawing above show, the sheets are clamped to each other by stainless fittings, and the spaces between sheets and at the sill and head are filled with a translucent silicone sealant.

Extremely limited (9-foot, 4-inch) story heights were required so that the spandrels matched the spandrels of The Architects Collaborative office building (September, 1967), which is next door and which at one point abuts Design Research (see site plan, previous pages). Thus, to minimize floor thickness, there is no "finished" ceiling. Instead (see perspective above), 3-by 4-inch wood plates are fastened as required to the underside of the slab; they in turn receive
2- by 6-inch natural finish fir fins, 13 inches o.c., which form the ceiling in all of the store spaces. These fins are simply interrupted as required for the heating/air-conditioning ducts, which are 10 inches deep to maintain the ceiling plane. Lighting is by floodlights, mounted on simple and movable metal brackets hung from the tops of the fins, and served by cable set in spaces routed out of the top surface of the fins. The resulting system is not only inexpensive, but (see overleaf) exceedingly handsome.
In most stores and shops, you are primarily aware of displays. At Design Research, you are aware first of what is on sale—the rugs, the furniture; your eye directed by the use of lighting, or a huge panel of fabric, or the color of a rack of dresses. Then you are aware of the architectural background—the plane of the ceiling or the great walls of glass. Then, especially above ground level, you become aware of the street and the city beyond; for just as the displays inside give the exterior its color, the views to the out-
side are a critical part, a critical impression, of being in the building.

There are 27,000 square feet of floor space on seven levels (though there are essentially four floors above grade and a sunken ground level visible and accessible from the street). The reception area (photo above) is story-and-a-half high, offering glimpses into the display areas both above and below. This flow of space and color continues through the building, as shoppers move up and down the open stairwells.

The shape of the building, with its "bays" and insets, is used effectively (see plans) to create room-like groupings of furniture set off with panels of colorful fabrics and lamps and accessories—in short, to suggest ways of living.

The upper two floors are office space, reached by elevator from either the reception area or the rear courtyard.

Interior walls are unfinished concrete block; floors are variously brick, hexagonal ceramic tile, cork, or sisal matting. All hardware is stainless steel or chrome finished.

The merchandise displays were designed by the architect. For example: much of the clothing is hung from stainless steel hoops suspended by simple brackets from the ceiling fins; and many of the racks for fabrics, hats, pillows, and the like are of the same fir as the ceiling and integrated with it. Finally, much of the furniture on sale was designed by Thompson and built in D/R's workshops.

So strong and so personal is the total
image—the total idea—of Design Research, that the store's only sign is the bright orange DR on the rear wall of the reception area shining through the glass walls.

DESIGN RESEARCH BUILDING, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Owner: D/R International, Inc. Architect: Benjamin Thompson & Associates, Inc.—Benjamin Thompson, principal; Thomas Green, associate in charge; Edward Des Jardins, project architect; Darryl Pomicier, project supervisor; interiors: Benjamin Thompson, with Anne Amory, Agnete Kalckar, and Joan Sprague of D/R; structural engineer: LeMessurier Associates, Inc.; mechanical and electrical engineers: Reardon & Turner; contractor: Canter Construction Company.
Like a confident giant standing astride a broad valley, Davis, Brody & Associates' Westyard Building spans the Penn Central tracks between 31st and 33rd Streets on 10th Avenue in New York City. But behind any such comparisons, and the striking appearance of the building itself, lies a complicated succession of problems the architects met and solved. The monumental difficulties of building in midtown Manhattan were added to by the special engineering feats involved in spanning the 220-foot-wide open railroad cut with a fifteen-story structure flexible and strong enough to contain a variety of functions including offices, warehousing and even some light manufacturing. It was here, in the area of tenant mix, that perhaps the greatest problems were encountered. During construction a planned 65/35 per cent industrial facilities/offices ratio was almost directly reversed, as tenants, taken with the building's appearance, sought to have more of their offices housed in it.
WITHIN EXISTING CODES, A UNIQUE AND INVALUABLE CONTRIBUTION TO THE CITYSCAPE

Norman McGrath
Despite the many complicated problems created by constantly changing tenant requirements well into the construction phase, the Davis, Brody firm succeeded in stabilizing the exterior form of Westyard at a much earlier date. In so doing, they secured a maximum amount of flexible interior space, while at the same time making a major contribution to the much fabled New York skyline. Yet the building is no monster to be admired only from afar, but seems designed, above all, from the point of view of the city dweller’s view of the cityscape. It is both comfortable in its surroundings (yet not without recriminations to its neighbors for their monstrous uniformity and lack of imagination) and nonoverbearing to its users and passers-by. The building’s bold form is in part the architects’ imaginative response to certain of the major tenants’ need for large uninterrupted warehousing areas, especially on the lower floors, nearest the truck loading docks that almost completely line the base on the three street sides. From the base, the building rises in a sloping line following the set-back provisions of the zoning code. This space-making yet design-conscious solution results in the flaring out of the lower two-thirds of the building on three sides (the fourth or east side is sheer, and cantilevered fifteen feet out over a vehicular traffic approach to the Lincoln Tunnel), and gives the highly satisfying feeling that the building is straddling the railroad cut, which in engineering fact it indeed does. More importantly, and giving new dimensions to the term “air rights,” the building’s pyramidal facades open up the street vistas, both on the avenue, and on the side streets, especially with regard to the view of the river. The architects have made a double contribution to the country’s most densely packed yet necessarily growing metropolis: by building on a site previously unused and an eyesore, and by a design that contributes to the enhancement, rather than the further congestion, of city space.
AN ENGINEERING ACCOMPLISHMENT TO MATCH AN INNOVATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Robert Gray
The rather spectacular photograph opposite was taken from the observation deck of the Empire State Building, using a telephoto lens, by a member of the Davis, Brody firm. The roof structure of the Westyard Building is a long-span truss system allowing a clear floor area for a professional ice skating rink—an other blockbuster-type program requirement. The main part of the building is a cast-in-place textured reinforced concrete frame of beams and round columns which are approximately 26 feet on center and support waffle slab floors. The entire superstructure is designed for extra-heavy duty in order to achieve flexibility of tenant mix and uses. At the corners of the building the enclosed fire stair towers appear as massive piers. At ground level the sides rest on rock footings. The center portion of the building spans the 220-foot railroad cut in three 77-foot spans employing welded steel plate girders 12 feet deep. It was found that the existing retaining walls for the railroad cut were strong enough to carry the ends of a number of these girders. The walls were therefore sheared off to the desired height and notched to receive them (photos, lower right). Additional girder support is provided by steel columns and base plates on concrete footings between the tracks. Since the positions available between the tracks did not match the column centers of the superstructure, the girders were located to carry strings of columns. At the same time the footings had to be kept relatively small in relation to the substantial loads they carry in order to minimize disturbance to the track bed. All work in this area was done at times specified by the railroad to avoid major traffic movement.
One of the best examples of the flexibility designed into Westyard is the use of a precast concrete modular wall panel. The panel is invertible, with the window usually placed high, as a clerestory, in the manufacturing and warehouse spaces, and low, at eye-level when sitting, in offices. In addition, a separate punch-out panel allows for additional air-conditioning intakes for the more populated building areas. The random exterior pattern that results from arranging these elements to meet the various tenants' needs is an ideal contrast to the building's strong, near-monumental quality.


Strong sculpturesque detailing, in addition to the wallop packed by the sloping wall itself, contribute to the building's attractiveness and power. At left, the bottom of the stair towers and the massive beams (10 feet high at point-of-support) that carry the cantilevered floors above. The latter device compensates for the loss of space due to the easement for the tunnel approach. Below, the main lobby, the fluorescent lighting integrated with the pan-formed concrete waffle ceiling. Structure is painted white, walls are dark gray slate panel infilling.
For a complex job, a new partnership, Hugh Stubbins of Cambridge with Rex Allen of San Francisco, formed the nucleus of a many-disciplined team to regenerate a hospital without interrupting services.

Masterplanning and design for redevelopment of the century-old Boston City Hospital became, in 1968, the commission of a transcontinental partnership. The Hugh Stubbins/Rex Allen Partnership combines the resources of Hugh Stubbins and Associates of Cambridge and Rex Whitaker Allen and Associates of San Francisco in a joint venture created to handle the hospital commission—and now formalized as an ongoing partnership. It has its own staff directed by Ramon A. Zambrano, who is also an associate of the Allen firm, with Merle T. Westlake, a Stubbins vice president, acting as associate director.

Formation of the partnership marked the confluence of three streams of events. Two of those streams, the professional careers of the founding firms, have been documented in the archives of excellence and awards in architecture. The hospital commission itself grew out of the third stream, a citywide redevelopment program piloted by Robert T. Kenney, director of the Public Facilities Department of the City of Boston.

In August, 1967, the Public Facilities Department had engaged the firm of Lester Gorsline and Associates, International, to program basic requirements of the obsolescent City Hospital to meet the development patterns of the area—the so-called South End Renewal Area adjoining Roxbury and South Boston. The Gorsline program was completed in June 1968, and in mid-November of that year the newly formed architectural partnership was commissioned to translate it into a master plan and basic design requirements that could be phased into reconstruction of the hospital.

The model photo at the top of this page shows the projected 1976-completion appearance of what is now a three-block, 17-acre concatenation of 39 buildings, 25 per cent of which are more than 50 years old. The present hospital is a 1000-bed teaching complex used by three universities: Harvard, Tufts and Boston University, which is adjacent across the street.

Architects rally disciplines in support of excellence

The requirement for step-phased replacement of virtually the total present complex, without curtailment of either present services or expected growth, called for a combination of high-level expertise in both the architectural and construction climate of the region, plus an equally high competence in the design of medical facilities.

It would be an oversimplification to say that the regional know-how of Hugh Stubbins and the hospital-design experience of Rex Allen were the compelling factors in the idea of the partnership—although they were indeed obvious advantages. Beyond those advantages, however, was an important meeting of minds in the two firms regarding workable approaches to design excellence in the pressurized atmosphere of today's practice.

Both firms had separately used the joint-venture and consultant-team techniques in prior work. Their experience had reinforced the conviction that architects can and must form the coordinating nucleus bringing together pertinent disciplines throughout design development and construction. In that way, architectural integrity is maintained while responding to requirements for speed, cost control and the challenges of developing technologies. This need is especially critical in hospital design, as is underscored in the following description of the work for Boston City Hospital.

The master plan, started at the end of November 1968, was completed in early July 1969. This extremely tight schedule warranted detailed project analysis for development of a critical path network indicating decision points for architects, engineers, and all reviewing agencies. Consultants were
Boston City Hospital, the first municipally supported hospital in the United States, was established in 1861 and has continuously expanded to some 39 buildings on its present site (left, below). Teaching ties with Boston University Medical School, immediately to the north, will determine ultimate location of research areas incorporating new parking structures and the existing Sears and Thorndike buildings (top, left).

Site development was determined by the three-block character and logically fixed points of the 17-acre site (above). The so-called East Block, already containing central power and other mechanical facilities, will have new buildings for those resources plus central supply and major parking facilities with transport across Albany Street to the Main Block which is bounded on the south by Massachusetts Avenue.

The South Block is the locale for staff housing and a school of nursing (which have been designed by Samuel Glaser and Partners) as well as for the basic structure of the outpatient building, designed by the Hugh Stubbins/Rex Allen Partnership to bridge Massachusetts Avenue and have its main access through a central triage in the main block. (See plans, page 122).
selected from all over the United States, but with the proviso that they have specific knowledge of work in Boston.

The project team’s work was reviewed periodically by Hugh Stubbins and Rex Allen at design-in meetings that usually lasted for two days. All outside telephone calls or other disturbances were banned during these design-ins, and the project received the undivided attention of the partners, consultants and design team. Goals were established in accordance with the critical path network. A date for the next design-in was set and the team’s assignments for the interim were decided upon. Following the design-in a written summary of decisions and conclusions was distributed.

A master plan for change and phased replacement

Responding to the single certainty of rapid change in technological, medical, and administrative requirements, the master plan for Boston City Hospital required a reserve of flexibility that would assure the utmost longevity for early phases of the construction through their physical and functional adaptability to emerging requirements as construction proceeds.

Once the primary requirement for adaptability was established, practical development was based on three principles: first, the virtual inevitability of industrialized central supply and utilities—whatever the details of technical development might be; second, the effective management of a land bank system of phased replacement of existing facilities on land cleared for new construction; third, compliance of the plan over a long term to certain initially fixed elements (such as power plant, supply base, structural nucleus, etc.) so that the development can proceed in a logical and adaptable sequence.

That was the generating force of the master plan for Boston City Hospital. The land bank sequence takes into account the prior existence of a power plant on what is called the East Block which therefore provides a fixed node for development of utilities and supply systems. The existence of Boston University immediately adjacent to the north locates the probable direction of growth for future research facilities as well as important traffic considerations. The previously demonstrated effectiveness of the interstitial mechanical system in such Rex Allen-designed facilities as Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital (RECORD, October 1968) established a mode of internal flexibility that could respond to almost any foreseeable requirement for adaptation.

A step-phased program for design and construction

The architects devised a proposed sequence of six major steps for design and construction (illustrated in photos above).

Step 1: Design and construct approximately 212,680 gross square feet of the outpatient building to house community-related clinics, doctors’ offices, and space for future underground parking. Level 1 will contain the main entrance from Massachusetts Avenue and an entrance court (from Harrison Avenue), lobby, portions of admitting clinic, and appointment and information centers. Levels 2 through 5 will contain doctors’ offices and clinics. Basement level will contain storage areas (to be converted to parking during a later construction step), a pick-up lobby, electrical equipment rooms, and elevator service to the floors above.

Step 2: Design and construct approximately 213,710 gross square feet of the East Block’s service building, which will contain the mechanical plant and a parking garage. The mechanical plant will initially be equipped with mechanical, electrical, and telephone equipment for the existing facilities and those constructed in step 1.

A six-story parking structure for 480 cars will be built along the east property line adjacent to the service building.

Step 3: Design and construct approximately 315,850 gross square feet of the East Block’s service and parking building. This step will be the complete programmed area for the East Block and unite the East Block with the Main Block by means of a bridge across Albany Street. Permanent utility connections must also be made to the facilities on the Main Block constructed during steps 1 and 4. Basement level of the service building will contain physical plant and storage spaces. Level 1 will contain receiving dock and additional physical plant and storage spaces. Level 2 will contain pharmacy, central sterile supply, and the staging area for the materials handling system’s carts. Level 3 will contain laundry and storage, and Level 4 the dietary service. Service floor levels will correspond to truss levels in the Main Block to facilitate horizontal transport of mechanical and supply systems which will use truss spaces for distribution in the hospital.

Step 4: Design and construct the first half of the 15-story high-rise tower containing approximately 672 beds and portions of core services, administrative services, emergency services, patient processing, supply and services, outpatient clinics, and underground parking. The completion of this step will provide a viable hospital with portions of all the required entities and systems.

The existing emergency department and ambulance entrance will be maintained during construction and moved to its new location at the completion of step 4.

Step 5: Design and construct the final half of the 15-story high-rise and remaining portions of administrative services, core services, dietary, emergency services, patient processing, outpatient clinics, and underground parking. With the relocation of kitchen, central sterile supply, laundry, and
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Design of the Main Block and South Block complexes not only respond to the construction phasing requirement but also merge successfully with pre-designed facilities on the South Block for staff housing and nurses’ training school. The outpatient building, first in order of construction priority, was designed to fit as a T into South Block structures and to maintain unity with the Main Block through its structural levels, systems floors and access through the triage and supporting service areas. In that way, phasing through temporary inpatient service on upper levels would be possible, and the heavy traffic of people and supplies expected in full OPD operation would be handled.
pharmacy to the service building (completion of steps 3 and 4 is coincident) and the relocation of inpatients, the existing buildings on the Main Block may be demolished.

During step 5, all systems (materials handling, vertical transportation, utility) started in previous steps will be expanded to serve the entire facility as completed.

Step 6: Design and construct parking structures for approximately 300 cars along East Concord Street. Demolish the buildings remaining on the Main Block, functions and occupants of which will have moved to the new facility. Complete the landscaping of the site. The parking structures will be designed so that future and as yet unprogrammed research facilities can be built over the structures, probably eliminating the present Sears and Thorndike buildings.

The construction cost analysis indicates a funding requirement of approximately $140,088,800, including Group I and II equipment and material handling systems. This amount was determined by evaluating the construction costs as of February 1969 ($103,520,100), and escalating each construction step to the midpoint of its scheduled construction duration. The total escalated project cost, including design and fine art fees, nonfixed equipment and fees, furnishings, clerk of works, and contingencies, amounts to $171,518,400.

Organization for identity and a sense of place

To simplify the movement of people and materials the hospital departments have been concentrated and laid out so that they can be easily found and reached with a minimum of effort. A concourse or circulation system in three levels will function as the main spine of the hospital. The fully automated supply system will move through truss spaces, a systems floor, free from conflicts with staff, patients, and visitors. Thus the materials handling will receive exclusive right-of-way and maintenance access will be gained easily.

Three separate entrances and two bridges, across Massachusetts Avenue and Albany Street, will greatly facilitate access to the hospital.

The systems floor, an investment in flexibility

An important concept that will provide versatility in use of space, postpone obsolescence and simplify the daily operation and maintenance of the hospital is the incorporation of the systems floor. This is a mechanical and electrical service floor sized to accommodate the supporting systems of the hospital. A systems floor will be provided between each hospital floor in the low-rise buildings and between every other floor in the high-rise. The extensive medical, mechanical and supporting systems of the core services in the low-rise structures require the provision of one supporting systems.
The basic structural element incorporated in the systems floor is an 8-foot-8-inch deep steel truss through which all mechanical systems and the proposed overhead monorail cart system of materials transport can pass. Dimensions of the trusses reflect not only the walk-through and transport requirements but also the span required for the 60-foot square of the planning module. Secondary trusses on 20-foot centers support precast floor planks.

Arrangement of the various distribution systems is shown in the skeleton perspective at left.

The demand for flexibility of the systems and in the utilization of building space calls for all systems to emanate from one central point—from which they are distributed as pipelines and ducts throughout the building complex. Vertical distribution to every basic area will be through pipe or duct risers generally outside the usable floor area. Pipelines and ducts will distribute horizontally within the truss spaces between floors to every point in each bay. The distribution system is sized for growth and will have the capacity to handle a predetermined unit load, wherever it may occur, in order to accommodate future needs.

Vertical and horizontal distribution by design

The basic structural element incorporated in the systems floor is an 8-foot-8-inch deep steel truss through which all mechanical systems and the proposed overhead monorail cart system of materials transport can pass. Dimensions of the trusses reflect not only the walk-through and transport requirements but also the span required for the 60-foot square of the planning module. Secondary trusses on 20-foot centers support precast floor planks.

Arrangement of the various distribution systems is shown in the skeleton perspective at left.

Floor per hospital floor. In the high-rise the systems floor will feed both to the floor above and below. The systems floor will allow maintenance personnel to inspect, maintain, replace, or revise the supporting systems without disrupting the operation of the departments these systems serve. A system of catwalks will thread through the truss members to permit access for maintenance personnel.

Main framing members are steel trusses which will span 60 feet. The unusual spacing between columns in all areas will maximize the variety of functions for which an area can be planned for both initial and future needs. The inpatient floors, composed of 60-foot modules, will have no interior columns. Secondary framing members will span at 20-foot intervals between main framing members. Prestressed, concrete floor planks will be used to eliminate the forming of floors and permit more rapid construction. Where the systems floor is not required, plate girders will span the same lengths.

Vertical and horizontal distribution by design

The demand for flexibility of the systems and in the utilization of building space calls for all systems to emanate from one central point—from which they are distributed as pipelines and ducts throughout the building complex. Vertical distribution to every basic area will be through pipe or duct risers generally outside the usable floor area. Pipelines and ducts will distribute horizontally within the truss spaces between floors to every point in each bay. The distribution system is sized for growth and will have the capacity to handle a predetermined unit load, wherever it may occur, in order to accommodate future needs.

Air supplied to the complex will generally be distributed at high velocity to save space. A heat recovery device in each exhaust air stream will economically preheat or precool the 100 per cent fresh outside air.

Air handling units will be stacked vertically in separate utility shafts with air supply fed through the truss spaces in the systems floor.

Parking in the basement of the hospital and in three separate structures will provide space for 1480 cars. A special zone has been allocated for emergency parking. Five hundred and sixty additional parking spaces will be available for use by staff and students within the housing project at the south side of the site.

BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL, Boston, Mass. Owner: The City of Boston through its Public Facilities Department, Robert T. Kenney, director. Architects: Hugh Stubbins/Rex Allen Partnership—Ramon A. Zambrano, executive architect; Richard Brewer, Robert Bryan, Joseph Hansen, Mark Lechowski and Thomas Twohey, design team.

Consultants: structural, LeMessurier and Associates; mechanical/electrical, Hankins and Anderson; vertical transportation, Edwin H. Hesselberg; material handling, Souder, Clark and Associates; cost estimates, McKee-Berger-Mansueto, Inc.; food service, Bert Marshall; traffic and parking, Barton-Ausman Associates, Inc.
AN ARCHITECTURAL ANALOGY

Architect Tasso Katselas continues his work at St. Vincent Archabbey and College with this new Science Center. It is simple in plan, complicated in elevation—and revealing in what it tells us about the architect's commitments.

The organization and the plan of St. Vincent Science Center is clear. There are three buildings—one for chemistry, one for biology, one for physics—which house the laboratories, work rooms, and faculty offices needed for each. And there is a fourth building—the library/lecture hall—whose facilities are necessary for the other three in common. This common facility is placed in equal proximity to the other three buildings, on a unifying pedestrian plaza which connects the whole complex. The second floor of each laboratory is directly connected to the common facility by individual bridges.

In contrast to its simple plan is the Science Center's extraordinary visual intricacy—its almost picturesque composition. This mix of simplicity and intricacy is the basis of the architecture, and implies its significance.
A complex skyline: strict use of two materials unifies the Science Center

In plan the Science Center at first appears to be symmetrical about its major approach axis, running between Kennedy Hall and the library, but it is not. The chemistry building and the physics building are not directly opposite each other and there are subtle differences between the right half and the left half of the library/lecture theater. Nor are the physics, biology, and chemistry buildings, when taken alone, symmetrical about any axis: they only appear to be.

The appearance of symmetry in the plan allows quick recognition of the Science Center as a whole and easy circulation and orientation within it, while the real asymmetry is a link with the elevational complexity of the buildings. This complexity is a result of the architect's recognition of each functional space and circulatory element as an event to be separated from the whole. Each classroom section, lecture hall, stair tower, and ramp is acknowledged individually by changes in wall plane and roof height. The natural lighting of these articulated parts increases the sense of intricacy: spaces are lit from the gaps created when wall meets wall and roof meets roof in separate planes. The exterior acknowledgement of individual parts allows the architect to incorporate into the science center exceptional spaces and extraordinary events at will, by simply arranging the architectural forms resulting from such events into the already existing grouping. In the completed buildings, stairs and exterior ramps are rounded at their intermediate returns, but in the plans made before construction (page 128) these returns are drawn as squared endings to the ramps and stairs. Also, the north ramp of the physics building (color photo,
A simple plan: orientation for the observer walking through is relatively easy page 127] was extended during construction to link with the road rather than simply return upon itself, as in the original plan. The concept of freely positioning articulated elements makes such changes easy; one solution is no better or worse than the other when the whole is considered visually.

The ragged skyline of St. Vincent's is a result of this composition of the whole from articulated parts, and the skyline is successful in acknowledging the older academic gothic buildings around the science center, with their turrets and towers. The random mixture of shapes on the skyline is also, in a sense, a visual reflection of the rolling, random, inconsistent vistas around the science center—part untouche wood, part manicured farm, part suburbia cluttered with poles and aerials.

Holding these fragmented events of St. Vincent's together is the disciplined use of two materials—brick and concrete. Brick is used on the broad squarish planes and concrete is used for the accents, usually long ribbon-like shapes that carry the eye through the diverse forms, particularly at the floor line at elevation 1140 and the roof at elevation 1150.

All of these architectural statements—the apparently symmetrical plan for easy orientation, the visual articulation of individual spaces and events, the use of only two materials—are based upon a drive for clarity on the part of the designer; on an attempt at total revelation of structure and content. Such drives may be called a basis for our scientific and educational impulses—revelation of social content in the widest sense, and the structure of our physical world—which are in turn institutionalized in entities like
The articulation of parts: lighting helps reveal changes in wall plane and roof height

St. Vincent College. The Science Center may in this context be called an accurate three dimensional reflection of a part of our culture. It is an analogy—in three dimensions, in brick and concrete—with a dimensionless, rational/emotional set of values; not an uncommon intention in architecture. Such designs may be judged by the accuracy of the likeness they attempt, or by questioning the ability of the medium of architecture to allow such analogies to be successfully completed.

—Robert Jensen

WHY NOT A NATIONWIDE PLAN FOR RECREATION?

By the year 2000, some experts are predicting, outdoor recreation will have increased 141 per cent. Not all of us will be around to see the extent to which the population enjoys leisure activities, but quite a few of us will be able to see the increase of 60 per cent between the years 1965 and 1980. Where will all this outdoor activity go on? There’s plenty of land, according to a study prepared for the Public Land Law Review Commission, because our farm production has become so efficient that we do not need the vast acreages once required. But how is the land to be used? What sort of program for orderly development by private and public sectors exists?

The answer to the first question is: If anyone, or any government agency, knows how the land is to be used, he or it has yet to make a public pronouncement in regard to the ideas involved. And to the second question the answer is: There is a Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan, prepared by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, as directed in Public Law 88-29, which is “intended to guide development of sound public policy in outdoor recreation . . . to consider outdoor recreation in the broadest sense, including preservation of natural beauty and quality of outdoor environment . . . encompassing urban and rural programs, public and private programs . . . to provide a framework for regional, state, local and private outdoor recreation programs . . . to appraise the variety, quantity and quality of outdoor recreation opportunities which Americans seek.”

But the report has never been published. BOR was directed to submit the Nationwide Plan to the President and Congress—and to the people—by 1968. Where it languishes in Washington is anybody’s guess.

No one knows whether it is a good plan or a bad one, whether its scope is indeed broad enough to meet the needs of a growing population and an increasingly urban one, whether it is imaginative and innovative, whether it is flexible or inflexible. Yet there was never a time in this country’s development when a plan based, one must hope, on an intelligent study of the needs, means, wants and dreams of the American people, was more needed to assure a constructive, beneficial, rewarding use of leisure time—and the best and most far-sighted handling of our natural resources.

Without such a framework, without the guidance that a serious study of the recreation needs of this country could give, the overlapping of recreation facilities seems inevitable, and the abuse of the land a constant peril. California’s determination that it will not overuse the precious heritage of its reserve of natural beauty, and its avowal—through the director of the Department of Parks and Recreation (whose description of the state’s planning for a 40-million population appears on pages 132-133)—that in order to provide a quality outdoor experience, it will never even try to provide camping facilities for all of its residents, is a rare position. Some Federal agencies—National Park Service, for one—seem loath to take the necessary steps to preserve the natural heritage for which they are trustees on the unproved theory that “the people demand” more of everything. If the people do demand, a Nationwide Plan should show what they demand, where they need it, and where what is needed can be provided and by whom.

That facilities of a high quality can be provided for recreation is clear from the following representative examples, for public and private clients.

—E.K.T.
RECREATION FOR 40 MILLION PEOPLE

Twice the state’s population visited California’s state parks last year. Now the state is planning recreation for twice that number within the next 25 years.

By William Penn Mott, Jr.
Director, California State Department of Parks and Recreation

Last year 40 million people used California’s state parks. A third of them went to the beaches, especially the warm water beaches near the large cities of Southern California. One eighth of the visitors went to state historical sites. The rest spread themselves over a wide variety of recreation facilities from the Oregon border to Mexico, and from the Pacific Ocean to the desert.

California’s state park system—which includes this country’s first state park, established in 1902—administers an eight-part spectrum of recreation facilities: scenic reserves, state beaches, state parks, historical sites, scientific reserves, underwater parks, wayside campgrounds and state recreation areas. Within these broad classifications are, again, many kinds of recreational opportunities, though not all kinds in any one unit.

Realizing that it serves a diverse public, the Department of Parks and Recreation’s services are diverse. The objectives of the Department’s program are clear and inclusive:

- To secure and preserve elements of the state’s outstanding landscape, cultural and historical features.
- To provide for the meaningful and constructive use of people’s uncommitted time.
- To help the people of California understand and appreciate through an interpretive program the state’s cultural, historic, and natural heritage.
- To maintain and where necessary improve the quality of California’s environment.
- To maintain a statewide recreation plan that includes a continuing analysis of the state’s need for recreational areas and facilities, and a determination of the levels of public and private responsibility for meeting this need.
- To encourage all levels of government and private enterprise throughout the state to participate, whenever feasible, in the development and operation of recreational facilities.

These objectives are the basis of the planning now being done which looks toward the time—none too distant—when California’s population will have doubled and when we can expect that the number of visitors to the state parks will also have doubled. This is an awesome prospect, to be approached not as something to fear, but as a challenge. Already we have greatly simplified one of our greatest problems—determination of the “carrying capacity” of each park so that its use will not become abusive by using a management tool: computerized reservations for camping. This is only what private enterprise long ago adopted for its own controls. But it works two ways: the public too is accommodated, and campers are assured in advance of a place to camp by this system, or know that there is no space available.

Recreation needs, however, are expanding at a surprising rate, particularly in areas near the larger cities. This is true in every part of the country, not only in California. People in cities need recreation even more than those who live elsewhere: they are the new challenge. If we plan ahead, we can even make the “emerging cities”—of 50,000 or so population—more attractive and more liveable when they become metropolitan, by acquiring lands now on their fringes so that later as these cities grow they will have oases of green, open spaces. But we can’t wait for that. We need recreation places now, near enough to large cities for people to get to them easily, and big enough to offer a great variety of recreation activities.

The projected state recreation area at Point Mugu will do just that. It is a 6540-acre tract on the coast, one hour’s drive from Los Angeles, which has been planned to provide for a daily load of 22,000 people. It can be used as a day camp because of its proximity to the city or as a place to stay overnight—in trailer, camper or tent, or in hotel, hostel, dormitory or lodge. There will be everything from archery to horseback riding, from model airplane flying to rifle practice. Golfers and swimmers will flock to it, but so will artists and archeologists. It is a something-for-almost-everyone kind of place. Its setting is attractive, but it contains no great scenic splendors. We will preserve as much as possible of its natural resources—and use them as facets of our interpretive and educational programs—but we will be developing a recreation resource rather than preserving a scenic or scientific treasure. In planning for Point Mugu, careful consideration was given to data from many disciplines, to take full advantage of its assets. To determine the “carrying capacity” of the beach, for instance, we based its maximum capacity on one person per 100 square feet; but in determining the number and location of units for overnight lodging, we used the cluster concept rather than “so many per acre”. Although we could have included many more camp sites in some locations, we recognized that not only does the public want open space as well as developed facilities, but large areas of undisturbed land are essential if the ecology of the area is to be preserved.

The size of Point Mugu presented the opportunity to incorporate a specialized activity which has not been accepted in recreation planning as a recreation form, but which has many devotees. In California alone there are 300,000 motorcycles registered for pleasure use, yet no public recreation area has provided trails for them to use. Consequently, these vehicles are being used on roads too sensitive to support their activity, with resulting environmental damage. This is especially true in the desert, where these vehicles have done serious damage. Realizing that these vehicles, and their riders, and this form of recreation are on the increase, we set aside a section at Point Mugu on which to develop trails which could traverse a varied enough terrain to maintain the riders’ interest. We have space enough to develop other such specialized recreation activities at Point Mugu, and we probably shall do this, for the demand for specialized recreation forms is decidedly on the increase.

Point Mugu is not unique in offering many opportunities for private enterprise to participate in its development, but in number and variety of such opportunities it is unusual. No public agency alone can do all that needs to be done to meet the need for recreation today—or in the future. Much of it must be done by the private sector.

The demand for recreation is growing faster, actually, than population. In California, for example, we will need to add, by 1980, these units to our system: 83,800 camp units; 81,900 picnic units, 1300 boat launching lanes, 4720 additional miles of hiking and riding trails. These projections do not take into account possible changes in camping habits which may require new planning concepts, nor do they reflect the inevitable increase in demand for hotel or lodge-type accommodations which represent an obvious opportunity for private enterprise. It is clear, however, that to meet the needs of the public and to supply gaps in available recreation, greater cooperation between public and private sectors is required.
Greater mobility is a strong factor (along with higher incomes, more leisure and larger urban populations) in the rising demand for recreation. Provision must be made for the vehicles that this mobility implies: for beach access parking alone we will have to provide 65,000 spaces by 1980. But we see no reason to crowd beaches with parking lots and are therefore experimenting with parking locations as much as five miles away from beach parks, with transportation to the beaches by minibus or other public transportation. There is no reason to fear the automobile, but there is good reason to deal with it on human terms, and this we intend to do. Long ago, the State proved at Point Lobos—"the greatest meeting of land and water," as one writer has called it—on the California coast, that parking away from the sensitive areas was the only solution to preserving them. More recently at the Hearst castle at San Simeon, automobiles must park at the foot of the hill and visitors are transported to the castle by small bus. There is not space at the top of the hill for parking, and we do not intend to carve the hillside to make it. One of the terms of the bequest of the property was that it was to be maintained as Mr. Hearst had last used it. In respecting this we shall preserve the experience of visiting this unusual place for all.

We must also deal imaginatively with a kind of vehicle that has largely been ignored: the trailer. Trailer travel is on the increase everywhere. No one has thought of this as a recreation form, so no provisions have been made for it except in an off-hand sort of way, without realizing that it is a recreation type in itself, with particular needs in the way of facilities. The California Department of Parks and Recreation is completing the first—but not the last: we need them the length and breadth of the state—overnight wayside trailer camp. The concept has already sparked a major hotel chain to give serious thought to providing similar pleasant overnight trailer camps immediately adjacent to its existing motor hotels. Our camp will permit only an overnight stay since it is to serve the travelling trailer at night. But the experience of planning and providing this facility brought home to us the need for coordination between public agencies: not one mile away from the overnight trailer wayside is a Highway Department wayside rest, complete with water connections and toilet facilities, for day use. There is no room in the budget—of time and effort as well as of money—for this kind of duplication. It seems obvious, too, that parking lots can also be used for overnight camping under certain conditions, thus materially increasing capacity at little additional cost.

Private airplanes also must be provided for, because this mode of transportation is no longer the prerogative of the rich. People rent small planes as well as own them. A county airstrip has served the historic mining town of Columbia, now a state historical park, but at Anza Borrego, our great 480,000-acre desert park, we now have two airstrips in use, and we are studying the possibility of adding airstrips in some of our other parks, with ground (or helicopter) transportation from them to nearby camping areas. Planning for this kind of facility in a state park may seem far out today, but private flying is not destined to decrease in popularity. Our study suggested another kind of recreation opportunity for private enterprise: air tours of certain areas.

The problem of meeting the public's recreation needs is, above all, an opportunity as much as it is a challenge. A quality outdoor experience, which is what we are trying to provide, is both educational and inspirational. It is our plan, for instance, to have visitors pass through an interpretation center before they actually get into our parks so that they will have an understanding of the experience they are about to have. From understanding, a new sense of values—in fact, a new set of values—derives, and from these values a deep and, we hope, lasting awareness of the environment and its fragile ecological balance. (We cannot, and do not intend to, provide camping in state parks for everyone. Others must share in that responsibility, in other places and in other ways.) To determine these values and relate them to our planning for the future, we are involving all the disciplines in any way relevant: architects, landscape architects, biologists, botanists, geologists, ecologists, historians, archeologists, oceanographers. For only if we approach the solution to recreation needs as a problem in total planning—social (who uses the parks? people, of course) and environmental—can we be sure that the old single-purpose natural resource planning, which solved one problem only to create others, will no longer prevail, and in its place will be the multi-relational planning that reflects Nature's own interrelationships.
The Milldale Camps of the Jewish Community Center are located on a 155-acre site northwest of Baltimore, and serve a variety of purposes: city children get a taste of the country, adults and families use the camps year round for weekend outings and older people use an old farmhouse (existing on the property) for their activities. The site is kept as natural as possible, with the buildings—simple and modest wood structures with steep hipped roofs—unassertedly placed on the hillside, with the knoll kept open. Each of the basic units is 20 feet square; some with open, railed sides are used for shelters; others with red cedar walls are utility buildings. There are 20 such structures in each camp, and the camps, on the edge of the forest around the open hill, are almost concealed in spring and summer when the trees are in leaf. Each camp also has a large open pavilion located up the slope. In the open meadow are two swimming pools with minimal dressing shelters. Camps are far enough apart for their programs, simultaneously involving some 1000 young people, to be under way simultaneously without conflict.

MILLDALE CAMPS, Reisterstown, Maryland. Owner: Jewish Community Center of Baltimore. Architects: RTKL Inc.—Charles E. Lamb, partner-in-charge; Paul T. Heineman, project captain; contractor: Ira C. Rigger, Inc.
RECREATION

ALL-WEATHER PAVILION FOR ALL KINDS OF PLAY

Open but protected, this 10,000 square foot play area—designed for a school but suitable for outdoor recreation of many kinds in a variety of locations—is used for outdoor games and other activities all year round, regardless of weather. On very cold days, radiant heat in the ceiling can be used and on windy days, canvas drops can be lowered along the perimeter to form walls. Fixed glass triangle at the corners give additional protection. The louvered wood overhangs shed rain and snow while admitting ample air. So pleasant is the "gymkhana" (Hindu for sports arena) that adults of the community use it after hours for their activities. The structure is simple but handled with skill and a sure eye for proportion, line, and the quality of space created. Twenty laminated wood girders 60 feet long by three feet deep span the court area and carry the roof, and are supported by 20-foot high columns which rest on a concrete slab. The pavilion cost $200,000.

EXISTING STRUCTURE
NEW OR RELOCATED FACILITY
SLEEPING SHELTERS
NEW PLANTINGS
TRAIL, ROAD & PATH

1. Lodge
2. Entrance & parking
3. Shelters & winterized shelters
4. Toilets & showers
5. Council ring
6. Sleeping shelters; toilets
7. Sewage treatment plant
8. Formal activity area
9. Nature study & trails

Robert Lindsay photos
County owned and administered, Camp Lane is used by organizations for conferences, programs and camping, with especial emphasis on young people's and children's groups. The architects were asked to prepare a master site plan to incorporate new shelters (some winterized) into an existing camp, for an eventual 150 persons. The 15-acre site is small for such a density; shelters are located on the edge of open activity spaces. Decks and elevated areas double as conference and play areas. Each unit is self-contained: furnishings are built in, simple and rugged. Because the camp is in such constant use, new construction has to be done fast and in brief periods. A prefabricated panel system permits rapid erection: a basic unit can be erected in slightly less than an hour, a group of 12 finished in one month. Units are grouped in clusters of four, with three persons to a unit. More units will be added as budget permits. The forms, bright colors, siting among trees, and interplay of decks were designed to be “different from home” and “fun” for all users, but particularly for children.

SLEEPING SHELTERS, CAMP LANE, (Phases 1 & 2), near Mapleton, Oregon. Architects: Unthank, Seder & Poticha. Contractor: Lane County Parks Department (Phase I), Howard Nelson (Phase II).
FOUR-USE VISITOR CENTER FOR NATIONAL SEASHORE

This visitor facilities building is the first such to be built in the new Point Reyes National Seashore, some 30 miles northwest of San Francisco, for which funds have just been authorized to complete acquisition of private lands within its over-all boundaries. The building, housing ranger's office, dressing rooms, garage and dining facilities, is for year-round use, in weather which varies from dense fog to warm bright sun, with winds which range from light to uncomfortably strong. The four uses of the building determined the plan and provided the desirable addition of a protected court for wind-free lounging and for interpretive talks by rangers. The slant of the roofs aids in reducing the amount of wind that reaches the court. The building is of wood construction, and stands on piles 30 and 40 feet long. Pilings are used throughout the building itself, treated with weathering oil. Like the other materials used, including the copper roof, they were selected because they required minimum maintenance.

JOSHUA FREIWALD PHOTOS

Drake's Bay is at the end of the Point Reyes road and is actually only one portion of the shore along Drake's Bay. The facilities building is located on the grassy dunes with a view to Point Reyes on the north and to the curving shore of the Bay on the south. Picnicking, swimming and sunning are the principal recreation uses of the area immediately surrounding the building, but it also serves hikers on the many trails in the park.
Many new plantings were specified along the trails: on River Cove, blueberry, bayberry, mountain laurel and hemlock; on Rock Face, ferns, iris, narcissus, dogwoods; on Woodland Summit, flowering trees, hyacinths, mountain laurel, narcissus, daffodils, viburnum. Plant materials were selected (with suggestions from City horticulturists) to enhance existing plant materials with seasonal color and variations of texture.
Walking for pleasure is—and will be, say recreation experts—one of this country's most popular recreation activities. But pleasant places to walk are few in number, especially in urban areas. The new nature trails at Inwood Hill Park are rare exceptions to the insensitivity of walks in city parks. This old park—a unique remnant of Manhattan's original natural state, historic in connotation, wild in much of its extensive acreage—is surrounded by the densely populated streets of New York City, and is easily accessible to city dwellers. The three new trails have been developed with exceptional sensitivity to the natural qualities of these environments. Restraint and subtlety of design keep man-made intrusion at a minimum but at the same time introduce new ways of heightening the outdoor experience: the concrete "information prism" with rocks and plant materials cast into its acrylic plastic top; sitting terraces and resting places using simple forms in informal groupings.

Fairs are major, though often brief, recreational opportunities, usually housed in undistinguished, utilitarian structures. California’s new State Exposition and Fair, however, capitalizing on a mild climate and a large population from which to draw attendance, has been designed to provide for year-round operation, with exhibits and expositions housed in buildings designed by some of the state’s best-known architects. The unusual Floriculture Pavilion, part of the Fair Activities Complex, is a favorite place for fair-goers, an oasis of color and greenery under a ceiling of filtered light, where visitors can stroll, picnic or sit and talk. The structure is steel cable with canvas panels and flies which can be removed completely or partially to obtain different effects. A double flap system of panels on the sides creates patterns of light and shadow on tent walls both inside and outside. A waterway meanders through the display area and connects with the lake.

The dramatic entrance to the Fair Activities Complex is by way of a steel-framed covered walkway which bridges the floriculture tent and connects the central Fair plaza with the livestock and grandstand area some distance away, permitting visitors to see a wide variety of exhibits on their way. Stairs lead from this bridge and its mezzanine exhibit areas to the lower level where there is direct access to the tent. Exhibit buildings are steel framed, their exposed trusses providing a vast clear space where the traditional state fair exhibits are displayed. Other recreation includes boating on the lake in front of the complex and "water rides" through the tent.
Main entrance and lobby are on the lower level, with stairs leading directly to the main dining room and its bar. From the deck surrounding the dining room, there is a 360-degree view over the countryside and to Montauk Bay. The berm on which the building sits is simple and appropriately landscaped with easily maintained juniper; salt spray from the ocean necessitated a very limited palette of plant materials.
Rising from a windswept sand dune site, the pyramidal form of the Montauk Golf and Racquet Club is a landmark in the surrounding area. The strong lines of the roof—which emphasize the slope of the dune hill (highest in the area) on which the building sits, and recall indigenous farm buildings of the locality—are a happy design solution for function and for sensitivity to the environment. The building divides vertically by function, with the utility areas on the ground level and entertainment areas on the upper level, from which there is a 360-degree view of Montauk Bay and Suffolk County. The pyramidal roof lends its inverse form to the dining room and bar on the upper level, and overhangs a part of the surrounding terrace. All materials are simple and reflect indigenous uses: decks and lower floor are of ironspot brick pavers, walls are rough sawn red cedar and plank, exposed concrete faces are sandblasted or hand hammered, and the roof is covered with hand split cedar shakes. The building and its recreational facilities are designed for a membership of 500 families.

The dining room's high ceiling gives it exceptional spaciousness. Ceiling is red cedar plank, oiled; columns and rafters are fir. Location of the entertainment facilities on the upper level takes advantage of the sweeping view of the surrounding area; glass walls and low parapet around the terrace permit a clear view. Tables and chairs are of oak; carpet is green. Ground level bar (right) serves card, club and meeting rooms on that level. Stairway (top right) leads from main dining room to lobby on lower floor (above); rail is leather over foam rubber. The Olympic-sized swimming pool and the tennis courts are reached by steps from this level.
The hazards and hurdles in developing standards: a case history

The proposed use of a European tapping machine for rating the impact-noise resistance of floors illustrates the difficulty in developing standards that have real relevance to actual usage. This situation is significant and revealing because: 1) it involves a considerable dollar volume of construction, 2) it involves a wide variety of floor constructions, products and design solutions, 3) it can affect a large number of people. Therefore, it is the perfect case example of the non-validity of the old saw that some standard is better than no standard, and a perfect case example of an increasingly popular cop-out—searching for a quantitative number that rationalizes not taking responsibility for qualitative judgments.

—Robert E. Fischer

Freedom from the intrusion of noise into occupied spaces is dependent largely upon two factors: 1) how well enclosing elements screen out the noise, and 2) how much masking sound there is within the occupied spaces themselves.

Architects can understand that the reasons we have more noise problems today are, first of all, the number and intensities of noise sources have increased, and, secondly, constructions have generally become lighter in weight.

The problem area that received earliest attention, and in which the most work has been done, is airborne noise. The reason, no doubt, is that airborne noise sources were the most obviously perceived—i.e. neighbors' voices. Standards have been developed that work satisfactorily enough for measuring the airborne sound-attenuating capabilities of partitions, ceiling assemblies and floors. The biggest problem has been in anticipating how close to laboratory test values field construction can come.

The problem of impact noise transmission through floors is another matter. Regulatory agencies in this country have been concerned with it for less than 10 years, and of course designers' familiarity is even less than this. The noise sources that cause annoyance include, first of all, footfalls, but also to varying degrees, dropped objects, floor cleaning machines and the shuffling of furniture.

The Europeans have had criteria and standards for impact noise for over 30 years, and, furthermore, many of the countries have conducted extensive user surveys in apartment buildings, upon which their criteria are based. The countries all have criterion curves which have been derived from an arbitrary correlation between acceptability or rejection of actual floors determined by surveys, and sound pressure measurements made in the laboratory using the ISO hammer machine as a test device.

In January 1963 FHA issued a guide on Impact Noise Control in Multifamily Dwellings, which was developed under the FHA Technical Studies Program. This guide proposed the use of the hammer machine for evaluating the impact noise resistance of various types of floor constructions used in multifamily dwellings. These floor constructions were given Impact Noise Ratings (INR) determined through the use of an impact noise criterion curve which had substantially the same shape as the curve used in the German standard which was first issued in 1938. Late in 1963 FHA included a listing of recommended performance ratings based on this method in their Minimum Property Standards. In September 1967,
Discrepancies were found between noise from impact machine and from footsteps. How did the tapping machine method get started anyway? Did it ever have any validity, that is, did it ever really reflect the relative efficacies of floors? The answer to this last question is a qualified yes. It seemed to work for the heavy, stiff concrete slabs that were used in European multifamily housing. But more recently as constructions and assemblies of floors-ceilings have changed, the Europeans have found discrepancies between the ratings of floors by hammer machine and the ratings of floors employing the footfalls of actual walkers. These discrepancies were brought to the attention of the building industry in this country in 1964 by Dr. Thomas Mariner, Manager, Physics Research Unit, Armstrong Cork Company, in a paper presented before the Building Research Institute, "Technical Problems in Impact Noise Testing." He pointed out that up to that time there had not been a concentration of effort and resources dedicated to a systematic solution of the impact noise measuring problem. He noted that a lot of sound level measurements had been made, but with the ISO tapping machine (International Organization for Standardization, headquartered in Europe). This machine, he said, is not related in any known way to natural impact sounds in buildings, and that social surveys had been conducted in European countries which indicated that certain constructions were satisfactory and others unsatisfactory for certain classes of people in those countries. For code purposes, he said, formal associations had been attempted between the valid and meaningful surveys and the irrelevant physical data taken with the ISO tapping machine. These associations, he continued, have no general applicability; many other equally arbitrary associations would have served the limited purpose well. All that is really known, he said, is that certain constructions are suitable, but there is no valid synthetic test method [as of this time].

As early as 1932, a tapping machine had been developed in Germany to make subjective evaluations of walking noise, using a hardwood "hammer" dropping at a normal walking rate. The machine was designed to simulate the character and strength of the walking of an adult wearing shoes with leather heels.

Somewhat later, the first German standard on impact noise was issued. But a big change had been made in testing techniques. Because subjective measurement of impact noise transmission was time consuming and inconvenient, testing organizations wanted to make objective noise measurements. But in order to do this they had to change the testing machine. Trouble was that the hardwood hammer did not make a hard enough impact to produce noise that could be measured on instruments existing at the time. Further, in order to get steady (accurate) readings on the instruments, the repetition rate of the machine had to be increased to 10 impacts per second. Not many years after the hammer machine had been in use, investigators acknowledged that it was questionable that the method gave a satisfactory imitation of walking, but nonetheless they felt that it had utility because results seemed to correspond with practical experience, and that, moreover, it made it possible to compare the data on various constructions obtained by different investigators.

Almost all European countries have standards that set limits on noise levels. And these countries have followed the lead of Germany in the use of criterion curves for the evaluation of the efficacies of floor-ceiling constructions in keeping impact noise down to tolerable levels. As noted before, the rating method appeared to work satisfactorily until recently. The rating curves have all been based upon actual measure-
ments of noise transmission through tests in the laboratory of constructions that had been proved satisfactory in practice. The shapes of the curves, though basically similar, vary from country to country because the typical constructions used for floors of multifamily dwellings vary.

Within the last five years, investigators in the government-sponsored building research organizations of Germany, Netherlands, France, Norway and Sweden have made studies and issued papers dealing with discrepancies between results with the hammer machine and actual impacts, mainly footfalls. Even with traditional constructions, the investigators say that the hammer machine overrates the magnitude of high frequencies. Further, and more importantly, they recognize the serious discrepancies that result when the hammer machine is used on floors that have compliant floor coverings such as carpet or foam-backed resilient sheet materials. To account for these discrepancies, they have proposed modified reference curves. Some proposals have been based on examinations of just a few floors. Others have been derived by trying to maximize a statistical correlation coefficient between subjective response to walking noise and objective measurements of hammer machine noise.

Knowledgeable people in the field of statistics say that a high correlation coefficient does not make newly proposed reference curves valid. They point out that data based on the new proposals involve discrepancies spread over substantially the same range as with the old reference curves, and that the only valid statistical measure is range of discrepancy.

Opponents of the hammer machine say the discrepancy between this machine and footfalls is intrinsic: first, in the radically different nature of machine and footfall impacts, and, second, in the peculiarities in response of floors. The effect of using the hammer machine to obtain data on floors that have compliant floor coverings is to exaggerate noise transmission in the higher frequencies relative to actual footfalls. Under the hard, fast impact of the hammer machine these coverings are highly compressed and act as if they are, in effect, hard, yielding little isolation in the higher frequencies. In fact, under footfalls, the compression takes place more slowly, so that the coverings are actually effective in the higher frequency range.

This phenomenon is known as non-linearity and it is presumed to occur not only with floor coverings, but with floor constructions themselves, particularly with those that involve isolation layers and flexible floors with joints.

The significance of non-linearity is that there is not necessarily a direct relationship between strength of impact and noise output of a floor system. In other words, the behavior of a floor system under harder impact of the hammers of the hammer machine can be different from its behavior under the impacts of human footfalls. It has been shown, for example, that some floors which have the same Impact Insulation Class (IIC) as rated by the hammer machine, can have considerably different efficacies when tested according to the measurements of footfalls.

It was noted earlier that European investigators—agreeing that hammer machine data does not correlate well with actual footfalls, particularly for the hard-heel impacts of women's heels—have suggested changing the shape of the criterion curves, or making adjustments to the hammer machine data. Some suggest changing the hammer machine itself. Investigators at the Division of Building Technology in Sweden have said that (1968), "Both calculations and measurements have given results that show there is a need for a better testing method. The measuring problem is, however, so involved that still more investigations must be made both theoretically and experimentally. Especially there is a great need for more information on the properties of the real impact source. The investigations must not be specialized to one type of walker and one type of shoe. They ought to take into account men, women and children in high and low heeled shoes of heavy and light types, and also bare footed children."

The French have actually built a machine that simulates foot impacts, and conducted tests using different types of men's and women's heels that varied in degrees of hardness. Test results reported early last year showed that, "the actual manner of estimating the effectiveness of floor coverings [resilient floorings and carpet] with the aid of a standardized hammer machine attaches too much importance to the reduction of high frequencies for the results to have direct applicability to the case of normal walking".

"Detectability" is the criterion in a new approach to rating footfall noise

Some defenders of the tapping machine method have raised the question as to whether women's hard-heeled footsteps is representative of impact noise. They suggest that perhaps other impact sounds, such as those caused by dropped objects might be more disturbing. Opponents of the tapping machine method feel that hard-heel impact noise is the noise that occurs most often. In any event, they say, hard-heel walking cannot be said to be irrelevant.

Dr. Thomas Mariner has said that Armstrong Cork Company was in the process of developing a machine to simulate walking noise when a fairly strong controversy over

"in-house rules" for competing in the marketplace?

do result evolve from political negotiation rather than actual need. The situation being what it is, some people say that "a standard is better than no standard." But a standard which is erroneous and misleading is worse than no standard because if you have no standard, the advice of informed people utilizing their own judgment and experience will be listened to by the client. However, once a standard exists, specifications must consider what is in the standard, and the professional must justify why it is not good enough for him to use. Even though clients do not understand the whys and wherefores of a standard, in dealing with the clients it is not easy to persuade them to ignore it. If specifications have to be written around an erroneous, misleading standard, and the professional's judgment is that application of the standard will lead to a situation in which the client's needs are not fulfilled, the professional is in a tough spot.

• A long, hard look needs to be taken at the philoso-

phies and rules involved in qualifying participants in standards promulgation. Such qualification would not be nearly so serious if standards had a more optional status than they do. The fact that a standard is issued under prestigious auspices means that it will be used—once a standard is issued it cannot be ignored.

A most unfortunate situation arises when someone at a policy-making level, particularly in government, makes a decision to go ahead, without proper technical advice, on a project intended to lead to promulgation of a standard. In such case, the fact that a project has been initiated means that there will be a standard, no matter what.

• By and large, standards are developed currently by representatives from industry and from government and educational institutions who have the time and/or the financial backing to engage in these activities. Participation by architects and consulting engineers is limited. Individual design professionals cannot afford either the
the tapping machine broke out into the open. He states they felt that in order to exercise any persuasion and overcome arguments of those who wanted to proceed with the tapping machine for a "standard," it was necessary to carefully document the underlying technology. Armstrong, on their own, developed evidence which they believe demonstrates deficiencies of the tapping machine with respect to its inability to evaluate structures for their relative merit in inhibiting intrusions of "real life" impact noise. The next step was directed toward development of a test device. This step consisted of trying to decide what physical factors in the acoustic environment associated with impact noise were relevant with respect to subjective reaction. To avoid the possibility of being accused of proprietary bias, they contracted with Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc. for study in this area. BBN found that for intruding footfalls to be marginally acceptable, they are weak; in fact, just clearly detectable. Their findings, based on theory and verified by experiments, permit the detectability of intruding footfalls to be calculated from measurement of the intruding footfall noise and the background noise. The relative merits of floor-ceiling constructions can be stated in terms of the level of background noise required to reduce the intruding noise to a just barely detectable condition. A single-number rating system was developed as an example, using the NC-30 shaped background noise as a reference.

The first studies by BBN did not include noise components below 100 cps because of the greater complexity of analyzing this range. Currently BBN has in progress a study to determine whether the subjective response in the frequency range below 100 cps depends upon the same factors as does response to the higher frequency region, and whether it does so in the same way. This information is needed in order to determine what aspects of the acoustic environment have to be reproduced by a testing machine. It is possible that the machine does not have to reproduce every detail of walking. Impact noise below 100 cps can occur with long-span concrete floors and with lightweight joist construction (i.e. flexible, timber structures).

Single-number rating for airborne noise is not misleading; hammer-machine is Single-number ratings for the acoustical efficacy of building constructions, while open to misinterpretation by those who do not understand the limitations, or who prefer to ignore them, are probably inevitable.

Opponents of the tapping machine method argue that while the single-number method for rating the air-borne-noise-attenuating qualities of partitions and floor-ceilings may have some deficiencies, it does not have the "fundamental technological deficiencies that the tapping machine does." While STC (Sound Transmission Class) ratings are not likely to mislead the designer, tapping machine ratings of some types of constructions can mislead him very substantially. For one single-number rating obtained by the tapping machine method, there can be differences as large as 22 db in the level of masking noise required to make the intruding footsteps inaudible. Compared with this, it is said, arguments against the STC method are trivial. ISTC ratings apply to speech privacy. It is necessary to have transmission loss data expressed as a function of frequency so that one can assess the suitability of any partition for uses other than providing speech privacy.

"In the field of impact insulation, no practice has been commonly established and acknowledged for comparing the impact sound insulating capacity of floors. Therefore, the time for standardization on an international basis does not seem to have arrived." This was stated in 1965 by an architect working for the Norwegian Building Research Institute.

Currently the committee of ASTM responsible for acoustical standards (ASTM Committees C-20, acoustical materials, and E-6, building constructions) failed at last balloting (1969) to approve insertion of the tapping machine method in the "blue pages" for "information only." Committee E-6 voted the required simple majority, but Committee C-20 failed.

The question arises as to whether ASTM has built into its procedures adequate safeguards to protect the public interest. It is clear to those active in ASTM that the purpose of the "blue pages" is to make available supplementary information pertinent to standards published in the Book of Standards. But the same measure of society review is not applied to material going into the "blue pages" as is to that going into an actual standard. Because the architect and engineer usually only see a reference to a standard in the Book of Standards, they cannot distinguish the relative merits of this kind of document and a document that has full standard status. The same aura of respectability applies to both. Thus it is inappropriate to have anything in the Book of Standards except standards that have been thoroughly reviewed.

Opponents of the tapping machine method are against it on both philosophical and technical grounds—and for this reason they are against including it in the "blue pages" as a "method for laboratory measurement of impact sound transmission through floor-ceiling assemblies." While the technical community has generally agreed that the tapping machine is not technically correct, it has not yet come up with an alternative.

"A misleading standard is worse than no standard."

Time or the cost without some form of subsidy. Even if this problem were solved, chances are that their interest under current methods of operation would be diminished by the difficulties in communicating with those committee members who have primarily peripheral, rather than technical, interests. But, while design professionals are not experts in the specialty technical areas involved in standards, they are often conversant with many of the important detail areas that need to be covered in the standard. This is particularly true when the standard deals with physical installation.

In light of all this, it would seem to make sense to try to improve the knowledgability (or the selection process), ergo the qualifications, of those who will be engaged in standards writing, rather than to try to educate the practitioner to a higher level of understanding on highly technical matters. As standards-making groups are currently constituted, there are too many non-technical people involved. One committee member has said that the meetings are a constant battle, and that the administratively-oriented members let the experts argue out the problem, and then "vote for the best numbers."

What knowledgeable technical people in a field think regarding a standard is of primary importance. A standard should not be promulgated unless a large majority of the technical people can agree that enough technical work has been done to enable an adequate standard to be formulated.

Now, more often than not, the technical people on a committee are there by chance, or by their volunteering, or because they have been designated to be involved as part of their job. But it is frequently the case that the only way a committee can obtain unprejudiced technical expertise is for the standards-making group to retain knowledgeable advice from the outside. Prestigious (sometimes of an honorary nature) advisory groups should not be involved because they cannot really give advice on specialty technical areas.
Applied aluminum finishes: guidelines for specifiers

Excerpts from two papers on organic and inorganic finishes and one on maintenance of architectural aluminum presented earlier this year at the Aluminum in Architecture Seminar, sponsored by The Aluminum Association

Where to use which coatings: organics, inorganics; coatings and films

Today's organic coatings, plastic films and porcelain enamels are capable of providing almost unlimited decorative and protective effects depending on choice of materials. Organic coatings, porcelain enamels or plastic films provide distinct color and texture, while clear or colored transparent organic coatings offer special effects over mechanical, chemical and electrochemical finishes.

Many times, design of building components influences the choice of finishing treatments. Sharp corners or highly detailed surfaces favor electrochemical finishes or electrocoating because of the uniformity of coating buildup in these areas. A change to more gentle radii would widen the choice to include consideration of organic coatings, plastic films or even porcelain enamels. Because design can influence choice, the selection of finishes should be considered early so that finish requirements can be taken into consideration. Too many times alloy, gauge, forming and design details are specified without due consideration to finish, the finishing process, and finishing plant capabilities.

Consideration must also be given to physical and chemical properties of the finish. An organic coating, for example, will not perform well in areas of abrasion or wear. An oxide film or porcelain enamel might be a better choice. On the other hand, a surface exposed to impact damage or flexing would favor the plastic films or coatings. Repair capability of surface damage in highly vulnerable areas restricts use of certain finishes. Color match is important, and on large flat surfaces built up from joined panels, color match problems can be relieved by minor design changes. Knowledge of finish capability and properties is therefore a valuable tool to the architect and design engineer.

Organic coatings, paints, lacquers are commonplace on aluminum surfaces. Research on pigments, polymers and coatings has brought these products a long way. Today, conventional solution vinyls, vinyl organosol and plastisol, acrylic and polyester formulations have demonstrated performance not thought of 20 years ago.

Several significant developments have helped to make these coatings more useful on aluminum surfaces. Research and development in the field of pigments produced chalk resistant whites, color stable organic and inorganic color pigments, and even pigments that chalk to about the same color when film erosion sets in, thereby minimizing color change during weathering. Flattening pigments used in most semigloss and flat coatings have taken on greater importance in formulating to achieve better film properties.

The science of color and color measurement has greatly advanced metal coating. On-line color equipment now makes...
The “flexibility” of laminated films: in performance and in end use

Several types of synthetic resin films are used in lamination of aluminum for long term outdoor exposure including polyvinyl fluoride (PVF), vinyl, and acrylic materials. These differ appreciably in chemical composition and structure, to a small degree, in their outdoor weathering performance. The following summary refers specifically to the PVF films, which have been available for a longer period, and applies generally to other types of films.

The resin film has excellent resistance to outdoor weathering attack. This has been demonstrated by exposure of panels for over 25 years and on building components for over 10 years. The clear resin film is essentially transparent to solar radiation in the near ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared regions and thus provides a base for preparation of colored films that is resistant to degradation by sunlight. The film is inert not only to the weather but to all common chemical agents, absorbs very little water, and resists chipping, crazing, and pitting. The performance is maintained even under severe industrial conditions. Toughness and flexibility is retained over a wide range of temperature. The surface remains very smooth and this minimizes dirt retention, so facilitating cleaning, whether by action of the rain or by hand.

The film elongates over 100 per cent without breaking and so adjusts readily to expansion and contraction of the metal substrate with seasonal temperature changes. It is important to note that outdoor durability, inertness, and toughness are due to the chemical structure of the resin and do not depend upon the inclusion of stabilizers, light absorbers, or plasticizers, etc.

Colors available, in standard formulations, are about ten in number, including black and white. Custom colors can be specially blended for large volume applications. Normally the material has a low gloss appearance.

A resin-laminated finish on aluminum can be considered as a high performance replacement for paint. The laminate film is thicker than normal paint films and thus for a similar color intensity has a lower pigment volume, providing a resin film with characteristics, such as resistance to sunlight and oxygen, more closely approaching the higher values of the pure resin. Other superior properties are its toughness, excellent formability resulting from high percent elongation, freedom from crazing, possibly improved chalk resistance, ease of cleaning, smoothness, decreased porosity, and high tensile strength. The appearance of these finishes is well retained and repainting is no longer necessary, thus maintenance is virtually nil. Guarantees for long periods are provided.

Limitations of resin-laminated finishes on aluminum include their low resistance to penetration by contact with sharp instruments and the restricted gloss range available. In addition, costs may be higher than those of competitive finishes, for instance with small volume use of a non-standard color; but again, as with porcelain enamel coatings, this will depend appreciably on commercial factors.

Commercial use of resin film laminates on aluminum has been of moderate volume to date due to the short period (since about 1965) that has been available and to its higher cost compared to some other architectural finishes on aluminum. Applications have been largely on homes and prefabricated buildings, but potential applications include roofing, curtain wall panels, column covers, office and warehouses in aggressive marine or in industrial atmospheres, etc.

Maintenance: design factors are as important as cleaning methods

Design factors are important in the ultimate maintenance requirements. For instance, it is poor practice to allow the alkaline drainage from cement surfaces to flow over aluminum. Of course, crevices and contact with absorbent materials should be avoided. Surfaces exposed to rain washing are much less subject to attack than sheltered surfaces. This is particularly true in regions with a high frequency of dew formation. It is common experience to find that test exposure samples in aggressive environments are strongly pitted on the underside—the sheltered side; whereas there is little or no attack on the exposed surface.

If rain drainage is channeled, it will streak any type of material. The dirt from large areas is carried to the narrow channeled area where it dries and accumulates with repeated rain cycles. This is unsightly. Of more concern, however, is the buildup of deposits and the effects associated with them. Corrodability of aluminum differs markedly among different alloys. Those containing copper—the 2000 series primarily—are more subject to attack because of the presence of the copper. Alloys containing magnesium (500 series), magnesium and silicon (6000 series) and manganese (300 series) are much less subject to attack. They are the commonly used alloys for architectural application.

Cleaning and surface care of architectural aluminum are necessary only for the sake of appearance—no building exposure condition within the realm of reason could cause a substantial loss of strength. And to maintain appearance, there are two requirements: 1) removal of solids that accumulate on the surface, and 2) elimination of conditions that can lead to attack, and disfigurement of the surface.

Loose dirt may be flushed off with water. Lightly held deposits and oil films may be cleaned with mild soap or detergent and water. There is a wide variety of proprietary cleaners available. Several words of advice may be helpful, however: 1) follow the manufacturer’s directions 2) rinse well with water 3) clean off splashes on adjacent areas 4) apply the cleaning treatment before the surface becomes attacked under deposits; the frequency depends on the amount and nature of the deposits and contaminants.

Oil and grease films and stains may be removed with solvent or emulsion cleaners. Such cleaners should not be used on paint or lacquer surfaces until one is assured that they do not attack the finish. Tenaciously held deposits present a problem (it would have been much better to have cleaned the structure before this much dirt accumulated). Mild abrasive cleaners may be used on anodic and porcelain coatings. A wide variety of proprietary products are available—some including soaps or waxes. They may be employed on dirty or weathered “bare” aluminum. But they produce fine scratches that create a matte or satin appearance. Finally, an abrasive should not be used on paint or lacquer until one is assured that it does not destroy the film. Heavy abrasives may be employed in an emergency on anodic and porcelain coatings; they are too harsh for bare and painted aluminum.
From Day-Brite developments in high-performance ceiling technology during the 60's, comes...

THE CEILING OF THE 70'S
Now there is COMPAC...

BLUE CROSS OF NORTHWEST OHIO, Toledo, Ohio
ARCHITECT: Samborn, Steketee, Otis and Evans

THESE 3 ALTERNATE "FACES" FURTHER EXPAND COMPAC'S DESIGN CAPABILITIES

FLAT/REGRESSED
ARCHITECTURAL DOWNLIGHTING
DECORATIVE
the complete ceiling that comes in a carton!

Until now, a high-performance ceiling has been a piece-by-piece proposition that required coordinating a diversity of products and materials... an element that's taken as many as six or more steps to install, with responsibility divided among several sources.

Compac takes up where high-performance ceilings of the 60's left off. Instead of designing from a complicated array of separate components, Compac helps you create highly functional and aesthetically satisfying ceilings with pre-engineered "packages" which combine all the necessary elements, and more. And when Compac is included in the building plan, it is specified with a single source of responsibility for the entire installation!

From Day-Brite, the Lighting and Ceiling Systems people, Compac is far more than illumination. Compac is "people comfort"... a system of wall-to-wall ceiling modules that provide air supply and return, heat transfer, sound absorption/attenuation and audio communication, as well as high quality lighting. Compac is completely assembled at the factory and delivered to the construction site ready to install!

Design-wise, Compac knows few restrictions. A choice of partition track widths on all sides permits complete flexibility in the use of movable walls. Compac accommodates columns at module intersections or in the center of a module. And because it installs so economically and integrates so many functions, Compac can effect some rather remarkable savings both in construction and operating costs.

Compac is no experimental concept. Compac is now... completely developed, thoroughly tested, and performance proved. We'd like you to know all of its many advantages. So write, and we'll send you the complete story on...
Extruded aluminum shapes now can be finished in rich new PPG color coatings, allowing you complete color freedom... but at far less cost than other finishing systems. Color uniformity and stability of these PPG coatings are outstanding. These finishes are now available in DURACRON® thermosetting acrylic enamels and DURANAR™ fluoropolymer finishes to achieve the desired film durability on windows, mullions and other extruded shapes.

Take advantage of all of the architectural benefits of these new PPG color coatings—and pass the savings on to your clients. Check your latest Sweet's Architectural File, or write Market Manager, Extrusion Coatings, PPG INDUSTRIES, Inc., Dept. 16W, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paint, and Glass. So far.

For more data, circle 73 on inquiry card
Computerized control system for HVAC can control thousands of points using two wire transmission

Honeywell has introduced three new series of automatic control systems for large buildings which use computer technology to permit signals from multiple sources to be transmitted over two wires, no matter how large the building or group of buildings. Operating modules such as loggers and programmers may be added at any time so that the system can keep expanding to meet the building's needs.

The basic system, the Delta 2000, consists of a free-standing pedestal keyboard and a central processor cabinet; it offers centralized monitoring and control. This system can control up to 3900 points and can handle 50 control parameters such as on/off, day/night, manual/automatic. Temperature and humidity, start-up and shutdown, systems checkout, etc. may be controlled in this way. An alarm scanner signals the operator on a display board above the keyboard when anything out of the ordinary happens.

An optional analog control and readout allows the operator to change remote settings at the keyboard. He can raise and lower temperatures, change relative humidity settings, increase or decrease flow, etc.

The Delta 2100 adds programming and analog alarm to the basic system. The most

Continued on page 160
The Paddock IFRS System® of recirculation eliminates all perimeter pool piping, the need for pipe tunnels and the necessity of exact equipment location. You have complete design freedom to do it — "your way". Investigate the Paddock Systems of design for your next project. From enclosures to filters these Paddock systems are found on today's most modern swimming pool projects and are available to you without obligation.

For detailed brochure and list of installations write:

Paddock
OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
50th Year!

Piet Hein is a poet and a mathematician who combined a rectangle with an ellipse and came up with a super-elliptical table, and a square with a circle for a super-circle table! Strangely fascinating shapes that offer more top working space without using additional floor space. For simplified assembly this unique series is fitted with Hein's tubular steel "span-leg" system. For more information please write to Fritz Hansen, Inc., 979 Third Ave., New York 10022.
Hauserman just set the cost of walls back 21 years.

Now everyone can afford movable walls. Because Hauserman boldly went against the trend toward higher costs and created a low-cost, high-quality demountable wall system.

It’s Ready Wall. It’s priced less than many fixed walls. And it has the flexibility and movability necessary to meet a wide variety of space division requirements. Without any sacrifice in quality. Without fastening to the floor.

When you’re ready for today’s and tomorrow’s walls at 1948 prices, call your local Hauserman office or write Wall Systems Division, E. F. Hauserman Company, 5711 Grant Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44105.

You’ll discover the good ol’ days are back in business.

For more data, circle 76 on inquiry card.
SUNROC water coolers have a lot of guts.

We ought to know.
We build them.

The beauty is outside... where it shows.
The guts is inside... where it serves.
The quality is SUNROC.

SCIENTIFIC DIVINING ROD / The Aquatometer, a 2½ lb variety of water-sensing magnetometer, is used by Accurate Water Location to determine location, depth and flow rates of water. It is made up of a horizontally mounted compass to orient the instrument, and a vertical one which reacts to variations in the earth's magnetic field. The Aquatometer is shoulder-mounted and carried east to west; checks are made at three-pace intervals to look for variations resulting from ionized water flowing through rock. Analysis of data on these variations is used to determine water availability. This service has been used in commercial projects as well as by private individuals with what the company claims to be 98 per cent accuracy. Cost for individual dwellings averages $150-$250. • Accurate Water Location, Inc., Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

HEAVY-DUTY FANS / This 100-horsepower panel fan produces high-volume air at low sound levels. It is 10 ft in diameter and handles up to 200,000 cfm of cooling air. The company calls it the largest axial fan for process cooling ever built. • Moffitt Co., Pittsburgh.
No need to have one color in mind and another on the floor. Show us exactly what you want. And we'll duplicate it. Exactly. Any color, any texture, any pattern you call for. In as little as 350 yards. At no extra charge.

Our unique Contract 350 program offers 15 of the finest carpet grades, engineered to meet any set of specifications. All bear the wool mark label...mark of the world's best...pure wool pile. Ask about Contract 350. Another way we do things with carpet nobody's done before.

Carpet by Roxbury
Framingham, Massachusetts

Want us to match a pebble? Please specify wet or dry.
"The inflation fighter"

Shows you how you can control rising construction costs and operating expenses. This file doesn't cost you a thing. It can save you plenty. Just send the coupon.

The Code Book
... details permissive clauses of building codes, how they allow greater design flexibility, how construction dollars stretch further.

The High Cost of Burning
... the facts and figures about fire protection. It discusses how much "Automatic" Sprinkler protection can save you, and how fast it pays for itself in various types of buildings.

More usable space
... a reprint of a feature article in Fire Journal. Written by an architect, it's an eye-opening case history showing how automatic sprinklers provide additional space and/or rental income.

Construction Statistics
... an informative cost study of major non-residential building categories; sprinklered and unsprinklered. It shows how the 1969 per-square-foot construction costs of some sprinklered buildings actually decreased from comparable figures in 1968.

Yes! Please send my copy of "The Inflation Fighter" file.
Mr. R. L. Pardee, Manager of Marketing Services, "Automatic" Sprinkler Corporation of America, Box 180, Cleveland, Ohio 44147.

Name: ____________________________
Title: ____________________________
Street: ____________________________
City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
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Square it isn't.

Flintkote's new Travertine Deluxe tile. 9” x 18” slabs—like real marble—instead of the usual “square” squares. Translucent vinyl polymer base... rich veining all the way through its 1/8” or 3/32” thicknesses ... new, deeper, more realistic embossing all make seeing disbelieving. You have to feel it to tell it isn't marble. Even then...
Tremco has one thing that sticks to the job better than MONO.

The man who sells it.

When you order MONO construction joint sealant, you're not just ordering a sealant; you're ordering a sealant specialist whose only job is to make sure you get permanent, weather-tight joints. And his way of "making sure" is to help you every step of the way...including on-the-job instruction. Most often, the Tremco man will recommend MONO. Because MONO penetrates dust and moisture to get a solid grip on joint faces...and gives you a tight, permanent bond under less-than-ideal conditions. But if MONO isn't the right sealant for your job, the Tremco man will tell you. And he'll help you select one of the 14 other Tremco sealants that will do the job. So call your local Tremco man. With him sticking to your job, you can be sure the job is well done.
When you graduate to Corbin, you'll have the highest degree of safety. Corbin door closers are renowned for combining dependable, efficient control under the most adverse conditions with design leadership second to none. For further information and service, contact a Corbin distributor or write P & F Corbin, Division of Emhart Corporation, Berlin, Connecticut 06037. In Canada, Corbin Lock Division.
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go ahead, build your kitchen without a walk-in cooler/freezer!

And when you're ready for the finished touches, talk to Elliott-Williams... the cold specialists. We'll custom design just the right walk-in to fit your needs. Our high quality pre-fabricated urethane panel sections afford us with an infinite variety of shapes and sizes to work with, assuring you that whatever space you have available will be put to the utmost use. And what about the contrasting finish of your attractive kitchen and nondescript walk-in? Simply specify the walk-in to fit the decor. Elliott-Williams panels are available in your choice of enameled colors, wood vinyl laminates, fiberglass, stainless steel, or anodized aluminum finishes. It's all a matter of filling in where you left off... for some a tough problem. For Elliott-Williams... child's play.

TEXTILES / Dorothy Liebes, well-known textile weaver, now designs many patterns for commercial reproduction including rugs, draperies, upholstery fabrics, etc. Above is a window blind produced by the Flexalum Division of Bridgeport Brass which uses aluminum, oriental reeds, and cotton, rayon and metallic yarns; it can be seen at the Dorothy Liebes Retrospective at New York's Museum of Contemporary Crafts co-sponsored by Du Pont. • E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co., Wynnewood, Pa.

CORK WALL COVERING / Walton Corkwood is an assemblage of cork rectangles on large modular panels which can be used to cover any size walls without revealing panel joints. They are ¼ in. thick, and are said to have outstanding acoustical qualities as well as being durable. • Forms and Surfaces, Santa Barbara, Calif.

PROTECTIVE WALL COATING / Hylon is elastomeric, thermoplastic wall coating which protects against chemicals and vapors and remains flexible at extreme temperatures. It can be applied over almost all wall surfaces, including putty coat plaster and painted walls. • Desco International Assoc., Buffalo, N.Y.
There's a Haws fountain that's just right for every wall, every hall—and your every design idea. Consult Sweet's, or write for literature today.
Haws Drinking Faucet Company, 1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley, California 94710.
Without this component...

a material handling system is missing one of it's most critical parts

"In-plant" material handling systems often stop or start at the dock and make no provision to move goods and materials across the dock and into and out of trucks and rail cars. To help your clients effectively handle goods and materials in this critical dock area, Kelley offers a complete choice of Permanent Adjustable Dockboards. Kelley Dockboards offer patented safety and operating features which insure smooth, safe, efficient transfer of goods and materials. If you would like more information on planning this area, we will be happy to send you a copy of the third edition of "Modern Dock Design."

Please return the inquiry card, or write: Kelley Company, Inc., 6768 North Teutonia Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209, (414) 352-1000.

World's largest manufacturer of permanent adjustable dockboards
The best thing that’s ever happened to people who buy carpet by the acre.

How do you install carpet over trench ducts and still have easy access to the electric outlets? Or, is it possible to install carpet over raised floors without showing ragged edges and unsightly seams?

Just two of the minor problems you have to wrestle with if you’re the one who has to specify, or buy, or make the final decision on the miles of carpet required by the larger installations.

But why bother with any problems, major or minor, when you can hire the Aldon Carpet System to take over the entire job. So you can take it entirely easy.

We have top engineers and technicians on our staff who will supply you with a detailed program of the total operation. From specifying the right carpet according to traffic-and-use areas, right on through installation and maintenance. All of it planned to save you miles and miles of money every inch of the way.

Now, if you’re still worried about trench ducts and raised floors think of this: we’ve just invented a special process (patents pending) for installing carpet in these problem areas that gives complete access to electric outlets without a single seam being visible to the naked eye.

You see, we really do know more and care more about major carpet installations than anybody else in the business.

Please send me your booklet, “The Aldon Carpet System”.

V.P., Commercial Carpets
Aldon Industries Inc.
295 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016

NAME ____________________________
TITLE ____________________________
COMPANY NAME ___________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______
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Inside story of the world's most versatile engine...

SATURN TURBINE

Low-cost, modern power for emergency and continuous-duty generator sets.

The 1100-horsepower Solar Saturn gas turbine has proven its reliability in more than 9 million operating hours in all parts of the world, as a prime power source for emergency and continuous-duty generators, as well as for natural gas compressors and mechanical drive units.

Today Solar's family of prepackaged gas turbine emergency generator sets includes the Saturn turbine-powered 800-kw and Spartan turbine 225-kw units - first of their kind within the installed price range of reciprocating equipment.

If you're the owner of a high-rise apartment or office building, a hospital, airport, manufacturing plant with critical processes, or computer or communications center - you can't afford a power failure. And the most economical and reliable emergency generator sets you can get are Solar gas turbine units. Many operators, including American Telephone and Telegraph Co. rely on Solar turbine sets. AT&T and the Bell system have installed hundreds at their hardsite, disaster-proof communications centers and telephone exchanges coast to coast.

Solar continuous-duty 750-kw generator sets also power such total energy applications as that at Point Barrow, Alaska. Here two Saturn turbine units supply electricity for the entire community. And the turbine exhaust heat is used to produce potable water from a brackish lagoon.

In addition to Solar 225-kw, 750-kw and 800-kw turbine generator sets, Solar's new Centaur gas turbine 2000-kw generator set will be available soon.

For more information on these economical, reliable gas turbine generator sets, write: Solar, Dept. S-251, San Diego, California 92112.
Enthusiasm runs high when you install the quietest, most easily personalized steel office furniture. Lyon comforts include an adjustable typewriter platform that extends or retracts to match individual needs. Lyon modular design lets you combine basic components according to personal preference. Double-wall construction with lavish use of honeycomb filler has such a comforting, muffled sound. Desk and file drawers glide almost inaudibly. There are comforts galore, including a handy stationery pedestal. Convenient features like the exclusive “lock-in-top” that controls all desk drawers. Plus clean, crisp styling; so timely, so easy to live with. Call your Lyon dealer today!

Show how much you care—write today!

Lyon Metal Products, Inc.
551 Monroe Ave., Aurora, Ill.

[Form fields for name, address, city, state, zip, options to request dealer name and brochure]

Lyon says you care!
Your Plans Are Never Complete Until They Specify Protection

If your plans do not provide for total protection... go back to the drawing board! No building is finished or functional unless you have specified full protection against fire and burglary, and have provided for supplementary communications and sound systems.

By planning for total security and sound systems in the initial stages, you guard against costly construction adjustments if the need for any of these systems has been overlooked.

We know you are aware of fire regulations. You should also recognize that the need for security systems today is equally important.

ADT protection consultants will work with you in the planning stages. They will assist you in integrating total, custom-built protection and sound systems into your building.

And with ADT you get the entire protection package. ADT designs, manufactures, installs and maintains its own systems. ADT service keeps them in top operating condition.

Progressive architects with a sense of security plan with ADT... the protection professionals. For information and literature, see Yellow Pages or write.
Cove base was never anything to get excited about. No matter how many colors it came in, it was messy to install. Wasteful. Costly. Until Now. Nafco has invented a self-adhering cove base that is guaranteed to work. In the widest range of colors and woodgrains available. It installs two to three times faster than conventional cove base. Because nothing is required but a pair of hands. Any pair of hands.

Quik-Stick Cove Base by Nafco.

For complete information ask your Nafco representative or contact Nafco Sales Service Dept., P.O. Box 354, Florence, Ala. 35630 or phone (205) 766-0234.
THE CRISP, CLEAN, CONTOURED LOOK IS

Halsey Taylor

There is a touch of elegance in this new sculptured design from Halsey Taylor. The RC-8-A fully recessed electric water cooler features a one-piece contoured receptor and basin. Corners are gracefully rounded instead of square-welded — for easy cleaning. Receptor and louvered access panel are of type 304 stainless steel, polished to a subdued satin finish. Push button control and exclusive 2-stream projector are matching satin finish.

The fountain and cooling unit can be flush mounted in any type wall — requires only 12" back recess.

Recommended where uninterrupted corridor space is required.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO.,
1560 THOMAS RD. • WARREN, O.
SUBSIDIARY: KING-SEELEY THERMOS CO.
ST. LOUIS
Architect and Builder Service
314-247-2103

MONTANA
F. J. Hill
406-443-3202

OHIO
CINCINNATI
C. F. Jordan
513-397-2116

CLEVELAND—EAST
Roy E. Fox
216-622-2340

CLEVELAND—WEST
A. A. Kosimor
216-622-7894

COLUMBUS
W. C. Winkler
614-463-8200

DAYTON
W. A. Kette
513-449-6325

HARRISBURG
R. R. Bigelow
717-238-0497

PHILADELPHIA
C. L. Fell
215-466-3325

PITTSBURGH
J. H. Dobbins
412-633-5411

RHODE ISLAND
Robert W. Carr
401-525-2300

SOUTH CAROLINA
J. E. Bouknight
803-254-9082

SOUTH DAKOTA
V. L. Roe
605-338-0908

TEXAS
H. V. Stimmel
206-345-4736

SPOKANE
C. W. Bartholomew
206-838-0714

TACOMA
W. J. Myletro
206-383-0201

UTAH
O. B. Gaisford
801-524-6487

VIRGINIA
R. Burton
703-772-3904

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE
H. V. Stimmel
206-345-4736

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
H. V. Stimmel
206-345-4736

WEST VIRGINIA
H. Day
304-344-6221

FOR A FREE POCKET-SIZE DIRECTORY OF OUR BUILDING INDUSTRY CONSULTANTS, WRITE
AT&T, BUILDING INDUSTRY CONSULTANT, 195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007, OR CALL 212-393-4537 COLLECT.
DOORWAY NOTES...

LCN makes a wide variety of door closers, one, in fact, for just about every doorway imaginable. For tall, wide, and unusually handsome installations, like the one in the photo, the LCN Series 5010 is ideal.

The design interest of the doorway is protected by concealing the closer mechanism in the hollow metal header. Double lever arm transmits closer power to the heavy door with maximum efficiency. Opening and closing swings are fully controlled.

LCN CLOSERS, Princeton, Illinois 61356
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WILL YOUR CLIENT'S ROOF BECOME ONE BIG SPONGE?

FOAMGLAS is waterproof. It can't get wet from roof leaks or vapor inside the building. It provides a solid base for built-up roofing, too, because it's dimensionally stable and has high compressive strength. And FOAMGLAS is the only insulation guaranteed for 20 years.

Write for more information and a copy of the guarantee. Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Dept. AR-50, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

STACK CHAIR / This high-stacking chair rests only 3/4 in. above the one below it. The seat and back are made of reinforced plastic and are fastened to the frame with concealed mountings. The frame is tubular steel. • Clarin Corp., Chicago.

Circle 309 on inquiry card

PLASTIC FURNITURE / This lounge chair is part of the Trapazoid Collection of plastic furniture reinforced with glass fiber. It is designed to be durable and maintenance free for use in public and semi-public lounge areas. • Mark Inc., Cleveland.

Circle 310 on inquiry card

LONG ESCALATORS / Escalators 148 ft. long have been installed in a Tokyo subway station. They are sloped into the floor at a smaller angle for passenger comfort and ease in getting on and off. The elevators move at 90 ft/min and can carry 9000 passengers per hour. • Hitachi America Ltd., New York City.

Circle 311 on inquiry card
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helping people find themselves.

Stanley Neilson feels more comfortable surrounded with the reserved, the distinguished . . . the Traditional. His office represents that. But when he's specifying interiors for his clients, he keeps their needs in mind. Often he selects wallcoverings from Columbus Coated Fabrics. Their three basic lines: Wall-Tex, Satinesque, and Guard offer more than 1200 patterns. More than anyone else, actually, for contemporary, colonial, or classic. Oriental, traditional, or mod. Whatever is right, really, for the style or setting of his clients' business demands . . . for making an important statement about them. Stanley Neilson. Fulfilling his obligation: Helping people find themselves. So can you.

COLUMBUS COATED FABRICS
Division of Borden Chemical, Borden, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio 43216
This year we'll be holding sneak previews of Sweet's Architectural Microfilm Library system in hundreds of architectural offices across the country. We have spent five years and over one million dollars working on it. And we're still working on it. With these previews we'll be able to tell just how much more work needs to be done.

Ours isn't the first such system and it probably won't be the last. But we plan to make it the best. Several companies have already put theirs on the market. Together with all the problems they are still having with them, which become your problems. Like cost. Like locating information. Like browsing and comparing. Like queuing up at the reader/printer. Like color.

Only when we have solved all these problems through rigorous preview tests and we are satisfied that it is the best system available will we sell it.

By best, we mean the most efficient, trouble-free and economical information retrieval system in the market. Like you'd expect from Sweet's.

For the record, Sweet's Architectural Microfilm Library is not just microfilm. Together with Sweet's Architectural Catalog File, the most used source of product information in the construction industry, it forms a complete system combining the advantages of printed and filmed data.

There are many other facts about microfilm we'd like to discuss with you off the record. If you're interested, just send your name and address to: Architectural Microfilm Library, Sweet's Division, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036.
Quarry Tile for Schools, Pools and Under Stools and Tools and Toilets and Toilets and Toilets.

Summitville Quarry Tile comes in so many colors, sizes and shapes that it "goes" anywhere. Only extruded Quarry Tile provides such unchanging beauty and durability ... such easy, low-cost maintenance ... such design versatility. Quarry Tile may well be the "perfect" floor product for structures from power houses to people houses.

Ask your local ceramic tile contractor, check Sweets catalog or write direct...

Summitville Tiles, Inc., Summitville, Ohio.

MEMBER: TILE COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC. PRODUCERS COUNCIL
Up, up, and away.
The inflationary balloon keeps filling.
With air from an overheated economy.
Help deflate the balloon.
Help fight inflation.
Without leaving your executive office.
Just install and promote a Payroll Savings Plan.
To help your employees buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
(70% of all Savings Bonds sales are made this way.)
You help fight inflation by taking money out of circulation.
You help your people with a new fringe benefit: systematic savings.
You help your country better manage its debt financing.
Need more convincing?
America’s sixteen largest companies (and 40,000 others) have Payroll Savings Plans.
Nine of the sixteen have over 60% employee participation.
Before you join them, get the whole story.
Have your secretary write Director of Sales, The Department of the Treasury,

© The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is presented as a public service in cooperation with The Department of the Treasury and The Advertising Council.
Consider the quiet way an office talks

Styling, color, texture, arrangement—all contribute to the total effect you want in a distinguished All-Steel environment. To enhance the prestige of your client. And complement your taste in graceful styling and distinctive design. Consider All-Steel furniture for your next project. All-Steel Equipment Inc., Aurora, Illinois 60507. Showrooms, New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Aurora. Canada: B. K. Johl Inc., Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver.
Atlas White and Split Block Star at Reading Planetarium

Stargazing isn't the only gazing going on at the new Reading Planetarium in Reading, Pennsylvania. Atlas White was used for this powerful three-towered split-block addition to the Reading landscape. Its pleasing lines lead the eye upward to its tallest tower which points skyward like a telescope. The three towers are 52 feet in diameter by 42 feet high, 80 feet in diameter by 20 feet high, and 20 feet in diameter by 55 feet high. Special forms were used to emphasize the vertical joints which appear in the split block. Owner—Reading School District. Designer—William S. Kirkpatrick of Frederick R. Shenk and Lee V. Seibert, Architects, Wyomissing, Pa. Associate Architects—Dana W. Gangewere and Eisenhower and Hunter, Reading, Pa. General Contractor—Burkey Construction Co., Reading, Pa. Mason Contractor—R. F. Groff, Inc., Kinzers, Pa. Split-Stone Manufacturer—Berks Building Block Co., A Division of Glen-Gery Corp., Reading, Pa.
Here's a building for the "groves of academe" at Southeast Missouri State College in Cape Girardeau, Missouri. It's a study in design and comfortable living, but with disciplined lines and careful attention to detail. Atlas White and Precast have risen to new academic heights, but both feet had to be planted firmly on the ground. The building was constructed so as to withstand seismic conditions in the area. Amberg quartz was the aggregate used in the panels. Some of the panels weighed up to a ton and a half and measured 7 feet by 12 feet. Precast Contractor: White Stone Company, Memphis, Tenn. Architects: Buchmueler, Whitworth & Foust, Inc., Sikeston, Mo. General Contractor: McCarthy Brothers Construction Co., St. Louis, Mo. Atlas White is only one of a wide range of cements produced by Universal Atlas. Write Universal Atlas Cement Division of U.S. Steel, Room 5393, Chatham Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. Atlas is a registered trademark.
A Simple Touch Of Sophistication with genuine hardwood screens and paneling; available in 16 standard patterns... and sizes to fit any purpose. Walnut, Birch, Ash, Oak, Pop­lar... your choice of many other exotic species. Special designs, sizes, framing and finishing to your specifications. Write today for your free full color brochure.

SCULPTUREWOOD

5800 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90058 (213) 583-4511
See Catalog and Prices in Sweets Interior Design File
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Dear Harbinger, Rother & Quale, A. I. A.*

Taking time out from my pad here in your new office building to let you know that your understanding of the opposite sex is much appreciated. All the girls on our floor wonder how you knew that almost half the gals today prefer tampons to napkins. However you knew, thanks for those dual-vend dispensers that supply both Kotex® napkins and Kotex® tampons in our restroom.

Signed: The Happy Bunch on the 43rd floor.

H.R.&Q. — you get the Kotex kudos of the month for specifying dual-vend dispensers. All you other architects send for our free catalogue of dispensers made by Bobrick Dispensers, Inc. or see Bobrick, in Sweet's.

*(The names of the architects are fictitious. But the need is real).

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Commercial Department  Neenah, Wisconsin

KTX-188
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Weath·R·Proof

A New Name in Insulating Glass

A New Product in the insulating glass field, Weath-R-Proof has been under extensive research, development and testing by Thermoproof Glass Company since 1965.

A 20 Year Warranty stands behind each Weath-R-Proof unit . . . an expression of our confidence in a product manufactured with innovative techniques and the finest materials.

An Established Company in the insulating glass field, Thermoproof Glass Company is large enough to handle monumental glazing jobs . . . small enough to be personal.

Thermoproof Glass Company—4815 Cabot Avenue—Detroit, Mich. 48210
Subsidiary of Shatterproof Glass Corporation
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ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANER / This air cleaner has the advantage of only eight inches of installation space while handling up to 1400 cfm. Its length is 27 1/4 in, and height is 25 3/4 in. It is available with return duct space sleeves, and can be installed in upflow, horizontal or counterflow installation requiring one simple lighting circuit hookup. • Climatrol Industries, Inc., Milwaukee.

Circle 312 on inquiry card

ROLL FILE CABINET / This steel file cabinet contains round tubes of steel-rimmed, reinforced, spiral-wound fiber board made to hold rolled material. The cabinets come in three different depths and tube diameters, and have index cards mounted on the inside of the door for identifying drawings. • Stacor Corp, Newark, N.J.

Circle 313 on inquiry card
You don’t have to build a World Trade Center to get these 7 benefits of USG® SHAFT WALL System

USG Shaft Wall System was developed to withstand air-pressure loads created by high-speed elevators in New York’s World Trade Center. But architects are turning to this high-performance system—in some cases, changing specs—for plumbing and air shaft enclosures, stairwells, elevator shafts, and equipment rooms in low-rise and high-rise buildings, too.

This cost-cutting system (shown at right) weighs only 14 psf compared to masonry shaft walls that weigh up to 45 psf. Reduces dead load up to 66% to save on structural steel. Speeds construction—can be installed from exterior of shaft. Elevator cars can be running sooner. 1-, 2-, and 3-hr. fire ratings. Sound control characteristics meet code needs. Wind pressure loading 5 to 15 psf. Saves time, space, labor, materials.

See your U.S.G. Architect Service man about details, specs, design data, or write us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AR-05.
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On July 2, 1969, two major organizations joined forces—Schemenauer Manufacturing Company of Holland, Ohio and Modine Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin.

Together, as Modine's Heating and Air Conditioning Division, the talents and expanded facilities of these companies form a unique capability. We will continue to develop, manufacture and deliver highest quality environmental equipment for institutional, commercial, and industrial buildings.

With the help of our strengthened sales representative organization, we now offer these products:

- Multizone rooftop units
- Unit ventilators
- Fan-coil air conditioners
- Cabinet unit heaters
- Central station air handlers
- Finned-tube radiation
- Convector radiators
- Gas-fired unit heaters
- Steam and hot water unit heaters
- Infra-red heaters
- Duct furnaces
- Make-up air heaters
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Finger tip height control with positive safety lock.

Grant's extraordinary new overhead track feeding support is fully adjustable to multiple high or low gravity feeding positions. Height and lateral adjustment control is always in convenient reach, yet completely off-the-floor and out of the way. The unique 8 hook unit locks securely at the required hydrostatic flow point.

Grant's I.V. Support is incomparable for application in surgical, intensive care, X-ray, recovery and related rooms.

Available in 2 sizes; one for under and one for over 9' ceilings.

Complete data on request.
NOW...

it is as easy to provide controlled humidification as it is to provide controlled temperature

Those who remember central humidification as a series of crises centered around dripping ducts, fluctuating humidity and constant maintenance will be pleased to know that humidification and trouble no longer need be synonymous. Controlled humidification can now be achieved as easily as controlled temperature and at a lot less cost.

The Armstrong Humidification Book explains how to do it. And it also explains how controlled humidification contributes to health and comfort, how it prevents accumulation of static electricity charges, how it maintains the moisture content of hygroscopic materials. It is a complete basic textbook on humidification that can be very helpful to you. Write for your copy, today.

ARMSTRONG CONTROLLED HUMIDIFICATION
ARMSTRONG MACHINE WORKS
8574 Maple Street • Three Rivers, Michigan 49093
Manufacturers of specialties for the mechanical trades
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For men who make bold decisions.

Meet Pacer, our new line of modular office furniture. Clean lines—like the most contemporary architecture. External structural members—like the most contemporary architecture. And engineered in modules—like the most contemporary architecture. So that Pacer fits together, ties in, becomes an inward extension of an architectural structure. Shown at left is the Pacer executive desk with deluxe credenza. Because of its modular structure, it can be changed when office arrangements require it. Above you see the strong and functionally-handsome mortise-and-tenon joinery of Pacer's exterior structural members. Also an arrangement of Pacer coordinated coffee tables and arm chairs, whose modularity makes possible this built-in look. Pacer. New from the Croydon Division of InterRoyal. One of hundreds of executive environments from InterRoyal. The InterRoyal Corporation, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.
where industry demands
unfailing communications
specify

Rauland
solid-state reliability

Rauland
Leader in Sound
for Industry...

OVER 1 MILLION WATTS OF SOLID-STATE
AUDIO POWER NOW IN SERVICE
RAULAND high-power solid-state sound
serves the communications needs of hun­
dreds of industries, both large and small.
Many of the installations have now been
in continuous operation for well over five
years without a single failure. Where
unfailing communications are required,
RAULAND reliability is there. If you
specify sound or communications instal­
lations, RAULAND’s 40 years of expe­
rience in the field is at your command.
We specialize in working with architects
and consulting engineers.

free
Send for this valuable
brochure. It shows how
RAULAND solid-state
sound boosts produc­
tion and cuts operating
costs for America’s
most progressive com­
panies.

Rauland-Borg Corporation, Dept. R
3535 W. Addison St., Chicago, Ill. 60618
☐ Send brochure on Rauland Industrial Sound
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OFFICE LITERATURE

For more information circle selected item numbers
on Reader Service Inquiry Card, pages 231-232.

ROOFING / The 1970 “Barrett Built-up
Roofing Systems” manual is a 32-page guide
to modern roofing practices with sections
devoted to roof decks, vapor barriers, roof
insulations, membrane systems specifica­
tions, expansion joints and flashings, and
general conditions applying to all roofing
jobs. • The Celotex Corporation, Tampa,
Fla.*

Circle 400 on inquiry card

PARKING FACILITIES / “How to Plan Park­
ing Areas” is an 8-page guide describing in
detailed drawings the design and layout of
off-street parking facilities. “Automated
Parking Control Equipment and Systems,” a
12-page catalog, shows parking and security
control equipment. • Federal Western
Parking and Security Controls, Blue Island,
Ill.

Circle 401 on inquiry card

WEATHERPROOFING / A 16-page guide to
the use of silicone rubber weatherproofing
materials features some common mainte­
nance problems and their solutions. •
General Electric Company, Waterford, N.Y.*

Circle 402 on inquiry card

MOULDINGS / A 28-page catalog cross-in­
dexed by style, application, size and func­
tion, shows standard available extruded
aluminum mouldings, both decorative and
functional, in addition to describing the
company’s special extrusions services. •
The B&T Metals Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Circle 403 on inquiry card

ACOUSTICAL INSULATION / “Sound Con­
trol Ceilings,” a 52-page booklet, describes
a complete product line of acoustical panels
and tiles, giving sizes, specifications, ceiling
STC, NRC spec range and flame spread in­
dex. • Johns-Manville, New York City.*

Circle 404 on inquiry card

CARPETS / A 4-page architectural guide ex­
plains a direct glue-down method of instal­
lng double jute backed carpets. • Jute
Carpet Backing Council, Inc., New York,
N.Y.

Circle 405 on inquiry card

HURRICANE CONSTRUCTION / A 23-page
booklet, “How to Build Storm Resistant
Structures,” gives structural details that in­
crease safety and resistance to the conse­
quences of winds, tides and wear. •
Southern Pine Association, New Orleans.

Circle 406 on inquiry card

LIGHTING / A complete line of glass light­
ing panels and lenses is described in an 8­
page brochure. Performance data, criteria
for the selection of lighting panels and lighting
estimation tables are included. •
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

Circle 407 on inquiry card

*Additional product information in Sweet’s
Architectural File

RECORD
IMPRESSIONS
A new service offering
reprints, reports and back issues.

RECORD
HOUSES
OF 1968

RECORD
HOUSES
OF 1969

Did you miss these important is­
SUES OF RECORD HOUSES? If so, there is a limited supply availa­
ble.
1968—$2.00 per copy
1969—$3.25 per copy
Fill in the coupon below and re­
turn with your check or money
order.

Record Impressions
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036
Att: Joseph R. Wunk

No. of copies
Please send me:
☐ RECORD HOUSES of 1968—
@ $2.00 per copy
☐ RECORD HOUSES of 1969—
@ $3.25 per copy
Enclosed is my check
☐ Money order ☐
for $_____

NAME_________________________
FIRM_________________________
ADDRESS_____________________
CITY/STATE ZIP______________
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In environments like computer rooms, water damage from fighting fire can be as costly as fire itself. That's why we developed FIRECYCLE—the world's only sprinkler system that turns itself off when the fire is out. If your environment is water-sensitive, send today for details.

THE VIKING CORPORATION
HASTINGS, MICHIGAN U.S.A. 49058
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Saving $3,000 a year on insurance with an all-concrete building.

Compliments from visitors to the Carleton plant are practically a weekly occurrence. All-concrete plant has been praised both for its beauty and its "solid functional look that makes it look like a manufacturing plant."

Exterior walls are decorative "splyt face units," with regular concrete masonry for interior walls. The roof contains 25,685 sq. ft. hollow core slab. Roof units are 8" x 12" thick, 4' wide, and range in length up to 50'6".

Concrete provides the durability so necessary in manufacturing plants.

Design possibilities with concrete are practically unlimited in churches, schools, apartments, and civic buildings as well as industrial plants.

In this building, as in so many others around the country, Lehigh Cements are used by the producers of the concrete masonry units and the prestressed hollow core roof units in their manufacturing processes. Lehigh Portland Cement Company, Allentown, Pa.

Owner: Carleton Screw Products Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
Architect: Bryce Bell, Minneapolis, Minn.
Designer: Kaye Westerlund, Minneapolis, Minn.
Engineer: James Swensen, Minneapolis, Minn.
General Contractor: C.O. Field Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Mason Contractor: Donald R. Frantz, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ready Mixed Concrete: Ready Mixed Concrete Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Prestressed Concrete Hollow Core Slabs: Bladholm Bros., Osseo, Minn.
Concrete Masonry Units: Chas. M. Freidheim Company, St. Louis Park, Minn.
Decorative Precast Units: Arrigoni Brothers Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Carleton Screw Products' new plant has better than twice the floor area of their old rented facility. Yet the fire and liability insurance for the new building and contents is little more than half the old premium—which covered contents only. "The added construction cost over the cheapest alternative should be paid for in about four to five years," says Carleton's Vice President, R. B. Dunsworth.

It's easy to see that Carleton got a building as beautiful as the savings on insurance by choosing concrete. And in addition to its fire-resistant quality,
Job-matched dependability. That's why you can take a Kohler standby electric plant for granted. It starts with basic design. Rugged. Built to perform—every time. Kohler distributors and representatives take it from there. They help you determine size and type of unit, plus accessories that tailor it to the job—completely.

What's standard? Exclusive solid state static exciter for quick response, steady power under high loads. Kohler-designed cooling system. Elastomeric coupling between engine and generator and flexible mounts between plant and base which virtually eliminate vibration and torsional disturbances. Other features and options including automatic takeover.

You get one-source responsibility, Kohler service nationwide. For complete information, write Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.

Kohler Electric Plants. We work hard to make them hardly noticeable.
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin 53044
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ADVERTISING INDEX

Pre-filed catalogs of the manufacturers listed below are available in the 1970 Sweet's Catalog File as follows.

A Architectural File (green)
I Industrial Construction File (blue)
L Light Construction File (yellow)
D Interior Design File (black)

A
Aerofin Corp .......................... 180
Aldon Industries ......................... 183
A AllianceWall Corporation ............. 93
A-D Allied Chemical Corp., Fibers Div .... 57
A American District Telegraph Corp .... 186
A American Laundry Machinery ......... 58
A-D American Olean Tile Company .... 85
A American Seating Co .................. 52-53
A American Standard, Plumbing & Heating Div. .......... 190A
A-l American Telephone & Telegraph Co ........ 194-195
Argos Products Co ........................ 84
A-l-L-D Armstrong Cork Co., Building Products .......... 199
A-l-L-D Armstrong Cork Co., Floor Div ........ 2nd-cover-1
A-l Armstrong Machine Works ............ 162
"Automatic" Sprinkler .................... 67
A-l-L-D Armstrong Machine Works ........ 162
A-l-L-D Armstrong Machine Works ........ 162
A-l American Telephone & Telegraph Co ........ 194-195
A-l American Telephone & Telegraph Co ........ 194-195
A-l American Telephone & Telegraph Co ........ 194-195
A-L-L-D Armstrong Cork Co., Building Products .......... 190A
A-L-L-D Armstrong Cork Co., Floor Div ........ 2nd-cover-1
A-l Armstrong Machine Works ............ 162
A-L-L-D Armstrong Machine Works ........ 162
A-l American Telephone & Telegraph Co ........ 194-195
A-l American Telephone & Telegraph Co ........ 194-195
A-l American Telephone & Telegraph Co ........ 194-195
A-L-L-D Armstrong Cork Co., Building Products .......... 190A
A-L-L-D Armstrong Cork Co., Floor Div ........ 2nd-cover-1
A-l Armstrong Machine Works ............ 162
A-L-L-D Armstrong Machine Works ........ 162

B
A Bally Case & Cooler, Inc .................. 59
A-L Bangkok Industries Inc .............. 94
E. T. Barwick Industries Inc .......... 176-179
A-I Bell Telephone System ............... 194-195
Charles Bruning Co ....................... 84
A-I Burns & Russell Co .................... 201

C
A-L Caradco, Inc .......................... 99
A-I-L Carrier Air Conditioning Co ........ 49
ChemComp Cement ....................... 64
A-I Columbus Coated Fabrics .......... 202-203
Continental Instruments Corp .......... 33
A-I-D Convex Corp ......................... 169-170
A-I Cookson Co ........................... 62
Cohin, P&F, Div. Emhart Corp ........... 165
Cramer Industries, Inc ................... 8

D
A DAP INC ............................... 18-19
Day-Brite Lighting Div. of Emerson Electric .......... 153 to 155
A Dover Corp., Elevator Div .............. 2-3
DuKane Corporation ...................... 92

E
A-D Eastern Products Corp ............... 3rd cover
Eastman Kodak Co ....................... 177
A-L Elkin Mfg. Company .................. 34
Elliott-Williams ......................... 166
E-Z Pack Co., Div. of Peabody Galion Products, Inc ........ 200

F
File, Inc., Richard ...................... 201
A-D Flintkote Co ......................... 163
D Fritz Hansen Inc ....................... 158

G
A-I-L-D GAF Corp. Building Products ........ 503
A-I-L-D Georgia-Pacific Corporation ...... 181-182
A Glaverbel ............................... 89
Glenside-Dobbins Inc .................... 791
A-I Granco Steel Products Co ............ 46-47
A Grant Pulley & Hardware Corp .......... 220

H
A Hager Hinge Company .................... 80
A Haughton Elevator Company ............ 95
A-I-D Hauserman Co., E. F .............. 159
A A-Haws Drinking Faucet Company ....... 167

I
A-I Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Co .......... 54-55
A-D INTER ROYAL COMP. ................. 222-223

J
A Jamison Door Co .......................... 32
A-I-L-D Johns-Manville .................... 90, 190

K
A Kawneer Co .............................. 30-31
A KDI Paragon ............................. 210
D Keene Corporation, Sound Control Division ........ 11
A-i Kelley Co., Inc ....................... 168
I Kimberly-Clark Corp .................... 215
A-Kinnear Corp ........................... 88
A Kohler Company ......................... 227
A-I-L Koppers Company .................... 211 to 214

L
A LCN Closeout, Inc ...................... 196-197
Lee's Carpets ............................. 50-51
Lehigh Portland Cement Co .............. 226
A-L Lennox Industries, Inc ............... 23 to 25
A-D Lyon Metal Products, Inc ............ 185

M
A-I Marcomber, Inc ....................... 192-193
A McPherson Lighting Div., Emerson Electric Co .............. 7
McQuay, Inc ............................... 74
Medusa Portland Cement Co ............. 76-77
A-I J M Company ........................... 27
A-I Mississippi Glass Co .................. 44-45
Modine Mfg. Co .......................... 218-219
A Montgomery Elevator Co .............. 41
A I-Misson Rubber Co., R. C ............. 270

N
National Electrical Contractors Association ........ 56
National Fire Protection Association .... 94
A-I-L-D NATIONAL FLOOR PRODUCTS, INC .... 187
New Jersey Zinc ......................... 100
Norris Industries ....................... 32-33-5

O
A-Ots Elevator Co ......................... 78-79
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp ........... 101

P
Paddock of California, Inc .............. 158
A Panelfold Doors, Inc ................... 201
A-I Pella Rolrscreen Co ................... 173-176
Penberthy Architectural Products ........ 210
A-I Pittsburgh Corning Corp., Foamglass .... 198
A-D Pomona Tile Co ....................... 85
A-I PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.-Coatings & Resin Div. ........ 156
Pratt & Lambert Co ....................... 63
A-I Presstressed Concrete Institute ..... 60-61

R
Ralph Wilson Plastics .................... 86-87
Rauland-Borg Corp ....................... 224
A-I Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau .......... 96
A-I Republic Steel Corp ................. 68-69
A-I Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co .......... 37
A Rohm and Haas Company ............... 26
Roxbury Carpet ......................... 161
RUSSWIN, Div. Emhart Corp ............. 91

S
A Sargent & Company ..................... 22
A Silvaco Corp ............................ 70
A-I Sloan Valve Company ........................ 4th cover
A-I Solar Div., International Harvester Co .............. 184
Square D Company ....................... 48
A-I Standard Conveyor Co .................. 180
A-L Stanley Hardware, Division of The Stanley Works .... 189
Summitville Tiles, Inc .................... 205
A Sumaco Corporation .................... 166
A-I-Steam's Catalog Service ............ 304, 229
Symmons Engineering Co ............... 84
A-I-L Symmons Mfg. Co ................... 58

T
A-Taylor Co., The Halsey W ................ 186
A Thermoproof Glass Co .................. 216
A-I Thioil Chemical Corp ............... 72-73
Thomas Industries-Benjamin Div ........ 194
A-J M Company ........................... 27
A-Titus Mfg. Corp ....................... 14-15
A Tremco Mfg. Co ....................... 164
REGISTERED ARCHITECT

For diversified projects. Minimum of 5 years' experience in commercial and industrial work. Liberal Benefits Program.

Write in confidence to the Personnel Department, or call (615) 336-2261, Ext. 276.

RUST
THE RUST ENGINEERING CO.
DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES

P. O. Box 222
Collioune, Tennessee 37309

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EMPLOYMENT

Architects-Engineers, Everett Kelley Associates is well known for its professional placement of Technical people. Currently we have many qualified people seeking new opportunities. If you have a need contact us for complete listing. Contact in confidence, Ron Williams, EVERETT KELLEY ASSOC., 121 S. Broad St. 20th fl. Philadelphia, Penna. 19107. (Emp. Agcy.) (Exclusively an Employer FEE PAID Personnel Service).

POSITIONS VACANT

Architectural Teachers—Requirements: Masters degree in architecture and six years of architectural practice of which at least two years included interaction with computer applications related to completed building projects. Teach in a two year computer oriented architectural technology program. Location 28 miles northwest of Chicago, Illinois. Contact Chairman, Division of Engineering, William Rainey Harper College, Algonquin and Roselle Roads, Palatine, Illinois 60067.

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No. Classified Adv. Dept. of Architectural Record Send to office nearest you. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036: P.O. Box 12 CHICAGO, ILL. 60611: 645 N. Michigan Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. 94111: 255 California St.